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Foreword
For a number of years now, we have seen a steady flow of privacy surveys and research
coming largely out of North America, and in some cases Europe. However, we have not
had similar insight into Australians and how they view their privacy.
The purpose of the Office of the Federal Privacy Commissioner (OFPC) is to promote an
Australian culture that respects privacy. Our Strategic Plan 2000 identifies four key result
areas in the lead up to the commencement of the Privacy Amendment (Private Sector) Act
2000. Important among these is gaining a comprehensive understanding of current
community perceptions of privacy.
The outcomes of this research will help promote a balanced understanding of privacy in the
community and will be a key consideration for any organisation undertaking a risk
management approach to compliance. The research will also contribute significant input to
the networks we are developing with, among others, business organisations, community
groups and the health sector. Most immediately, the outcomes of this research will inform
the Office's communications strategy for the Privacy Amendment (Private Sector) Act
which is due to commence on 21 December 2001.
This is the most comprehensive privacy research into the attitudes of individuals in
Australia. From anecdotal evidence, complaints to this Office, and media coverage of the
issue, we have long understood that information privacy is important to Australians.
Privacy and the Community provides empirical evidence of the high value Australians
place on their privacy. Overall, respondents to the OFPC research, while exhibiting a low
level of knowledge and understanding in relation to privacy, show a high, and increasing
level of interest in their own privacy.
Businesses, with an eye on their bottom line, will benefit from considering the concerns of
consumers when undertaking their compliance programs, while not-for-profits will
enhance their relationships with supporters. An understanding of the key health privacy
concerns of individuals will complement existing clinical practices and foster even stronger
patient relationships.
I am quite sure that time will prove good privacy practice to be simply good business.

Malcolm Crompton
Federal Privacy Commissioner
July 2001
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In order to gain further understanding of community attitudes towards the protection of
personal information and awareness levels of current privacy laws, the Office of the
Federal Privacy Commissioner commissioned Roy Morgan Research to conduct a national
CATI survey (Computer Assisted Telephone Interviewing) among a representative sample
of the Australian population. Interviews were conducted in May, 2001 among 1,524 of the
Australian adult population (ie people aged 18 years and over).
Attitudes reflected a desire among the community to gain control over how their personal
information was used with more than 9 in 10 people wanting businesses to seek permission
before using their personal information for marketing. When asked if permission should
still be sought if it inconvenienced consumers with extra forms etc., support remained
strong with percentages in the high eighties. Similarly high proportions of people (around
9 in 10) thought it was important that organisations advise customers who may have access
to their personal information and how that information might be used.
Those who tended to emerge as more pro-active in relation to the protection of the personal
information were those aged 40 to 49 years, those on a higher household income and
people who were aware of, and knowledgeable about, the privacy laws. Awareness of the
privacy laws and knowledge about their privacy rights generally correlated with higher
incidences of assertive privacy-related behaviour. (We could assume, therefore, that as
awareness and knowledge grows as a result of communication campaigns, the proportion
of consumers practicing assertive privacy-related behaviour is likely to increase.) Younger
people were less likely to demonstrate assertive privacy-related behaviour as were those
with lower levels of education and those in rural areas.
The types of personal information people felt reluctant about divulging reflected findings
from earlier research with financial details, income, health information, and home contact
details all commonly mentioned (in descending order) as types of information people
would prefer to keep private. People aged 50+ years were more likely to be sensitive about
providing financial details compared to younger people (18 to 24 years), while those on
higher incomes felt more protective of this type of information than those on lower
incomes.
People were reluctant to provide this type of information as they felt that often it was “none
of their business” (ie none of the business of the requesting organisation). Other reasons
given for not wanting to hand over particular types of personal information included the
belief that the information could be misused and/or used in a way that would result in
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personal financial loss, or passed on without their knowledge. Fear of discrimination was
also mentioned in relation to the provision of health information.
Business practices such as transferring personal information without the individual’s
knowledge, and using personal information beyond the purpose for which it was originally
collected, were practices that caused concern among the vast majority of the community,
with large proportions registering the strongest level of concern. These findings were
supported by further results which showed that over 90% of the adult population regarded
each of the above practices as an invasion of privacy.
Internet retailers were perceived as the least trustworthy organisations regarding the
protection and use of personal information, scoring 1.98 on a scale of 5, with real estate
agencies and market research companies rating slightly above them. Health service
providers were, by far, perceived to be the most trustworthy type of organisation (scoring
4.16 out of 5), followed by financial organisations, government agencies, charities and
retailers. Generally younger people showed higher levels of trust towards more
organisations than other age groups which perhaps indicates a possible correlation between
inexperience and high levels of trust.
People, particularly younger ones and those on higher incomes, were more likely to trust an
organisation that gave them control over how their personal information was used, and
over half were more likely to trust an organisation that had a privacy policy. Younger
people and those on higher household incomes were more likely to say they’d trust an
organisation that had a privacy policy.
While the majority of the population appeared to be fairly compliant when asked to provide
their personal information to organisations, a relatively sizeable proportion (2 in 5) had
nevertheless refused to deal with businesses they felt did not adequately protect their
privacy. This has implications for privacy-lax businesses as approximately half of those
from the highest income bracket (household income of $60,000+) had decided not to deal
with a business on the grounds of privacy concerns.
The importance of good privacy practices to businesses that deal with personal information
was further reinforced with the finding that ‘respect for, and protection of, my personal
information’ was, overall, the aspect of service that mattered most to the largest proportion
of consumers, with over one-third rating this service aspect above quality of product,
efficiency, price and convenience. Quality of product, however, rated a close second and
was rated above ‘respect for privacy’ by men and people on higher household incomes.
The relatively low importance of price compared to the protection of personal information
was further demonstrated with less than one-third of people prepared to provide personal
information to a business in return for discounts. Younger people were the exception,
Office of the Federal Privacy Commissioner – Privacy and the Community
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however, with the majority of 18 to 24 year-olds (59%) prepared to trade personal
information for cheaper prices. This is consistent with results that show young people also
had higher-than-average percentages who saw price and efficiency as more important than
respect for privacy.
While less than a third of the population would provide their personal information for
discounts, over 40% were willing to trade their personal details in return for more efficient
and personalised service, with more than half of many sub-groups, including younger
people and those with higher household incomes, prepared to do so. People less likely to
trade their personal information in return for particular benefits were those from the 50+
age group, those with a household income of under $30,000, and those with lower levels of
education. Hence, this and other findings support aspects of earlier privacy research which
suggests that people from lower socio-economic groups register more concern about
protecting their privacy.
As indicated earlier, this higher level of concern, however, does not necessarily translate in
to pro-active behaviour, which is more common among high income earners and those who
are aware of their privacy rights. Findings suggest therefore, that those on higher
household incomes and people with an understanding of the issues are making judgements
about what’s important and what’s not, and acting on these, while those with lower levels
of knowledge and understanding of the issues are possibly less sure of how to actively
protect their privacy (and possibly feel more concern because of this), and less able to
discern which practices are more harmful or harmless than others. Hence, results reveal
higher levels of concern across a broader range of issues.
Just over 2 in 5 people (43%) knew that Federal privacy laws existed and 13% knew which
types of organisations the laws applied to. Awareness of the privacy laws was lowest in the
18 to 24 year age group (25%), and highest among those aged 40 to 49 years, with almost
half knowing about the laws. Awareness was slightly higher among people in capital
cities (46%) and lower in rural locations (35%).
When asked directly how knowledgeable they felt about their privacy rights more than half
of the population (52%) said they knew very little or nothing at all. A series of statements
designed to test people’s understanding of the laws confirmed the relatively low level of
knowledge with two-thirds of the population scoring 50% or less out of a possible score of
100. Only 4% of the population scored 100 out of 100. Men appeared to know more about
the application of the privacy laws than women, as did high income earners and people
with a degree, while, overall, younger people appeared to be less knowledgable.
While over one-quarter of the population (26%) knew of the Privacy Commissioner, only
5% mentioned the Commissioner when asked who they’d report a privacy breach to. The
Ombudsman was most commonly mentioned when asked who’d who they’d report a
Office of the Federal Privacy Commissioner – Privacy and the Community
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privacy breach to, followed by the organisation involved, Consumer Affairs, a lawyer, an
MP, and the police - all who received more mentions than the Privacy Commissioner.
The majority of people (75%) agreed with the practice of data-matching across government
agencies as a fraud-reduction measure, and also agreed to the monitoring of people’s use of
health service facilities through the allocation of a unique number (81%), however, support
for police access to a personal information database (on the premise that access would
mean that more crimes would be solved) was significantly lower with just over half
agreeing with the idea (55%). While these results may indicate lower levels of trust in the
police, they may also be explained by findings in the qualitative research which suggests
that most people are unaware of the deeper privacy issues surrounding the allocation of
unique numbers and data matching. However, as demonstrated in the focus groups, the
more they learned about the issues (through a knowledgeable group member), the more
they began to heavily qualify their acceptance of the one-number concept, or to reject it
altogether. Hence findings regarding the ‘unique number’ concept (and possibly data
matching), may well reflect low awareness among the general population in relation to the
more complex privacy issues surrounding such concepts.
The desire for people to control the use of their personal information was again made clear
in the survey with the majority of people (66%) believing that inclusion in a national health
information database should be voluntary rather than mandatory. Women, younger people
and those with a degree were more likely to support voluntary inclusion if such a database
existed.

Similarly, over half of the population (61%) thought that an individuals’ permission should
be gained before their unidentified health information was used for research purposes.
(This finding was surprising given that the qualitative work suggested that people generally
didn’t mind unidentified health information being used for research purposes.) People with
higher levels of education and on higher incomes, however, were less likely to believe that
permission to use unidentified information should be sought. Nevertheless, the desire to
protect their medical information was quite strong with over 40% of people believing that
medical staff should not discuss a patient’s details with other medical staff without first
seeking the patient’s permission, even though disclosure was intended to result in better
treatment for the patient. This figure was highest among those with a degree, (47%).
Questions regarding the use of public lists for marketing purposes showed that while a
clear majority (70%) were against use of the electoral role for such purposes, people were
split on whether or not it was acceptable to use the White Pages Telephone Directory for
marketing. Again, findings confirm that women and people from lower income groups are
more likely to want to protect their personal information, with fewer people from these
sub-groups supporting the use of either public list.
Office of the Federal Privacy Commissioner – Privacy and the Community
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When dealing over the internet the majority of people (57%) had more concerns about the
security of their personal information, hence approximately one-third of internet users had
attempted to protect their privacy by setting their web-browser to reject cookies. Another
third, however, were not aware of cookies or what they did. When asked about attitudes
towards tracking users over the internet without their knowledge, over 90% of people
thought this was an invasion of privacy.
Just over half of all internet users had seen or read a privacy policy displayed on an internet
site and over one-quarter said seeing or reading the policy made them feel more positive
about the site.

Office of the Federal Privacy Commissioner – Privacy and the Community
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2. INTRODUCTION
2.1 Background information
The Office of the Federal Privacy Commissioner (OFPC) is an independent statutory office
responsible for promoting an Australian culture that respects privacy. The office currently
has responsibilities under the Federal Privacy Act 1988 for the protection of individuals’
personal information.
The responsibilities of the Office, however, will broaden substantially in December 2001
when the Privacy Amendment (Private Sector) Act commences.
The Act extends the Privacy Act 1988 to the private sector, thus requiring private sector
organisations to comply with the National Privacy Principles which set standards for the
handling of personal information.
In order to assist in the development of an effective communication strategy to advise the
various target groups of the changes, and to inform future policy development, in January
2001 the Office of the Federal Privacy Commissioner commissioned Roy Morgan Research
to undertake research into community, business and government agency attitudes towards
privacy.
In order to ascertain the views of each target group (ie community, business and
government) three separate surveys were conducted, each involving a qualitative and
quantitative component. For the ‘community’ target group (the focus of this report) the
research included a qualitative component involving 6 focus groups, as well as a
quantitative survey consisting of approximately 1,500 telephone interviews.
This report details the methodology and findings from the quantitative component of the
community survey.
2.2 Research objectives
Broadly, the objectives of the survey involved:
•

identifying current behaviours of individuals in relation to the privacy of personal
information;

•

identifying community expectations in relation to privacy practices;

•

gauging current levels of knowledge with regards to privacy; and

•

gauging current levels of awareness and understanding of the privacy laws and the
privacy commissioner.

Office of the Federal Privacy Commissioner – Privacy and the Community
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3. METHODOLOGY
3.1 Interviewing
A total of 1,524 CATI (Computer Assisted Telephone Interviewing) interviews were
conducted nation-wide in April 2001. The sample was randomly selected from the latest
version of the Electronic White Pages with quotas set according to age, sex and location.
Interviews were conducted from Roy Morgan Research offices in Melbourne, Sydney and
Adelaide, with interviewer briefings conducted by Field Managers at each of the sites.
3.2 Questionnaire design
The questionnaire was designed in close consultation with staff from the Office who, in
turn, sought input from a committee of stakeholders. Questionnaire design was aided by
the findings from the qualitative phase in terms of identifying appropriate pre-codes to
questions and the suitability of the proposed content. The final questionnaire consisted of
47 questions and took an average of 22 minutes for respondents to complete.
A copy of the survey questionnaire is attached at Appendix A.
3.2.1 Pilot testing of the questionnaire
After finalisation of the draft questionnaire, a pilot phase was conducted to ensure the
questionnaire worked well over the phone. While the pilot phase showed that there were
no problems with the flow or comprehension of the questions, interviews were exceeding
the expected interview length by 7-8 minutes. Given that all questions included in the
questionnaire were of importance to the Office, rather than remove questions to reduce the
interview length, the decision was made to reduce the initial sample size (from 2000 to
1500) in order to keep within the research budget.
3.3 Sample design
To ensure the sample adequately represented a true cross-section of the Australian
population it was stratified by location (capital cities, other metropolitan and rural) and
allocated across all states. To increase the precision of estimates for these locations capital
city locations were slightly under-sampled while other metropolitan and rural locations
were over-sampled.
Age quotas (loose) for each location were set to ensure proportional representation at the
national level. Quotas were also set for each state, with smaller states over-sampled and
larger states under-sampled.
The number of interviews conducted for each age group within the three locations can be
seen in the following table.
Office of the Federal Privacy Commissioner – Privacy and the Community
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Interviews achieved
18-24 years

25-39 years

40-49 years

50+ years

TOTAL

Capital cities

106

227

159

266

758

Regional/Other
metro

58

107

104

184

453

Rural

34

87

65

127

313

TOTAL

198

421

328

577

1,524

The spread of sample across states is shown below.
Spread of Sample Across States

NSW/ACT

Vic.

Qld.

WA

SA

NT

Tas.

TOTAL

386

297

302

172

157

94

116

1524

Forty-six percent (693) of interviews were conducted with men and fifty-four percent (831)
with women.
The spread of respondents (18 years and over) across the 3 different household income
groups is shown in the table below. While quotas were not set on the basis of this variable,
a random sampling methodology should have ensured a representative sample across
income. While sample figures for the two income groups closely reflect the percentages in
the wider population, the lowest income group is somewhat under-represented, as is the
‘can’t say/refused’ category - probably due to the subject matter of the questionnaire (ie a
heightened sensitivity to giving out personal information).
Household
Income

% of Sample

% of Wider
Population 1

Household income of less than $30,000

15%

24%

Household income of $30,000 to $59,000

20%

22%

Household income of $60,000 +

28%

27%

Can’t say/ Refused

37%

27%

1

Based on figures obtained from the Roy Morgan Research Single Source data base, a database containing
approximately 55,000 respondents.
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3.3.1 Classifying locations
The Rural, Remote and Metropolitan Areas Classification System, developed jointly by the
(former) Department of Human Services and Health, and the Department of Primary
Industries and Energy, was used to stratify the sample by location. The classification
system has been used by the Commonwealth, State and other agencies in a variety of policy
or program areas. A summary of the classification units is provided below.
METROPOLITAN AREAS
•

Capital city (Statistical Divisions)

•

Other metropolitan centre -uc population of 100,000 or more (1 or more SSDs)

NON- METROPOLITAN ZONES
Rural Zone
•
•
•

Large rural centre: urban centre population of 25,000 - 99,000
Small rural centre: urban centre population of 10,000 – 24,999
Other rural area: urban centre population of < 10,000

Remote Zone
•
•

Remote centre: urban centre population of 5,000 or more
Other remote area: urban centre population of < 5,000

The three locations used for this survey were Capital City, Other Metro and Rural (this
includes all rural and remote zones).
3.4 Auditing and quality control
A total of 186 interviews (12%) were audited by CATI supervisors as part of Roy Morgan
Research's quality control procedures. While two-way 'live' auditing (using a CATI system
that allows the supervisor to listen in and watch the interview process as it is happening)
was undertaken in Sydney and Melbourne offices, one-way audits were conducted by the
Field Manager in the Adelaide Office. (One-way auditing is similar to two-way auditing
however the respondent cannot be heard.)
No difficulties or problems with interviewers or the interviewing process were revealed
through the auditing process.

Office of the Federal Privacy Commissioner – Privacy and the Community
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3.5 Response Rates
The following table shows the number of calls made to achieve the 1,524 interviews, along
with the number of refusals and terminations.
Response

Number

Interviews achieved

1,524

Refusals

4,925

Terminated mid-interview (respondent drop out) or
terminated due to hearing/language difficulty/very
elderly/incomprehensible

1,020

Quota fail (ie no-one in household meets criteria. This
would occur towards the end of the survey when many of
the age quotas had already been filled)

1,027

Number called 4 times and no answer or engaged on each
occasion

808

Unobtainable (number invalid or no longer in use)

3,665

Of all people contacted, approximately 1 in 5 completed the interview, hence a response
rate of 20%. Given the length of interview, this response rate is acceptable and similar to
response rates of other comparable surveys.
3.6 Weighting of data
The data collected in the survey were weighted according to age, location (including state)
and gender characteristics of the wider Australian population with estimates derived from
the latest ABS figures.
Unless specifically stated, percentages quoted throughout the report are weighted and refer
to estimates relating to the Australian population aged 18 years or over. It should also be
noted that percentages have been rounded to the nearest full number and may, in some
instances, slightly exceed 100 percent.
3.7 This report
The following report provides a descriptive analysis of results to each of the survey
questions. Results are analysed across a number of relevant variables including age,
location, state, education level and income level.
In general, the sampling variance for the sample at the national level is 1.5 to 2.5%. Hence
if the survey was repeated there is a 95% probability that the same results (within a +/2.5% range) would be obtained.
Office of the Federal Privacy Commissioner – Privacy and the Community
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4. MAIN FINDINGS
4.1 Current behaviour when filling out forms
When people were asked how they usually completed forms and applications that required
personal information, almost half (47%) indicated that they sometimes, often or always left
blank spaces where personal details were requested. While just over a quarter (26%) said
they sometimes left blank spaces, 14% said they often did and 7% always did. In
comparison, just over half (52%) of people said they never left blank spaces when
completing forms that required personal information.
If those who often or always left blank spaces were regarded as being pro-active in relation
to protecting their privacy, then results show that approximately 1 in 5 people could be
said to behave in a pro-active or assertive manner in order to protect their privacy.
When examining the different age groups it becomes apparent that those aged 40-49 years
were the most likely to regularly leave details blank than any other age group (25%),
compared to only 13% of 18-24 year olds, 22% of 26-39 year olds and 20% of those aged
50 years or over. Of the youngest age group (18-24 year olds) over half said they rarely or
never left blank spaces (56%), whilst of those aged between 26-39 and those over 50, 52%
said they rarely or never left blanks. Differences in results across age groups can be seen in
the following table.
Table 1: How often do you leave personal detail questions blank, by age

Always
Often
Sometimes
Rarely
Never

18-24
%

26-39
%

40-49
%

50+
%

(195)

(432)

(336)

(561)

6
7
29
26
30

4
18
26
26
26

10
15
27
19
28

7
13
25
21
31

Base: All respondents

People who live in rural areas were more likely to rarely or never leave personal detail
questions blank (63%). This compares to 46% of those who live in capital cities and 52%
who live in regional Australia. Only 12% of those in rural areas said they always or often
left questions blank compared to 24% in capital cities and 21% in regional areas.
Of the 7% who said they always leave blanks 63% would not state their household income
(either because they did not know or refused), in comparison, of those who said they never
leave blanks, 29% did not state (or couldn’t state) their household income. When looking
Office of the Federal Privacy Commissioner – Privacy and the Community
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at income (as shown in the table below) those with higher incomes where less likely
routinely complete all the personal details on forms (21%) compared to 10% of those
earning under $30,000.
Table 2: How often do you leave personal detail questions blank, by household income
Under $30,000
%

Always
Often
Sometimes
Rarely
Never

2
8
21
24
43

$30,000$59,999

$60,000 or
more

Can’t
say/refused

%

%

%

3
14
24
23
36

6
15
27
26
25

11
14
29
20
29

Base: All respondents

People with a Year 10 or below education were more likely to never or rarely skip a
personal detail question on a form (60%). In contrast, those with higher educational
qualifications were more likely to always or often leave blanks when completing personal
details (24% of those with a degree).
Interestingly, people who were aware of the existence of privacy laws were more likely
than others to be pro-active in relation to protecting their privacy with 24% saying they
always or often left out personal details requested on forms, compared to 18% of those who
weren’t aware of privacy laws.

4.2 Decided not to deal with a business because of privacy concerns
Approximately 2 in 5 respondents (42%) said they had refused to deal with an organisation
because of concerns over the use and protection of their personal information. These
people were more likely to belong to the 40-49 years age group - with 50% of this age
group refusing to deal with a business due to privacy concerns - and to be living in a capital
city, (47% in capital cities cf2. 40% in regional areas and 32% in rural locations).
As the following figure shows, younger people were the least likely to refuse to deal with a
company because of concerns over the use and protection of their personal information.

2

Please note that ‘cf’ is used throughout the report as an abbreviation for ‘compared to’.
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Figure 1: The Percentage of Respondents who had decided NOT
to deal with an organisation because of concerns over the use and protection of
their personal information, by age
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People with lower levels of education and on lower incomes were also less likely than
others to have refused to deal with an organisation on the basis of concerns over the use of
their personal information. For example, 35% of those with year 10 or below education
had decided not to deal with an organisation due to privacy concerns compared to 48% of
people who had a degree. Similarly, 28% of those on an income of under $30,000 had
decided not to deal with an organisation because of privacy concerns compared to 48% of
those earning $60,000 or more.
When comparing results across the states, Western Australia and South Australia had the
highest percentages of people who had decided not to deal with a business (48%) while the
Northern Territory and NSW had the lowest (31% and 38% respectively).
Once again, people who were aware of the privacy laws were more likely to behave in a
manner that protected their privacy with 47% of this group saying they had refused to deal
with an organisation because of concerns over the use and protection of their personal
information compared to 38% who weren’t aware of that privacy laws existed. This clearly
has implications for businesses who handle personal information as media promotion of
the new legislation is likely to increase consumer awareness and understanding of the laws.
The difference in behaviour between those who were aware of the privacy laws and those
who were not can be seen in the following figure.
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Figure 2: Behaviour of people aware of privacy laws compared to
people who are not aware of privacy laws.
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4.3 Decided not to deal with a government organisation because of privacy concerns
A total of 14% of people had decided not to deal with a government organisation because
of concerns about the use and protection of their personal information. This lower figure
(compared to 42% who had refused to deal with businesses due to privacy concerns) is
probably partly due to the fact that often there’s little choice when it comes to dealing with
government agencies.
Differences among sub-groups show that people aged 40-49 years were slightly more likely
than other age groups to have decided not to deal with a government organisation because
of concerns over the use and protection of their personal information (18% cf. 14%
national average), while people in rural locations were less likely than their counterparts to
exercise that option (9% cf. to 16% each of the other locations).
When comparing states, the Northern Territory had the highest percentage of people who
had decided not to deal with a government organisation because of privacy concerns (20%)
and Tasmania had the lowest (11%).
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4.4 What information are people sensitive about?
When people were asked about the type of personal information they were reluctant to
provide to organisations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

59% said financial details, such as bank accounts etc;
42% said details about their income;
25% said medical history or other health information;
17% said phone number;
14% said home address;
13% said genetic information;
11% said email address;
9% said marital status;
7% said date of birth;
6% said name;
2% said religion;
1% said details on family members; and
16% said none.

While responses to this question were fairly similar across most variables, some differences
to emerge included the following:
•

people from older age groups (62% of those aged 50+ years) were more likely than
people aged 18 to 24 years (47%) to feel reluctant about handing over financial details;

•

fewer people in rural areas and people on lower incomes mentioned financial details
(including bank accounts etc) as information they were reluctant to hand over, while
those with a household income of under $30,000 were less likely than their
counterparts to record income as sensitive information (31% cf. 42% average);

•

those with a higher level of education tended to nominate a greater number of personal
details that they felt reluctant about divulging when compared to those with lower
levels of education. For example, people who held a degree were more likely than
others to feel reluctant about divulging financial and income details as well as contact
details (such as home address, phone number and email address) and medical
information;

•

As might be expected, women were more reluctant than men to provide information
relating to their marital status. Reluctance to hand over this type of information was
felt by just over 1 in 10 women (11%) and 6% of men; and
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•

Women also had higher percentages than men mentioning home address (20% cf. 15%
of men) and telephone number (16% cf. 12% of men) as the type of information they
were reluctant to provide.

4.4.1 What information are people most sensitive about?
When asked to nominate the one piece of personal information they felt most reluctant to
hand over, financial details topped the list (40%), followed by income (11%), medical or
health information (7%), home address (4%), phone number (3%) and genetic information
(3%).
As seen in the table below, when asked the main reason for not wanting to provide
particular types of personal information the most common response was “it’s none of their
business/ it’s an invasion of privacy”, followed by fears that the information provided may
be misused.
Type of information
reluctant to provide

Main reason for not wanting to provide this information

Financial details

•
•
•
•

it’s none of their business/invasion of privacy (55%)
information could be misused (12%)
may lead to financial loss (10%)
information may passed with my knowledge (6%)

Income

•
•
•
•

it’s none of their business/invasion of privacy (59%)
information could be misused (10%)
may lead to financial loss (6%)
information may passed with my knowledge (6%)

Health information

•
•
•
•

it’s none of their business/invasion of privacy (80%)
information could be misused (11%)
discrimination (7%)
information may passed with my knowledge (5%)

Home address

•
•
•
•

it’s none of their business/invasion of privacy (39%)
information could be misused (16%)
don’t want people knowing where I live (16%)
information may passed with my knowledge (5%)

4.5 What organisations do people find most trustworthy?
When people were asked about the trustworthiness of various organisations in relation to
the use and protection of their personal information, health service providers, including
doctors and hospitals, rated highest (scoring 4.2 out of 5), followed by banks and
government organisations (each scoring 3.4 out of 5).
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Internet retailers (scoring 2) and real estate agents (2.4) were the type of organisations
people tended to trust the least when it came to the protection and use of personal
information.
The following table shows how trustworthy various types of organisations were perceived
as being in terms of the protection and use of customers’ personal information.
Table 3: The percentage of people who rated various organisations
as trustworthy or untrustworthy
MEAN
SCORE
(out of 5)

Highly
trustworthy
(%)

Somewhat
trustworthy
(%)

Not very
trustworthy
(%)

Highly
untrustworthy
(%)

Health service
providers incl. doctors
and hospitals

4.16

40

44

6

2

Financial orgs.

3.41

16

43

17

10

Government

3.40

15

43

17

9

Charities

3.35

10

44

18

7

Retail

2.81

3

32

31

13

Market research
organisations

2.77

5

28

26

16

Real estate agents

2.40

3

17

34

21

Internet retailers

1.98

1

8

31

29

Significant differences among sub-groups in the perceived trustworthiness of organisations
were as follows:
Health service providers
•

People in rural locations were more likely than people in other locations to perceive
health service providers as highly trustworthy (48% cf. 37% in capital cities and 38% in
regional areas) while those with a degree were twice as likely as others to rate them as
untrustworthy. This figure remained low, however, at only 4%.

•

Differences across states revealed that NSW respondents were less likely than people in
other states to rate health service providers as highly trustworthy (32% cf. 40% national
average) however, they were still regarded as somewhat trustworthy by more than half
of the population (52%).
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Financial organisations
•

Younger people (18-24 years) were more likely than other age groups to think banks
were highly trustworthy (20% cf. 16% average), as were people on lower incomes
(21% cf. 16% average);

•

Women were more likely than men to rates banks as highly trustworthy (19% cf. 14%
of men);

•

Queenslanders were more likely than other states to rate banks as highly untrustworthy
(14% cf. 10%);

Government agencies
•

Again younger people were more likely than any other age group to believe that
government agencies were highly trustworthy (21% cf. 15% average) while older age
groups (40 to 49 years and 50+ years) were more likely than others to rate government
organisations as untrustworthy (29% of 40-49 years thought they were either not very
trustworthy or highly untrustworthy, as did 31% of people aged 50+ years).

•

People on lower household income (under $30,000) were also slightly more likely than
those from other income groups to perceive government agencies as highly trustworthy
(20% cf. 15% national average).

Retailers
•

People in rural locations were more likely than those in capital cities or regional
locations to trust retailers with their personal information with 44% rating these type
of organisations as either highly or somewhat trustworthy compared to 32% of people
in capital cities and 34% of those in regional areas.

•

Men and people in capital cities were more likely than their counterparts to rate
retailers as highly untrustworthy (16% of men cf. 11% of women, and 15% of those in
capital cities cf. 9% in other locations.)

Real estate agents
•

Women were more likely than men to rate real estate agents as somewhat trustworthy
(21% cf. 13%), while people with a degree were more likely to rate them as
untrustworthy (60%);

•

People living in Queensland and Northern Territory were more likely to rate real estate
agents as untrustworthy (24% and 28% respectively cf. 21% average);
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•

Those with a household income of $30,000 to $59,000 were more likely than those in
other income sub-groups to rate real estate agents as trustworthy (23% cf. 20%
average), while those in the $60,000+ income bracket were more likely to rate them as
untrustworthy with 61% giving this rating;

Charities
•

18-24 year-olds were more likely to rate charities as highly trustworthy (15% cf. 10%
average), while people aged 40-49 years and 50+ were less likely to do so (7% and 9%
respectively), as were those with a degree (9%);

Internet retailers
•

While more younger people rated internet retailers as either highly or somewhat
trustworthy (approximately 14% cf. 9% average) the 18-24 year age group also had the
highest percentage of people who rated internet retailers as untrustworthy (69% cf. 60%
average).

•

Interestingly, Tasmania had the highest proportion of people who rated e-tailers as
trustworthy (16% cf. 9% national average) and conversely, the lowest proportion who
rated these types of organisations as untrustworthy (52% cf. 60% national average).
•

People with a year 10 or lower education were less likely than others to rate e-tailers
as untrustworthy (although more than half still saw them as untrustworthy, 51% cf.
60% average and 66% of those with a degree.)

4.6 Responses to unsolicited marketing information
More than half of the population (55%) were concerned about how organisations (whom
they had never dealt with before) obtained their name and address to send them unsolicited
marketing information. Approximately 25% said they felt angry and annoyed when they
received unsolicited marketing information, while 20% thought it was “annoying but
harmless”. Approximately 17% weren’t bothered by direct marketing information and just
under 1 in 10 (9%) said they enjoyed reading it.
These responses to unsolicited marketing information are shown in the following figure.
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Figure 3: Responses to receiving unsolicited marketing information from
organisations they have never dealt with before
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Differences across income groups show the following:
•

those on lower household incomes ($30,000 or lower) were less likely than those on
higher household incomes to feel concerned about where the organisation obtained
their details from (47% cf. 55% national average) and slightly more likely to say they
enjoyed reading the material (12% cf. 9% national average).

•

The 40-49 years age group had higher percentages than other age groups who were
concerned about where the organisation obtained their personal details from (64%)
while those from the younger age group were less likely to be concerned about this
(51% of those aged 18-24 years).

•

People in the 40-49 years age group were also less likely to say that unsolicited
marketing information didn’t bother them (10% cf. 17% average) while people aged
50+ years were more likely to tolerate it with 22% saying it didn’t bother them.

•

Younger people were more likely than those in other age groups to think unsolicited
direct marketing was annoying but harmless, and were slightly more likely to say they
enjoyed reading it (13% cf. 9% national average).

•

People in South Australia and Western Australia were more likely to say they enjoyed
reading unsolicited marketing information (15% cf. 9% average), however Western
Australians also had the highest proportion saying they felt angry and annoyed by direct
marketing from a company they have never dealt with before (30% cf. 25% national
average).
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4.7 Should businesses have to ask for your permission before using personal
information for direct marketing purposes?
Approximately 9 in 10 people (91%) thought that businesses should have to ask permission
before using people’s personal information for marketing purposes. Responses were
similarly high across all variables, however there were minor differences in states with
Tasmania and NSW having slightly higher percentages who thought business shouldn’t
have to seek permission for marketing purposes (12% and 11% respectively cf. 7% national
average).
When asked if they would still prefer businesses to seek their permission before marketing
to them if this involved having to complete permission forms, the vast majority (87%) said
yes. Hence, having control over the use of their own personal information was highly
desirable despite the inconvenience of dealing with extra forms.
While results were consistent across most variables, differences emerged in age groups
with younger people (aged 18 to 24 years) more likely to forego the need for permission if
it meant completing extra forms (11% cf. 9% national average). These results can be seen
in the following figure.
Figure 4: The percentage of people who think businesses should seek permission
before using personal information for marketing purposes
Should seek permission
Should seek permission even if I have to complete extra forms
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4.8 How important is it that you are advised about who may access your personal
information?
Approximately 89% of the population thought it was important that organisations advise
them who would have access to their personal information, with two-thirds (66%) rating
this as very important. As few as 1 in 20 (5%) thought such advice wasn’t an important
issue.
Attitudes on this issue were consistently high across all variables, however 40 to 49 year
olds were more likely than others to say it was very important (70% cf. 66% national
average) while those aged 18 to 24 years the least likely to give this rating (57%).
Slight differences also emerged on the basis of sex with women more likely than men to
rate this type of information as very important (70% cf. 62% of men).
When looking at education, those with lower levels of education had few people rating it as
important, however figures remained high with 83% of those with year 10 or lower
education level rating advice about who has access to your personal information as
important.

4.9 How important is it that you are advised about how your personal information is
used?
As well as wanting to know who may have access to their personal information, the desire
to know how their personal information might be used was also strong with more than 9 in
10 (92%) rating this type of information as important. Again, this information was seen to
be very important for over two-thirds (68%) of the population.
Although this information was seen as important for 90% of people aged 50+ years of age,
this figure was slightly lower-than-average.
As in the previous question more women than men rated this type of information as very
important (72% of women cf. 64% of men).
Those on lower incomes were slightly less likely to rate this information as important
(although the figure remained high at 89%), as were those who had lower education levels
(86% of those with year 10 or lower education cf. to 96% of those with a degree). As in
the previous question no real differences emerged across states or location.
The following figure shows how important people think it is to know who has access to
their personal information and how their information could be used.
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Figure 5: The percentage of people who think it’s important to know who has access
to their personal information and how their information may be used.
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4.10 What would make people more likely to trust an organisation with their
personal information ?
Respondents were given a list of ways in which an organisation might attempt to build trust
with their customers and asked to nominate which of these would impact upon their level
of trust towards an organisation.
As shown in the following figure, over half of the population (59%) said they’d be more
likely to trust an organisation if it gave them more control over how their personal
information was used, while 55% said “having a privacy policy” would help build trust.
Almost half (47%) said trust would be based on past experience with the organisation and
the organisation’s reputation (46%) while 40% thought “staff showing respect for my
privacy” would help build trust.
As can be seen in the following figure, younger people were more likely than older ones to
nominate control and having a privacy policy as ways in which a company could build
trust.
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Figure 6: Ways which would help people to trust an organisation with
their personal information, by age
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It should be noted that respondents could give multiple responses to this question

Capital city dwellers were more likely than those in regional or rural locations to nominate
“having a privacy policy” as a way to build trust (59% cf. 53% of those in regional
locations and 48% of those in rural locations), and also had higher percentages nominating
“control over how their personal information is used” (61% cf. 53% and 48% among
regional and rural locations respectively).
When looking at results across income groups, those earning higher incomes were more
likely than those from other income groups to think more control, having a privacy policy
and a good reputation would help them trust an organisation with their personal
information. These results can be seen in the following figure.
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Figure 7: Ways which would help people to trust an organisation with
their personal information, by income
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Compared to those with lower levels of education, people with a degree had higher
percentages nominating each of the options as appropriate ways to build trust. For example
73% of those with a degree nominated “control” (compared to 50% of those with year 10
or lower education) and 63% nominated “having a privacy policy” compared to 49% of
those with year 10 or lower education).
In terms of states, “having a privacy” was nominated among a higher percentage of those in
the Northern Territory (69% cf. 55% national average) and by the fewest in Queensland
(51%).
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4.11 How does the protection of privacy rate among other aspects of customer
service?
Respondents were asked to rate the following five service aspects according to importance:
•
•
•
•
•

Respect for, and protection of, my personal information;
Quality of product or service;
Efficiency of service;
Price; and
Convenience.

For the majority of people respect for personal information and quality of product were
seen as the most important service aspects. Respect for personal information, however, was
rated first by the largest portion of people, (36% compared to 34% who rated quality of
product/service as the most important service aspect). Eleven percent thought efficiency of
service was the most important while only 8% said price and 6% convenience.
Differences in demographics with regard to the importance of service aspects were as
follows:
•

Those from the 40 to 49 years age group were more likely than others to rate respect for
and protection of personal information as the most important service aspect (44% cf.
36 average);

•

Men were more to think quality of product/service was of the highest importance (40%
rated this aspect first compared to 33% who rated respect for and protection of
personal information as first);

•

Quality of product also rated first among those on incomes of $60,000 or more with
39% rating this as first compared to 35% who rated respect for and protection of
personal information as first);

•

Similarly, people with a degree, diploma or those who had completed year 11 or 12
were more likely to rate quality of product above respect for and protection of personal
information while larger proportions of those with year 10 eduction or below rated
respect as the most important service aspect (47% rated respect as the most important
service aspect compared to 36% average);

•

While respect for personal information ranked first in most states, more people in the
Northern Territory and Victoria thought quality of product was the most important
service aspect.
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•

While efficiency and price were seen as the most important service aspect by 11% and
8% respectively, larger proportions of the 18 to 24 year-old age group thought these
aspects were of primary importance (18% rated efficiency first and 12% rated price as
first).

4.12 Likely to provide personal information in return for discounts
The relatively low importance of price in comparison to the importance of having their
personal information adequately protected (as shown in the previous question) is further
reinforced with less than one-third (32%) saying they’d be likely to provide their personal
information in return for discounted goods or services. Almost half (49%) were unwilling
to trade personal information for discounts, 12% were undecided and 8% said it depended
on the organisation involved.
Consistent with the findings of the previous question, younger people were more likely
than those from older age groups to provide their personal information in return for
discounts with more than half (56%) saying they’d be likely to do this. Similarly, higher
proportions of those earning $60,000 or more, and those with a diploma or some university
education were more likely than their counterparts to trade personal information for
discounted purchases. These differences can be seen in the following figure.
Figure 8: The percentage willing to provide personal information in return for
discounted purchases, by education, income and age
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There were no significant differences across state or location.
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4.13 Likely to provide personal information in return for more efficient service
While 32% were willing to provide personal information in return for discounts, 43% were
willing to provide personal details in return for more efficient and personalised service
while 39% were not, 12% were unsure and 7% said it depended on the organisation.
Again, higher proportions of younger people were more likely to agree to trading personal
information in return for personalised service with 63% of the 18 to 24 age group likely to
do this and 51% of those aged 25 to 39 years compared to around one-third from each of
the other age groups.
People in capital cities were slightly more likely than those in either regional or rural
locations to part with their personal details in return for personalised service (44% cf. 34%
in regional locations and 43% in rural), as were those earning $60,000 or more (50% cf.
43% average) and those with some university education or a diploma (53%). These
differences can be seen in the following figure.
When comparing states, Northern Territory, Tasmania and Western Australia had slightly
higher proportions of people who were willing to provide their personal information in
return for personalised service (54%, 50% and 49% respectively cf. 43% average).
Figure 9: The percentage willing to provide personal information in return for more
efficient and personalised service, by education, income and age
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4.14 Attitude towards the transfer of personal information without owner’s
knowledge
In order to gauge people’s expectations in relation to privacy issues, they were asked to rate
their level of concern with regards to various practices involving the use of personal
information.
The first scenario (below) involved the transfer of personal information from one retailer to
another without informing the owner of the information:
-

You provide your personal information, such as your name, age, address, & interests,
to a large retailer where you regularly shop. The retailer transfers your personal
information to another retailer without your knowledge.

while the second involved a financial organisation using personal information for a purpose
other than that which was originally intended:
-

You provide your personal information, such as name, address, number of dependents
& living circumstances, to a bank for the purposes of a car loan. Two years later you
apply for a home mortgage and the bank uses this information as part of their
assessment of you without your knowledge or permission.

The responses to these scenarios are detailed below.
4.15 Attitudes towards transferring personal information
The vast majority (87%) of people said they would be concerned if a large retailer
transferred their personal information to another retailer without their knowledge. For
almost two-thirds of people (61%), this practice would be of great concern, with only 9%
showing little or no concern at all.
Younger people, although still concerned, were less likely to be greatly concerned (39%)
while those aged 50 years and over were significantly more likely to record high levels of
great concern (73%). Responses to this questions, by age, are shown in the following
figure.
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Figure 9: Level of concern about the transfer of personal information without
owner’s knowledge, by age
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No significant changes were recorded between men or women, nor across location. States
were also fairly similar ranging from a high of 91% rating concern in Queensland to 84%
in Tasmania.
Interestingly, although the figure remained high, those with a household income of $60,000
or more were less likely to be greatly concerned about the transfer of personal information
without their knowledge (53% cf. 61% average), as were those who had attended some
university or had a diploma (53%) or a degree (57%). Figures remained high however,
with more than half of each of these sub-groups recording great concern at the practice of
transferring personal information without the owner’s knowledge.
4.16 Attitude towards the use of personal information for reasons other than that
which was originally intended
Similarly, the practice of using information for a purpose other than that which was
originally intended was of concern for 68% of the population with 41% recording great
concern, and 23% recording little or no concern.
While young people (18 to 24 years) were less likely to record great concern at this
practice (28% cf. 41% average), overall this group had the highest percentage who were
concerned (74%).
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Figure 10: Level of concern with regard to using personal information beyond the
purpose for which it was originally collected, by age
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Women were more likely than men to be concerned at this practice (70% cf. 66% of men),
with one-quarter of men registering little of no concern compared to 22% of women.
When looking at results across income, slightly lower percentages of those earing $60,000
or more were concerned about the practice of using personal information beyond the
original reason it was collected for (66% cf. 73% of those earning under $30,000), while in
terms of education, lower percentages concerned with this practice were found among
those who completed year 11/12 or TAFE (63% cf. 68% average).
While there were no significant differences across locations, some minor differences
emerged across states with those living in NSW (73%) and Western Australia (73%) more
likely to be concerned at this practice while those in the Northern Territory were the least
likely to be concerned (55%), and conversely, the most likely to record little of no concern
(35% cf. 23% average).
4.17 What people would do if they believed their personal information was misused
by an organisation
The vast majority of people (95%) were prepared to act if they believed a company they
were dealing with was misusing their information. When asked what they’d do in such a
circumstance 45% said they’d make a complaint to the organisation and one-third (33%)
said they would not deal with an organisation again. Other reactions included reporting it
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to the ombudsman or another authority (21%); or seeking legal advice (8%). Only 5% said
they’d do nothing.
These responses can be seen in the following figure.
Figure 11: How people would respond if they believed an organisation they were
dealing with was misusing their personal information
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Differences among sub-groups in relation to this question include the following:
•

Those aged 40-49 were more likely than other age groups to make a complaint to the
organisation (49% cf. 45% average), while higher percentages of those aged 50+ said
they wouldn’t deal with the company again (37% cf. 33% average);

•

Women were more likely than men to say they’d make a complaint to the organisation
involved (53% cf. 38%) and men were more likely to say they seek legal advice (10%
cf. 5% of women);

•

The youngest age groups (18 to 24 years) were less likely to make a complaint to the
organisation involved and slightly more likely than other age groups to say they’d do
nothing about it. The figure remained low, however, at 7%. Younger people also had
higher percentages who said they didn’t know what they’d do (13% cf. 9% average);
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•

While one-third of people said they wouldn’t use the organisation again, this figure
was slightly higher in rural areas at 36%;

•

Those on a household income of $60,000 or more were more likely to make a
complaint to the organisation (54% cf. 44% of those earning under $30,000 and 43%
of those on $30,000-$59,000), as were those with a degree (56% cf. 45% average);

•

Those with a degree were also more likely to say that they’d report it to the
ombudsman or some other authority (26% cf. 21% average), while a slightly higher
proportion of those with year 10 or lower education said they seek legal advice (11%
cf. 8% average);

•

There were no significant differences across states.

4.18 Knowledge of privacy laws
In order to test respondents’ level of knowledge with regards to current privacy laws, 3
statements were read out and respondents asked to state whether each was true or false.
These statements read to respondents included the following:
•

Charities, private schools, private hospitals and other non-government organisations
are free to sell or transfer customer lists containing personal details to other
organisations. Is this statement true or false?

•

The way government departments or government agencies collect, protect and use
people’s personal information is up to the individual departments as they are not
bound by any federal privacy laws or legislation. Is this statement true or false?

•

Banks, insurance companies and other financial organisations are NOT currently
bound by privacy laws which restrict the way they can use their customers’ personal
details. Is this statement true or false?

A fourth statement concerning perceptions as to whether or not businesses often transferred
or sold mailing lists to other businesses was also included.
•

Customer details held by commercial organisations are often transferred or sold in
mailing lists to other businesses. Is this statement true or false?

Of the 3 knowledge-based statements, results show that:
•
•
•
•

7% gave correct responses to all 3 statements;
30% gave correct responses to 2 statements;
38% had 1 correct; and
24% had none correct.
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In relation to the statement regarding the regular transfer of customer details to other
businesses, 84% thought this to be the case while 7% thought it didn’t happen and 9%
couldn’t say.
Differences between sub-groups, in relation to responses to the statements, show that:
•

those aged 25 to 39 years or 40 to 49 years were more likely to give 2 or 3 correct
responses, while those aged 18 to 24 appear somewhat less knowledgable (32% gave 2
or 3 correct answers compared to 39% of the 25-49 year age group);

•

men appear to have slightly higher knowledge levels than women with 39% getting 2
or 3 statements correct compared to 36% of women (10% of men had all 3 questions
correct compared to 5% of women);

•

high income earners ($60,000 or more) and those with some university
education/diploma or a degree were more slightly more likely than their counterparts to
get 2 or 3 statements correct (48% and 44% respectively cf. 37% average).

Responses for each of the 4 statements can be seen in the following table.
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Responses to each statement

Statement

Result

Charities, private schools, private hospitals and other non-government 38% correct
organisations are free to sell or transfer customer lists containing personal 37% wrong
details to other organisations.
25% couldn’t say
• Over 50’s (44%) and men (45%) were more likely to answer correctly,
those aged 18-24 years were less likely (22%)
•

Those with year 10 or lower had higher percentages who gave the correct
answer (43%)

The way government departments or government agencies collect, protect and 46% correct;
use people’s personal information is up to the individual departments as they
27% wrong;
are not bound by any federal privacy laws or legislation.
27% couldn’t say
• Those aged over 50 were less likely to give the correct answer (41%) and
more likely to say they didn’t know (32%), as were women (31%)
•

Those earning $60,000 or more were slightly more likely to give the
correct answer (51%), as were those with some uni education/diploma or
who had a degree (63% and 56% respectively)

Banks, insurance companies and other financial organisations are NOT 37% correct
currently bound by privacy laws which restrict the way they can use their 34% wrong
customers’ personal details.
30% couldn’t say
• Those aged 25-37 years were more likely to answer this correctly (42%),
over 50’s were less likely (32)

•

Those earning over $60,000 were slightly more likely to answer this
correctly, as were those with higher levels of education

Customer details held by commercial organisations are often transferred or 84% believed this
sold in mailing lists to other businesses.
7% thought not
• Young people (18-24 yrs) were less likely than other age groups to answer 9% couldn’t say
correctly (73% cf. 84% average)
•

High income earners and those with a degree were more likely to answer
correctly (90% , 89% respectively)

4.19 Awareness of federal privacy laws
Just over two in five (43%) people were aware that federal privacy laws existed while 55%
were not and 3% couldn’t say.
Those aged 18 to 24 years were the least likely age group to know about the laws (25%
awareness) while those aged 40 to 49 years had the highest percentage aware of them
(47%).
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More men than women were aware that privacy laws existed (46% cf. 40%), while
awareness was higher in capital city locations (46%) and lower in rural areas (35%). These
results can be seen in the following figure.
Figure 12: Awareness of privacy laws, by location
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People on a higher household income ($60,000 or more) were more likely to be aware of
the privacy laws (48%) while those earning under $30,000 were less likely (36%). Those
with higher levels of education (completed some university/ has a diploma, or have a
degree) were also more likely to be aware of the privacy laws than those with lower levels
of education (54% of those with some uni or a diploma and 51% of those with a degree).
Awareness across states was highest in Western Australia, 51%, and lowest in South
Australia, 38%.
4.19.1 Awareness of who the laws applied to
While 43% were aware that privacy laws existed, around 1 in 10 (13%) knew which
organisations the laws applied to. As with general awareness of the laws, awareness was
slightly higher among respondents aged 40 to 49 years (17%) and lower among the
youngest aged group (8%).
Again, capital city respondents had slightly higher level of awareness concerning who the
laws applied to (15% cf. 11% in both regional and rural locations), as did those in the
higher income bracket (15%) and those who had some university or a diploma (20%).
As in the previous question, Western Australians (18%) appear to have slightly higher
levels of awareness with regards to the privacy laws (although Victoria was the state which
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had the highest percentage of people who knew how the laws applied in practice), while
again, South Australia had slightly lower (8%).
4.20 Level of knowledge about rights to protect privacy
When asked how much they know about their rights to protect their personal information:
•
•
•
•
•

3% said a lot;
15% said an adequate amount;
29% said some;
46% said very little; and
6% said they knew nothing.

Young people (18 to 24 years) were more likely to say they knew very little about their
rights (52%) as were those with lower levels of education (52% of those who completed
year 10 or below). People with a degree were more likely to say they had adequate
knowledge about their rights, however, this figure remained relatively low with 1 in 5
believing they had an adequate or high level of knowledge concerning their rights when it
came to protecting their personal information.
4.21 Reporting misuse of personal information
When asked to whom they’d report the misuse of their personal information, approximately
one-quarter of the population (24%) said they didn’t know who they’d report it to. The
remaining three-quarters, however, mentioned the following authorities or organisations,
with 5% mentioning the Privacy Commissioner:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ombudsman (22%);
The organisation involved (17%);
Consumer affairs (13%)
Lawyer /solicitor (13%);
Local or state MP (11%);
The police (7%);
State government department (6%);
The Privacy Commissioner (5%);
Media, local council, seek advice from family or friends (1% each).

People in New South Wales and those with a household income of $60,000 had higher
proportions who said they report a privacy breach to the Privacy Commissioner. This
figure was less than 1 in 10, however, at 9%. (It should be noted that the question did not
differentiate between state or Federal Commissioners. Hence awareness could relate to the
Privacy Commissioner at State or Federal level. )
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Those with a degree or who had attended some uni/or had a diploma also had slightly
higher-than-average percentages who said they’d report a breach to the Privacy
Commissioner (7% and 8% respectively).
Those people who earlier reported awareness of the privacy laws had higher percentages
who mentioned the Privacy Commissioner (8% cf. 2% who weren’t aware of the laws) as
did those who said they had adequate or high levels of knowledge concerning their privacy
rights (13% cf. 2% of those who had little of no knowledge).
The differences in behaviour, on the basis of awareness and knowledge of privacy laws, is
shown in the following figure.
Figure 13: Who people would report a privacy breach to, by level of awareness
and knowledge of privacy rights
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When those people who didn’t mention the Privacy Commissioner on this question were
asked if they were aware that a Privacy Commissioner existed, 23% said yes (but had failed
to mention this is who they’d report a breach to) and 74% said no, they were not aware.
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4.22 Data matching
Three-quarters of people (75%) agreed with data matching as a means of reducing fraud
within government payment systems while 18% disagreed. Of those who agreed, 24%
strongly agreed.
Interestingly, people aged 18 to 24 years were less likely to agree (64% cf. 75% average)
with this practice and more likely to disagree (25% cf. 18% average), as were those with
year 10 or below education and those with some uni/diploma (68% agreed and 22%
disagreed).
Those with a household income of $60,000 or over were more likely than those in other
income groups to support data-matching (83% cf. 80% of those earning under $30,000 and
76% of those on $30,000-$59,000).
When looking at results across states, those in Western Australia were more likely to
support data matching (86%) while those in Victoria were the least likely (70%).
Results across age and income sub-groups are shown in the following figure.
Figure 14: Attitude towards data matching, by age and income
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4.23 Allocating one number for use across all government departments
Respondents were asked whether they agreed or disagreed with the idea that each
individual should have an allocated number for use across government agencies and
departments. The question put to respondents was as follows:
-

Could you please tell me if you agree or disagree with the following statement: All
individuals on Commonwealth government data bases such as Immigration, Centrelink,
the tax office and Medicare should be allocated one number each and that number
should be used for all their dealings with any government department.

Somewhat surprisingly 70% of people agreed with this concept. This result, however, was
not supported by the qualitative findings and should be treated with caution as we believe
the placement of the question (ie following on from questions relating to the reduction of
fraud in government departments) has resulted in respondents interpreting it within a fraudreduction context. In addition, the type of government departments mentioned in the
question such as Centrelink, Immigration, the Tax Office and Medicare may have also led
respondents to relate the question to fraud reduction and hence to respond with this view in
mind. In the qualitative research, discussion on the one-number concept often lead to
concerns regarding the consolidation of information and the potential for organisations to
build comprehensive profiles without an individual’s knowledge. This topic also triggered
memories of the Australia Card and the ‘big brother’ issues surrounding such a concept.
While initially people saw the administrative advantages of a unique number, as certain
group members (ie those with awareness of the deeper issues) began to raise their concerns
about the concept, most group participants heavily qualified their support for the concept or
backed away from it altogether.
Results to the survey question, however, show that men were more likely than women to
agree with the concept (74% cf. 65% of women) as were people in rural locations (77% cf.
66% of those in capital cities), and those on household a income of $60,000 or more (74%
cf. 70% average).
When looking at education sub-groups those with lower levels of education (year 10 or
lower) were more likely to support the idea (78% cf. 70% average) while those with a
degree were less likely to support the concept (64% cf. 70% average) and, conversely, had
the highest proportion who disagreed, with almost third of this group (31%) registering
disagreement.
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4.24 One number to track heath care services
In order to enable the government to better track the use of health care services, four out of
five people (81%) agreed (including 23% who strongly agreed) that individuals should
have a number allocated to them for use when accessing any type of health service. A total
of 13% disagreed with this concept and 6% were undecided.
Again, it is suspected that many people answered this question within a fraud-prevention
context as discussions in the qualitative phase revealed relatively high levels of concern
about a database that contained people’s health information. As such, support for a ‘health
information network’ was heavily qualified by respondents with regards to adequate
security and restricted access.
However, responses to the survey questions showed that younger people were less likely to
strongly agree with this idea (15%), while those aged 50+ were more likely to strongly
agree (27%).
Men were more likely than women to strongly agree (26% cf. 20%), and to agree with the
idea overall (83% cf. 79%), while higher percentages of agreement came from people who
lived in rural areas (86%) compared to those living in regional areas (77%) and in capital
cities (80%).
While there were no significant differences on the basis of income, differences existed
across education levels with those who had a degree being less likely to agree with the
concept (74% cf. 81% average) and more likely to disagree with it (19% cf. 13% average).
Victorians were the least likely to agree with the one number concept (75%) while
Queenslanders had the highest percentage who agreed (88%).

4.25 Inclusion in a national health database
If a national health database were to exist, 66% of people believed that individual inclusion
in the database should be voluntary while 28% believed that all medical records should be
entered as a matter of course, and 4% couldn’t say.
Those more likely to believe inclusion should be mandatory were:
•
•
•
•

people aged 50+ years of age (33%);
men (31%);
those in rural areas (32%); and
those with year 10 or below level of education (38%);

while those more likely to believe inclusion should be voluntary included:
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• respondents aged 18 to 24 years (72%) and 25 to 39 years (70%);
• women (69%); and
• those with a degree (74%).

4.26 Using unidentified information for health research
More than half the population (61%) thought that an individual’s permission should be
sought before using their unidentified health information for research purposes. One-third
(33%) thought permission wasn’t necessary and 4% said maybe.
Slightly higher percentages supporting permission were among those aged 18 to 24 and 25
to 39 years of age (63% and 65% cf. 61% average), women (64% cf. 59% of men), and
people in rural areas (67% cf. 59% in capital cities).
While people on lower incomes and with lower levels of education were more likely to
believe that permission should be sought before using unidentified health information,
those on higher incomes and with higher education levels were less likely to see permission
as necessary. These differences can be seen in the following figure.
Figure 17: The percentage of people who think permission should be sought before
using unidentified health information for research purposes, by education and
income
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4.27 Agree with doctors discussing their details without consent
When asked whether health professionals should be able to discuss the medical details of
an individual (in order to better treat them) – in a way which identified them – without the
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patients consent, results were split with just over half (53%) agreeing and 41%
disagreeing.
Those aged 50+ years were more likely to agree (58%), while those aged 25 to 39 were less
likely to do so (49%). Men were also more likely to agree (58% cf. 49% of women) while
women were more likely to disagree that health professional should be able to do this (46%
cf. 36% of men).
No significant differences emerged across location or income sub-groups, however, the
education variable showed some differences with people who had lower levels of education
more likely to agree with the statement (60% of those with year 10 or lower education)
while those with a degree were split with 47% agreeing and 47% disagreeing. Hence this
sub-group had the highest proportion of people who disagreed with the idea of medical
staff discussing a patient’s condition or treatment – in a way that identified them - without
their consent.

4.28 Police access to personal information databases
Although data matching to prevent fraud was heavily supported by the community (75%),
as was the tracking of health care services (81%), when asked whether police should have
access to databases containing personal information on all Australians if it meant that twice
as many crimes could be solved, a much lower level of support emerged with just over half
(55%) agreeing with the idea. The results to this question, by age, can be seen in the
following figure.
Figure 14: The percentage of people who believe that police should have
access to databases containing personal information if it meant
that twice as many crimes could be solved, by age
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As seen in the figure above, 18 to 24 year-olds had higher percentages who opposed the
idea of police accessing databases containing personal details of citizens, and those aged 40
to 49 had lower percentages actively supporting the idea (51%).
While results across sex and location were fairly similar, differences emerged across
income and education with those earing under $30,000 (64%) and those with lower levels
of education more likely to support the idea, while people with a degree had the highest
proportion of any sub-group to disagree (38%). Differences on the basis of education can
be seen in the following figure.
Figure 16: The percentage of people who believe that police should have
access to databases containing personal information if it meant
that twice as many crimes could be solved, by education level
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In relation to states, those in the Northern Territory and Tasmania were more likely than
those in other states to agree to police access to personal information databases (63% and
62% cf. 55% average).
4.29 Practices regarded as an invasion of privacy
The vast majority of community members (90% and over) regarded each of the following
scenarios to be an invasion of privacy:
Scenario 1: A business that you don’t know gets hold of your personal information.
- 95% of the population saw this as an invasion of privacy.
Scenario 2: A business monitors your activities on the internet, recording information
on the sites you visit without your knowledge.
- 90% of the population saw this as an invasion of privacy.
Scenario 3: You supply your information to a business for a specific purpose and
the business uses it for another purpose.
- 94% of the population saw this as an invasion of privacy.
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Scenario 4: A business asks you for personal information that doesn’t seem relevant to
the purpose of the transaction.
- 93% of the population saw this as an invasion of privacy.
While percentages of those who regarded each scenario as an invasion of privacy were high
across all sub-groups, minor differences to emerge are as follows:
•

Slightly fewer men than women regarded scenarios 1,2 and 4 as a breach of privacy,
however figures remained in the high eighties or low nineties;

•

Those in the middle and high income bracket and people in capital city locations were
slightly less likely to regard monitoring internet activities as a breach of privacy while
those in regional areas had higher percentages who thought this activity was a breach –
(89% of those in capital cities compared to 94% of those in regional areas regarded this
activity as a breach, while 2% of people earning $30,000-$59,000 and 10% of those on
$60,000+ thought this activity was not a privacy breach);

•

People in the highest income bracket were slightly less likely to regard scenario 4 as a
privacy breach (7% did not regard this as a privacy breach compared to 5% average).

The responses given for each scenario are shown in the following figure.
Figure 18: The percentage of people who regard the following
scenarios/activities an invasion of privacy
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4.30 Using public lists for marketing purposes
While 70% of the population thought that the electoral role should not be accessed for
marketing purposes, people were split on the use of the White Pages telephone directory
with 42% agreeing that the directory should be accessible to marketers and 46% believing
that it shouldn’t be. These results are shown in the following figure.
Figure 19: The percentage of people who agree or disagree with use of the electoral
role or telephone directory for marketing purposes
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The following tables shows the sub-groups who were more likely to support or disagree
with using the public lists for marketing purposes.
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Sub-groups more likely to be against
using the ELECTORAL ROLE
•
•

women (72% against cf. 68% of men)
people form regional locations (74%
against cf. 69% of those in capital cities
and 71% of those in rural locations)
• people in Queensland (77% against cf.
to 66% in New South Wales)
• people with a year 10 or lower education
level (74% against cf. 70% average)

Sub-groups more likely to be against
using the TELEPHONE DIRECTORY
•
•
•

•

More likely to agree with using the
electoral role
•
•
•

•

•

those aged 50+ years of age (26% for cf.
18% of those aged 40 to 49 years)
men (25% for cf. 19% of women)
people in New South Wales and South
Australia (24% and 25% respectively cf.
22% average)
people with a household income of
$60,000 or more (26% agree cf. 22%
average)
people with a degree (25% cf. 22%
average).

women (52% against cf. 39% of men)
people in Queensland (54% against cf.
to 39% in Western Australia)
people with a household income of
under $30,000 (58% against cf. 46%
average)
with a year 10 or lower education level
(50% against cf. 46% average)
More likely to agree with using the
telephone directory

•

•
•
•
•

•

younger people (46% of 18 to 24 year
olds and 47% of 25 to 39 year olds cf.
42% average)
men (49% for cf. 36% of women);
people in capital cities (44% cf. 41% in
regional areas and 39% in rural areas)
people in Western Australia (50% cf.
35% in Queensland)
people with a household income of
$60,000 or more (56% agree cf. 42%
average)
people with a degree (48% cf. 42%
average).

4.31 The internet
Questions regarding privacy and the internet were only asked of 51% of respondents, ie
those who used the internet at home, work or a place of study at least once a week.
4.31.1 More concerns about the security of personal information when using the
internet
More than half of all internet users (57%) had more concerns about the security of their
personal information when using the internet, while around one-third (31%) had the same
level of concern and 8% fewer concerns. These results are graphed in the following figure.
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Figure 20: The percentage of internet users who have more or fewer concerns about
the security of their personal information when using the internet
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Base: those who use the internet at least once a week – 780 respondents

Interestingly, men were more likely than women to say they had more concerns about their
personal information when using the internet (59% cf. 55%), as did people in the 25 to 39
year age group (65% cf. 57%). (It is interesting to note that, other than the 50+ age group,
the 25 to 39 years age group had the lowest incidence of internet users (59% cf. 66% of
users in both the 18 to 24 and 40 to 49 years age group. Of the 50+ age group, 30% were
classified as internet users).
Approximately 52% of those with a household income of under $30,000 and those on
$30,000 to $59,000 said they had more concerns when using the internet, compared to 60%
of those with a household income of $60,000.
Larger percentages of people with some uni/ or a diploma said they had fewer concerns
(20% cf. 8% average), while those with year 10 or below education were more likely to say
their concerns were the same (42% cf. 31% average). This group also had lower
percentages of those who said they had increased concerns when dealing over the internet
(45% cf. 57% average).
4.31.2 Set browser to reject cookies
Just under one-third of internet users (27%) said they had set their web browser to reject
cookies while 38% had not, and 34% were not sure or didn’t know what ‘cookies’ were.
The only significant differences across sub-groups included the following:
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•

Those aged 25 to 39 years had a slightly higher proportion who had set their web
browser to reject cookies (33% cf. 27%);

•

More women than men didn’t know what cookies were (32% cf. 20% average);

•

A higher proportion of people with a degree (31%) and those earning $30,000 to
$59,000 had set their browser to reject cookies (28% cf. 23% of those earning under
$30,000 and 22% of those earning $60,000);

•

Those with an education level of year 10 or below were more likely than other groups
not to know what cookies were (40% cf. 25% average), and higher percentages of
those aged 50+ also fell into this category with 33% not knowing what a cookie was.

4.31.3 Giving false information when completing forms over the internet
When internet users were asked whether they ever gave false information when completing
forms over the internet the following results were obtained:
•
•
•
•
•
•

6% said always;
7% said often;
17% said sometimes;
10% said rarely;
51% said never; and
9% couldn’t say.

Younger internet users (18 to 24 years) were twice as likely as other age groups to often
provide false information (15% cf. 7% average), while almost two-thirds of those aged 40
to 49 years (63%) and 60% of those aged 50+ said they never gave false information. The
higher propensity among young people to give false information over the internet perhaps
reflects the ease and confidence with which many young people handle this medium.
Regional internet users were also slightly more likely than their counterparts to often or
always provide false information (20% cf. 13% average).
Around one-fifth of those (21%) with a household income of $60,000 or more said they
sometimes provided false information (compared to 14% of those earning under $30,000),
while those in the lower income bracket had the highest percentage who said they never
gave false information (61% cf. 51% average).
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4.31.4 Privacy Policy
Just over half of all internet users (55%) had seen or read the privacy policy attached to an
internet site while 43% hadn’t. Of those who had seen or read the privacy policy:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

18% said they felt more positive or confident about the site;
4% said it made them more cautious about using the site;
3% said they trusted the organisation more;
3% said they respected the organisation more for having it;
3% said it showed the organisation was doing the right thing;
2% said it was too long and complicated to read; and
54% said it made little or no difference.

As can be seen in the figure below, twice as many women as men (26% cf. 13%) said
seeing a privacy policy made them more confident about the site.
Figure 21: The effect of seeing a privacy policy on an internet site
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Community Attitudes towards Privacy
- Questionnaire -
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CURRENT BEHAVIOUR
1. When completing forms or applications that ask for personal details, such as your name,
contact details, income, marital status etc, how often, if ever, would you say YOU LEAVE
SOME QUESTIONS BLANK as a means of protecting your personal information?
2. Have you ever decided NOT TO DEAL with a private company or charity because of
concerns over the protection or use of your personal information?
2a. Have you ever decided NOT TO DEAL with a government organisation or agency
because of concerns over the protection or use of your personal information?
3. When providing your personal information to organisations, IN GENERAL, what type
of information do you feel MOST RELUCTANT about handing over.
IF MORE THAN ONE RESPONSE ON Q3, ASK:
4. And of (READ OUT ALL MENTIONED IN Q ) which ONE of these would you be
MOST RELUCTANT to provide?
5. And what is your main reason for not wanting to provide this type of information?
6. Which of the following statements BEST DESCRIBE how you GENERALLY feel when
organisations that you have NEVER DEALT WITH BEFORE send you unsolicited
marketing information or junk mail?
I feel angry and annoyed
I feel concerned about where they got my personal information
It doesn’t bother me either way, I don’t care.
It’s a bit annoying but it’s harmless.
I enjoy reading the material and don’t mind getting it at all.
CAN”T SAY
7. Do you think that organisations should have to ASK FOR YOUR PERMISSION before
using your personal information for direct marketing?
IF YES ON Q7 ASK:
8. Would you still prefer an organisation to seek permission before using your personal
information for direct marketing if this involved sending you extra mail and getting you to
complete permission forms?
8a. How important is it that organisations seek your permission to STORE YOUR
PERSONAL INFORMATION ON THEIR DATA BASE?
8b. How important is it that organisations ADVISE YOU WHO MAY HAVE ACCESS
TO YOUR PERSONAL INFORMATION?
8c. How important is it that organisations ADVISE YOU HOW YOUR PERSONAL
INFORMATION MAY BE USED?
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9. The next question is about how much you trust certain organisations with your personal
information. How trustworthy would you say the following organisations are with regards
to how they protect or use your personal information?
9a. FINANCIAL ORGANISATIONS SUCH AS BANKS, BUILDING SOCIETIES AND
CREDIT UNIONS. Would you say these types of organisations were trustworthy or
untrustworthy when it comes to the protection or use of your personal information?
9b. REAL ESTATE AGENTS. Would you say these types of organisations were
trustworthy or untrustworthy when it comes to the protection or use of your personal
information?
9c. MAIL ORDER COMPANIES. (Would you say these types of organisations were
trustworthy or untrustworthy when it comes to the protection or use of your personal
information?)
9d . CHARITIES. (Would you say these types of organisations were trustworthy or
untrustworthy when it comes to the protection or use of your personal information?)
9g. HEALTH SERVICE PROVIDERS, INCLUDING DOCTORS AND HOSPITALS.
Would you say these types of organisations were trustworthy or untrustworthy when it
comes to the protection or use of your personal information?
9h. MARKET RESEARCH ORGANISATIONS. (Would you say these types of
organisations were trustworthy or untrustworthy when it comes to the protection or use of
your personal information?)
9i. RETAILERS (Would you say these types of organisations were trustworthy or
untrustworthy when it comes to the protection or use of your personal information?)
9j COMPANIES SELLING OVER THE INTERNET. Would you say these types of
organisations were trustworthy or untrustworthy when it comes to the protection or use of
your personal information?
10. Which ONE of the following would be most likely to make you trust an organisation
with your personal information?
If the organisation has a privacy policy
If the organisation gives you control over how your personal information is used and
disclosed
If the organisation has a good reputation for keeping personal information private
If the organisation staff show respect for your privacy
If you have had good past experiences dealing with the organisation
CAN’T SAY
PRIVACY IS NOT AN ISSUE FOR ME
11. When dealing with businesses that require your personal information which of the
following service components are most important to you? Please rate them starting with
the most important and finishing with the least important. ROTATE
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Convenience
Efficiency of service
Quality of product or service
Price
Respect for, and protection of, my personal information
C/s

12. GENERALLY, how likely or unlikely would you be to provide your personal
information to an organisation if it meant you would receive discounted purchases?
13. GENERALLY, how likely or unlikely would you be to provide your personal
information to an organisation if it meant you would receive more efficient and
personalised service?
To what extent, if any, does or would the following practices concern you.
14. You provide your personal information, such as your name, age, address, & interests,
to a large retailer where you regularly shop. The retailer transfers your personal
information to another retailer WITHOUT YOUR KNOWLEDGE. Would you say this
practice is of: READ OUT …. ROTATE RESPONSES

15. You provide your personal information, such as name, address, number of dependents
& living circumstances, to a bank for the purposes of a car loan. TWO YEARS later you
apply for a home mortgage and the bank uses this information as part of their assessment of
you WITHOUT YOUR KNOWLEDGE OR PERMISSION
Would you say this practice is of
Great concern
Of some concern
Neither of great or little concern
Of little concern only
Of no concern at all
C/s /HAVEN’T THOUGHT ABOUT IT

16. If you believed an organisation such as your bank or an insurance company misused
your personal information in a way that breached your privacy, what, if anything, would
you be likely to do?

5. LEVEL OF KNOWLEDGE
The next few questions are about current practices regarding the use and security of
customers’ personal information. Please state whether you think the following statements
are true or false. If you don’t know, or haven’t really thought about it, just say “Can’t say.”
17. “Customer details held by commercial organisations are often transferred or sold in
mailing lists to other businesses.”
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Would you say this statement was true or false?
18. “Charities, private schools, private hospitals and other non-government organisations
are free to sell or transfer customer lists containing personal details to other organisations.”
Would you say this statement was true or false?
19. “The way government departments or government agencies collect, protect and use
people’s personal information is up to the individual departments as they are not bound by
any federal privacy laws or legislation.”
Would you say this statement was true or false?
20. “ Banks, insurance companies and other financial organisations are NOT currently
bound by privacy laws which restrict the way they can use their customers’ personal
details.”
Would you say this statement was true or false?
21. That was the last true or false statement. Currently privacy laws do exist. The laws
outline procedures for the collection, use and storage of people’s personal information and
apply to federal government departments and agencies, as well as to financial
organisations. They do not yet apply to other businesses. Were you aware of the privacy
laws before this interview?
21b. Were you aware of what organisations the privacy laws applied to, before this
interview?
22. How much would you say do you know about your rights when it comes to protecting
your personal information ?
23. If you wanted to report the mis-use of your personal information, who would you be
most likely to contact?
24 Are you aware that a Federal Privacy Commissioner exists to uphold privacy laws and
to investigate complaints people may have concerning the misuse of their personal
information ?

6. GOVERNMENT QU
25. In an attempt to REDUCE FRAUD, some government departments and agencies
COMPARE INFORMATION HELD IN THEIR DATABASES in a process called DATA
MATCHING. For example, a couple of times a year information held by Social Security is
matched with Tax Office records to check that benefits and pensions are going to people
entitled to them. Do you agree or disagree with using people’s personal information in
this way? And would that be strongly agree/disagree or just agree/disagree?

26. Could you please tell me if you agree or disagree with the following statements:
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All individuals on commonwealth government data bases such as immigration, Centrelink,
the tax office and Medicare should be allocated ONE NUMBER EACH and that number
should be used for ALL THEIR DEALINGS WITH ANY GOVERNMENT
DEPARTMENT. Do you agree or disagree with this statement?
And would that be strongly agree/disagree or just agree/disagree?
27. To enable the government to better track the use of HEALTH SERVICES, all individuals
should be allocated a NUMBER and that number should be used when accessing ANY health
service or facility. Do you agree or disagree with this statement?

And would that be strongly agree/disagree or just agree/disagree?
28 If an additional 50 – 60% of crime could be solved, would you be happy for the police
to have access to a database containing the personal information of all Australians?

7. HEALTH INFORMATION NETWORK
The next few questions concern medical or health information and privacy.
Firstly, a question about a national health information database.
29. If a national health information network existed it would involve entering all medical
records onto an Australian-wide database. This would allow a patient’s medical
information to be easily and quickly transferred to a treating doctor anywhere in australia.
such a network could also be used to gather information on national health statistics.

30. If such a database existed, do you think inclusion of your medical information should
be VOLUNTARY, or should ALL MEDICAL RECORDS be entered as a matter of
course?
31. Health information is often sought for research purposes and is generally de-identified that is, NOT linked with information that identifies an individual. Do you believe that an
individuals’ permission should be sought before their de-identified health information is
released for research purposes, or not?

32. Do you agree or disagree that your doctor should be able to discuss your personal
medical details with other health professionals – in a way that identified you - WITHOUT
YOUR CONSENT if they thought this would assist your treatment? And would that be
strongly agree/disagree or just agree/disagree?
33. Which of the following instances would you regard to be an invasion of the privacy of
your personal information? READ OUT STATEMENTS BELOW AND HIGHLIGHT
THOSE RESPONDENT CONSIDERS TO BE AN INVASION OF PRIVACY. IF
NECESSARY SAY: Would you say this was an invasion of the privacy of your personal
information? AFTER EACH STATEMENT.
A business that you don’t know gets hold of your personal information. . IF NECESSARY
SAY: Would you say this was an invasion of the privacy of your personal information?
34. A business monitors your activities on the internet, recording information on the sites
you visit without your knowledge.
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35. You supply your information to a business for a specific purpose and the business uses
it for another purpose.
36. A business asks you for personal information that doesn’t seem relevant to the purpose
of the transaction
The next couple of questions concern the type of public information that should or should
not be available to businesses for marketing purposes.
37. Do you agree or disagree that businesses should be able to use the electoral roll for
marketing?
And would that be strongly agree/disagree or just agree/disagree?
38. Do you agree or disagree that businesses should be able to collect your information
from the White Pages telephone directory without your knowledge for the purposes of
marketing?
And would that be strongly agree/disagree or just agree/disagree?

8. INTERNET
39. The next few questions concern the internet. Do you use the internet at home or work
AT LEAST ONCE A WEEK?
IF YES
40. GENERALLY, when dealing over the internet, would you say you have MORE
CONCERNS about the security of your personal information than usual, fewer concerns or
about the same ?

41. Do you have your web browser set to reject cookies? If you don’t know what this
means, just say so as this is of interest as well.
42. When completing online forms or applications that ask for personal details, how often,
if ever, would you PROVIDE FALSE INFORMATION as a means of protecting your
privacy?
43.Have you ever seen or read the privacy policy attached to any internet site?
IF YES ON Q43 ASK:
44. What impact, if any, did seeing or reading these privacy policies have upon your
attitude towards the site?
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Attachment B
Comparison between 2001 research results and results
from similar research conducted in 1994
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The following pages outline results from some of the questions included in a 1994 survey
of privacy attitudes1 and compares them with findings from the 2001 survey. Please note,
however, that while the questions from each survey are similar they are not strictly, directly
comparable as the exact wording and rating scales were not mirrored in each survey.
•

Awareness of Privacy Laws - 1994 to 2001

In 1994 a question asking about the privacy laws showed that 36% of people were aware of
the laws. A similar question in this year’s survey showed that awareness had increased to
43%. These results can be seen in the following figure.
Awareness of Privacy Laws among the adult population, 1994 and 2001

50
40

43
36

30
20
10
0

1994 result

•

2001 result

Knowledge of Privacy Act

In 1994, survey questions examining people’s level of knowledge concerning the Privacy
Act showed that 31% of people were aware that financial records were controlled by the
Act, and 32% were aware that Federal Government records were controlled by the Act.
Similar knowledge-testing questions in the 2001 survey (although the questions were not
identical) indicate slightly higher levels of knowledge about the Act with 37% believing
financial organisation to be controlled by the Act and 46% believing government were also
controlled by the Act.
Knowledge of Act

1994

2001

31

37

32

46

Aware that Privacy Act controls Financial (banks, insurance
etc) records
Aware that Privacy Act controls Federal Gov. records

1

Results are from the ‘Privacy Act Survey’ conducted by Roy Morgan Research in 1994 on behalf of the then
Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission
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•

Where would people go to report a privacy breach

As can be seen in the following figure, the number of people who would report a privacy
breach to the police has halved since 1994 (17% to 7% in 2001), while mentions of the
Ombudsman (14% in 1994 to 24% in 2001) and Members of Parliament (7% in 1994 to
13% in 2001) have increased significantly. Reports to the Privacy Commission have also
increased, doubling from 2% in 1994 to 5% in 2001.
Where people would go to report a privacy breach, 1994 and 2001
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•

Trustworthiness of various types of organisations

The following table shows responses to questions which asked about the level of trust
people felt for various organisations in relation to the protection of use of their personal
information.
While it appears that levels of trust have generally increased, it must be
remembered that the question wording differed in each survey and therefore no definite
conclusions can be drawn.
1994
(% who were satisfied or
fully satisfied to trust
organisation with
information)

2001
(% who think these
organisation is
somewhat or highly
trustworthy)

Doctors, hospitals etc

70%

84%

Financial organisations such as
banks, credit unions, etc

42%

59%

Market research companies

29%

32%

Type of organisation

•

Use of public records for marketing purposes

The 1994 survey asked a general question about companies obtaining public record lists for
marketing while the 2001 survey asked specifically about businesses using the Electoral
Role an the White Pages telephone directory.
Results in 1994 showed that:
•
•
•

15% thought it was okay for businesses to obtain public lists;
31% thought it was a cause for concern; and
54% disagreed with it outright.

Results in 2001 showed that:
•
•

22% thought using the electoral role for marketing purposes was okay, 70% disagreed;
42% supported use of telephone lists for marketing, 46% disagreed.

Again, while results cannot be strictly compared, they may indicate a slightly more tolerant
attitude towards marketing. Possibly the proliferation of direct marketing has lead people
to accept or at least tolerate it as part of modern life.
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Methodology
The Office of the Federal Privacy Commissioner commissioned Roy Morgan Research to
investigate community attitudes towards privacy. This was in part a replication of a
similar study conducted in 2001. A nation-wide telephone study with a total of 1,507
adults was conducted in May 2004. Three of these questions were verified by re-asking
them to a further 1214 respondents. The majority of questions were repeated from the
2001 survey. Respondents interviewed were representative of the adult population
nationwide, and results were weighted by age, sex and region using census data.
Community Knowledge
Despite a small increase since the 2001 study, levels of knowledge about rights to protect
privacy are still low, with only one in four respondents claiming to know an adequate
amount or more.
Sixty percent claimed to be aware that Federal privacy laws existed, up from 43% in 2001.
By contrast, only 34% of respondents were aware that the Federal Privacy Commissioner
existed. When asked to whom they would report the misuse of their personal information,
29% said they didn't know. The remainder mentioned a number of different authorities or
organisations, with 7% mentioning the Privacy Commissioner.
Respondents’ level of knowledge about privacy was tested using the following statements.
Percentages listed indicate the proportion of respondents who correctly identified each
statement as false.
• The way government departments or government agencies collect, protect and use
people's personal information is up to the individual departments as they are not bound
by any Federal privacy laws or legislation (53%);
• Banks, insurance companies and other financial organisations are NOT currently
bound by privacy laws which restrict the way they can use their customers' personal
details (56%); and
• Charities, private schools, private hospitals and other non-government
organisations are free to sell or transfer customer lists containing personal details to
other organisations (47%).
Just 23% of respondents correctly identified all three of these statements as false.
Eight in ten respondents (81%) believed customer details held by commercial
organisations are often transferred or sold in mailing lists to other businesses.
Interactions with Organisations.
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The vast majority of respondents considered the first four hypothetical situations below to
be an invasion of privacy, however the majority did not consider the fifth an invasion:
• a business that you don't know gets hold of your personal information (94%);
• a business monitors your activities on the internet, recording information on the
sites you visit without your knowledge (93%);
• you supply your information to a business for a specific purpose and the business
uses it for another purpose (93%);
• a business asks you for personal information that doesn't seem relevant to the
purpose of the transaction (94%); and
• being asked to show identification such as a driver’s license or passport to establish
your identity (16%).
Just 11% of respondents stated they were not concerned about supplying any type of
personal information to an organisation. Respondents are most reluctant to divulge details
about finance (41%) and income (10%). The main reason for being reluctant to provide
personal information was because they considered such requests an invasion of privacy
rather than from fear of their personal information being misused or causing personal
threat.
Fewer respondents in 2004 than in 2001 decided not to deal with a private company (33%
in 2004, 42% in 2001) because of concerns over the protection or use of their personal
information. The proportion who had decided not to deal with a charity remained
consistent across the same time period (15% in 2004, 14% in 2001)
Over 6 in 10 respondents (61%) felt either angry and annoyed, or concerned when they
receive unsolicited marketing material. Nineteen percent of respondents agreed that
businesses should be allowed to use the electoral roll for marketing purposes, slightly less
than the 22% who agreed in 2001. Forty four percent agreed that businesses should be
able to use the White Pages for marketing, compared with 42% recorded in 2001. The
question about using the White Pages for marketing was repeated to verify results in a
context not linked to privacy. In this verification, 29% agreed to using the White Pages for
marketing. See Appendix Two for more details.
While the quality of a product or service was rated as the most important element of
customer service by respondents, respect for and protection of personal information was
rated almost as highly. Twenty seven percent of respondents were willing to provide
personal information in return for discounts, while 44% were willing to provide personal
details in return for more efficient and personalised service.
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Privacy policies are not necessarily being read, partly due to their length and complexity of
information. Respondents were asked what aspects of a privacy policy are most important
to be included in a summary policy document. How the information will be used was the
most frequently nominated response (47%), followed by if and when the organisation will
pass on the information (15%) and what information will be kept (15%).
Interactions with Government Organisations
Just over half (53%) of respondents were in favour of being issued with a unique number
to be used for identification when accessing all Australian government services, slightly
fewer (41%) were against.
The majority of respondents agreed governments should be allowed to cross reference or
share information, but only in some circumstances (62%). One in ten respondents (9%)
thought this should happen for any purpose, whereas nearly one in four respondents (24%)
thought this should not happen under any circumstance.
To prevent or reduce crime (68%) was the scenario under which most respondents felt it
was acceptable to cross reference information, followed by the purpose of updating basic
information like address details (58%) and to reduce costs, or improve efficiency (51%).
Health Services
Slightly more than half of respondents (57%) agreed that in order to enable the government
to better track the use of health care services, individuals should have a number allocated
to them for use when accessing any type of health service. This was higher amongst males
(61%) than females (55%), and higher amongst respondents over 50 (62%) and 18-24
(61%), than those aged 25-34 (50%) or 35-49 (55%).
One possible use for such a unique identifier would be to create a national health database
which could be accessed by a treating doctor anywhere in Australia. If such a database
existed, 64% felt inclusion should be voluntary (cf. 66% in 2001), and 32% believed all
medical records should be entered as a matter of course (cf. 28% in 2001). Males were
more likely to feel all records should be entered as a matter of course (35%) than females
(28%), and respondents over 50 were more likely to feel all records should be entered as a
matter of course (37%) than 18-24 year old respondents (25%).

Almost two thirds of respondents (64%) felt permission should be sought before deidentified information is used for research purposes, with one third reporting that
permission was not necessary (33%).
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Females (68%) were more likely to believe that permission should be sought than males
(59%). 18–24 year old respondents (71%) and respondents with lower levels of education
were more likely to respond that permission should be sought (73% passed year 10 cf. 56%
who have a degree).
Privacy in the Workplace
Employers rights were examined over a number of issues, as detailed in the table below.
Employer Behaviour

Whenever

Only when

employers
choose

Not at all

For

Only if

they

training

necessary

suspect

and quality

to ensure

wrong-

control

safety

doing

only

Reading Work Emails

23%

38%

34%

Using Surveillance Equipment

21%

40%

35%

Monitoring What is Typed Into

21%

43%

32%

Monitoring Phone Conversations

5%

25%

33%

Random Drug Testing

23%

an Employees Computer

59%

35%
16%

The majority (85%) of respondents thought it was appropriate for employees to have
access to their personal files, and (83%) also found it important that employers have a
privacy policy which states their organisations views on employee privacy.
Privacy and the Internet
When using the internet, 62% of internet users have more concerns about the security of
their personal details than usual (cf. 57% in 2001). Consistent with these findings, 67%
reported having more concerns now than was the case two years ago.
Two thirds (67%) of respondents who have internet access at home reported that they at
some point had read the privacy policy attached to an internet site, up from 55% in 2001.
Fourteen percent of those who had read a policy felt more confident and secure about using
the site as a result.
Forty one percent of respondents with internet access on their home PC claim to have their
web browser currently set to reject cookies, and three in ten respondents admitted to
having provided false information when filling out a form online. There were a variety of
behaviours used to protect privacy online, including:
• Regularly updating antivirus software (80%);
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•
•
•
•
•

Using a firewall (80%);
Ever having rejected cookies (48%);
Using a spam filter (47%);
Using temporary email accounts (38%); and
Using software to protect anonymity online (28%).
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INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background Information

Page 1

The Office of the Federal Privacy Commissioner (the Office) is an independent
statutory body responsible for promoting an Australian culture that respects
privacy. The Office currently has responsibilities under the Privacy Act 1988
(Cwlth) (Privacy Act) for the protection of individuals' personal information.
These responsibilities broadened substantially on 21st December 2001 when the
Privacy Amendment (Private Sector) Act 2001 (Cwlth) commenced. The Act
extends the Privacy Act 1988 to the private sector, thus requiring many private
sector organisations to comply with the National Privacy Principles which set
standards for the handling of personal information. In addition, the Office was
granted powers of enforcement through a complaints based system, with the
power to award compensation to injured parties. During the 2003–2004 financial
year, the Office received 1276 complaints, and 20,207 hotline enquiries1.
In January 2001 the Office commissioned Roy Morgan Research to undertake
research into community, business and government agency attitudes towards
privacy.
In January 2004, the Office again commissioned Roy Morgan Research to
complete another research study, which substantially replicated the 2001
community study.
Separate surveys of private sector organisations and
government agencies were not included in the 2004 survey. This report details the
findings of the 2004 study, and where appropriate, comparisons are made with the
results obtained in 2001 and 1994.

1

Source: The Office of the Federal Privacy Commissioner website
www.privacy.gov.au/about/complaints/index_print.html
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Research Objectives

The Office has committed to having a process for evaluating the social impacts of
its activities, and to broadly reflect public opinion. This research project is
designed to help the Office gauge public opinion. Broadly, the objectives of the
survey involved:
• identifying current behaviour of individuals in relation to the privacy of
personal information;
• identifying community expectations in relation to privacy practices;
• identify community perceptions and beliefs regarding appropriate levels of
privacy protection;
• gauging current levels of knowledge with regards to privacy; and
• gauging current levels of awareness and understanding of the privacy laws
and the Office of the Federal Privacy Commissioner.
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METHODOLOGY

2.1

Interviewing

Page 3

A total of 1,507 CATI (Computer Assisted Telephone Interviewing) interviews
were conducted nation-wide in May 2004. In addition, the results obtained for
three questions were verified by re-asking these questions to 1214 respondents as
a part of Roy Morgan Research’s CATIBUS, a multi-client, shared cost survey.
The telephone numbers for both surveys were randomly selected from the latest
version of the Electronic White Pages with quotas set according to age, sex and
location. Interviews were conducted from Roy Morgan Research offices in
Melbourne and Adelaide, with interviewer briefings conducted by Field Managers
at each of the sites.
This report deals with the stand-alone telephone survey, referred to as the 2004
Privacy Survey. The CATIBUS Verification project is reported in Appendix
Two.

2.2

2004 Privacy Survey

Questionnaire Design
The questionnaire was designed in close consultation with staff from the Office
who, in turn, sought input from a panel of stakeholders. Questionnaire design was
aided by the findings from the 2001 study, with the majority of questions repeated
from the 2001 study. Whilst many questions were repeats of the 2001 study, their
order in the 2004 questionnaire differed. This reordering was to minimise the
impact one question may have on the results obtained for subsequent questions. A
copy of the 2004 questionnaire is attached at Appendix One.
After finalisation of the draft questionnaire, a pilot phase of ten interviews was
conducted to ensure the questionnaire worked well over the phone. Following the
pilot, some minor changes were made to the questionnaire, to improve
questionnaire flow and respondent comprehension.
The average 2004 interview length was 23 minutes.
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Sample Design
To ensure the sample adequately represented a true cross-section of the Australian
population it was stratified by location (capital cities, other metropolitan and
rural) and state.
Age and sex quotas were applied within capital city and non capital city quotas for
each state to ensure proportional representation.
The number of interviews conducted within each location is detailed in the
following table.
Table 1: Interviews Achieved – Age / Sex by Area
Age/Sex

Total

Syd

Rest

Mel

NSW

Rest

Bris

VIC

Rest

Adel

QLD

Rest

Perth

SA /

/ ACT

Rest

TAS

WA

NT

Male 18-24

91

16

13

20

7

10

6

6

1

8

2

2

Male 25-34

136

30

17

26

8

13

15

7

4

10

3

3

Male 35-49

223

49

32

40

14

19

22

13

6

17

6

5

Male 50+

283

58

41

48

21

23

31

17

8

22

7

7

Female 18-24

93

24

9

21

6

8

8

5

1

7

2

2

Female 25-34

153

38

18

31

8

13

14

8

3

12

4

4

Female 35-49

222

46

29

40

14

20

25

12

8

17

6

5

Female 50+

306

63

45

55

22

26

32

19

8

21

7

8

Total

1507

324

204

281

100

132

153

87

39

114

37

36

Base – All Respondents n=1,507

Auditing and Quality Control
A total of 200 interviews (13%) were audited by CATI supervisors as part of Roy
Morgan Research's quality control procedures. While two-way 'live' auditing
(using a CATI system that allows the supervisor to listen in and watch the
interview process as it is happening) was undertaken in the Melbourne office, oneway audits were conducted by the Field Manager in the Adelaide Office. (Oneway auditing is similar to two-way auditing however the respondent cannot be
heard.)
No difficulties or problems with interviewers or the interviewing process were
revealed through the auditing process.
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Response Rates
The following table shows the number of calls made to achieve the 1,507
interviews, along with the number of refusals and terminations.
Table 2: Call Results
Response
Interviews achieved
Refusals
Terminated mid-interview (respondent drop out) or terminated
due to communication difficulty

Number
1,507
8,642
1,007

Quota fail (i.e. no-one in household meets criteria. This would
occur towards the end of the survey when many of the age quotas
had already been filled)

1,599

Number called 4 times and no answer or engaged on each
occasion

2,230

Appointments, engaged, no answer (called 1-3 times)

2,275

Unobtainable (number invalid, fax, data or no longer in use)

4,475

Base – All Respondents n=1,507

Of all households where contact was made with an individual, approximately one
in seven completed the interview, hence a response rate of 14%. Given the length
of interview, this response rate is acceptable and similar to response rates of other
comparable surveys.
The call results which were included in calculating the response rates were:
• Interviews achieved;
• Refusals; and
• Terminated Mid-interview.
There is an increasing trend for more households to refuse to respond to surveys.
Invasion of privacy and being too busy are the main reasons given for these
refusals. Whilst some surveys require precise, hard measures (and a high
response rate), this survey is seeking comparative levels of concern and
relationships between highly context dependent ‘soft’ measures. The response
rate achieved for this survey is within acceptable industry boundaries for this type
of survey.
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Attempts to increase the response rate by more intensive follow ups or pre-survey
contact would have required a substantially larger injection of public money. It is
deemed unnecessary to ascertain measurements of this precision for soft
measures.

Weighting of Data
The data collected in the survey were weighted according to age, location
(including state) and gender characteristics of the wider Australian population
with estimates derived from the latest ABS figures.
Unless specifically stated, percentages quoted throughout the report are weighted
and refer to estimates relating to the Australian population aged 18 years or over.
It should also be noted that percentages have been rounded to the nearest full
number and may not, in some instances, add to exactly 100 percent.
2.3

This Report

The following report provides a descriptive analysis of each survey question.
Results are analysed across a number of relevant variables including age, location,
state, education level and income level.
In general, the sampling variation for the sample at the national level for the 2004
Privacy Survey is 1.1% to 2.5%, i.e., there is a 95% probability that the same
results within a +/-2.5% range would be obtained.
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PROFILE OF RESPONDENTS

Forty-nine percent (733) of interviews were conducted with men and fifty-one
percent (774) with women.
The spread of respondents (18 years and over) across the 3 different household
income groups is shown in the table below. While quotas were not set on the basis
of this variable, a random sampling methodology should have ensured a
representative sample across income. While sample figures for the highest income
group closely reflect the percentages in the wider population, the lowest income
group is somewhat under-represented, the middle income group is slightly overrepresented. The 'can't say/refused' category, as in the 2001 study, is heavily
over-represented - probably due to the subject matter of the questionnaire (i.e. a
heightened sensitivity to giving out personal information). It is often difficult for
respondents to estimate household income in the context of a telephone survey,
and some respondents confuse pre and post tax income. However, some of the
results in this report show a correlation to household income. Where such a
correlation exists, please interpret figures with caution.
Table 3: Household Income
Would you mind telling me your household's TOTAL approximate annual income from all sources,
before tax?

Household Income
Less than $50 000
$50 000-$99 999
$100 000 or more
Can’t Say / Refused

% of Sample
22
23
13
42

Base – All Respondents n=1,507
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Two in three respondents worked in paid employment.
Table 4: Employment Status
Are you now in paid employment?
Is that FULL-time for 35 hours or more a week, or part-time?

Employment Status
Work Full-Time
Work Part-Time
TOTAL NOW EMPLOYED
Retired
Student
Other Non Worker
TOTAL NOT EMPLOYED
Refused

% of Respondents
47
20
67
20
4
10
33
0

Base – All Respondents n=1,507

Respondents had a wide variety of occupations.
Table 5: Occupation
What is your (last) occupation - the position and industry?

Occupation
Professional/ Managers/ Owners
Semi-Professional
Sales
Other White Collar
Skilled
Semi/ Skilled Worker
No Occupation

% of Respondents
24
9
6
21
15
20
4

Base – All Respondents n=1,507
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A wide variety of education levels was also evident.
Table 6: Education
What is the highest level of education you have reached?

Occupation
Primary School
Some Secondary School
Some Technical Or Commercial
Passed 4th Form/ Year 10
Passed 5th Form/ Year 11/ Leaving
Finished Technical School, Commercial College Or TAFE
Finished/ Now Studying H.S.C./ V.C.E./ Year 12
Diploma From C.A.E.
Some University/ C.A.E.
Degree From University Or C.A.E
Other

% of Respondents
1
7
1
15
9
9
17
6
7
27
1

Base – All Respondents n=1,507

The majority of respondents were internet savvy, with 65% reporting that they use
the internet at least once a week, and 66% reporting that they have internet access
on a home computer.
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COMMUNITY KNOWLEDGE

In order to protect their rights to privacy, consumers must have an understanding
of what these rights are. This section examines consumers’:
•
•
•
•
•

knowledge of their rights to protect privacy;
awareness of privacy laws;
awareness of the Office of the Federal Privacy Commissioner;
beliefs as to who they should report a misuse of personal information to;
and
beliefs towards specific laws and behaviours.
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Level of Knowledge About Rights to Protect Privacy

Since 2001, respondents report a greater knowledge about their rights to protect
their personal information. However levels of knowledge are still low, with only
one in four respondents claiming to know an adequate amount or more about their
privacy rights as a whole. One group that appears to have better knowledge now
than in 2001 is the 18-24 year olds. In the 2001 study, 52% of the younger
respondents (18-24) claimed to know very little about their rights to protect their
personal information. By 2004, this had reduced to 36%, which is not
significantly different to the rest of the population 18+.
Figure 7: Knowledge of Rights to Protect Personal Information
How much would you say you know about your rights when it comes to protecting your personal
information?
60

Proportion of All Respondents (%)

50

40

30

46
20
35

34

29
22

10
15

6

4

3

4

0
A lot

An adequate amount

Some
Level of Knowledge

2001

Very Little

Nothing

2004

Base – 2001 All Respondents n=1,524, 2004 All Respondents n=1,507
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Awareness of Federal Privacy Laws

Sixty percent of respondents claimed to be aware that Federal privacy laws
existed; this is a large increase from both the 2001 study (43%), and the 1994
study (36%). As in 2001, this was higher in city areas, and amongst older
respondents. The largest increase in awareness was amongst 18-24 year old
respondents where awareness almost doubled from 25% in 2001 to 48% in 2004.
Figure 8: Awareness of Federal Privacy Laws
Currently privacy laws do exist. The laws outline procedures for the collection, use and storage of
people's personal information and apply to Federal government departments and agencies, as well as
to health services and many businesses.

Were you aware of the PRIVACY LAWS before this

interview?
100

Proportion of All Respondents (%)

80

60

40
64

60

63

63

57

55

48
20

0
Total n=1507

18-24 n=184

25-34 n=289

35-49 n=445

50+ n=589

Metropolitan n=952

Country n=555

Base – 2004 All Respondents n=1,507

The increase in awareness of privacy legislation occurred in all states of Australia
except for Western Australia, which recorded 51% awareness in both 2001 and
2004. In 2001 this was the highest level of awareness across all states and
territories, however in 2004 awareness rose in all other states to around 60%,
resulting in Western Australia having the lowest awareness of privacy legislation
in 2004.
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Awareness of the Federal Privacy Commissioner

Thirty four percent of respondents were aware that the Federal Privacy
Commissioner existed, which is similar to 2001 (36%)*. Awareness was average
or higher in New South Wales (39%), Tasmania (36%) and Victoria (34%), and
lower than average in South Australia and Northern Territory (26%), Queensland
(28%) and Western Australia (31%).
Awareness of the Federal Privacy Commissioner was higher (42%) amongst
respondents who were aware of the federal privacy legislation and higher still
(53%) amongst respondents who claimed to have a lot or an adequate level of
knowledge regarding their rights to protect their personal information. Males had
higher levels of awareness (40%) than females (28%), and 18-24 year old
respondents had the lowest levels of awareness (26%).

*

This question was measured in a slightly different manner in 2001 to 2004
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Reporting Misuse of Personal Information

When asked to whom they would report the misuse of their personal information,
29% said they didn't know. The remainder mentioned the following authorities or
organisations. There has been a steady increase in the proportion of respondents
mentioning the Privacy Commissioner, from 2% in 1994, 5% in 2001 up to 7% in
2004. There were no major changes in the types of organisations that respondents
were likely to report misuse of personal information to across waves of this study,
however reporting a privacy breach to a solicitor was mentioned by 6% of
respondents in 2004, down from 13% in 2001 and 11% in 1994.

Figure 9: Reporting Misuse of Personal Information
If you wanted to report the misuse of your personal information, who would you be most likely to
contact?
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Beliefs Towards Specific Laws and Behaviour.

All respondents were asked whether or not they believed customer details held by
commercial organisations are often transferred or sold in mailing lists to other
businesses. Eight in ten respondents (81%) felt this was true (9% considered it
false, 10% could not say). This is similar to the results from the 2001 study (84%
true, 7% false, 9% could not say).
There was little variation by state or income level; however younger respondents
were less likely to agree than older respondents.
Figure 10: Belief that Customer Details Often Transferred or Sold
Customer details held by commercial organisations are often transferred or sold in mailing lists to
other businesses. Would you say this statement was true or false?
100

Proportion of All Respondents (%)

80

60

40

85

81
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80
67

20

16
9
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10
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7

8

9
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Total n=1507

18-24 n=184

25-34 n=289

True

False

35-49 n=445
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Respondents’ level of knowledge about privacy was tested on the following
statements:
•

•

•

The way government departments or government agencies collect, protect
and use people's personal information is up to the individual departments
as they are not bound by any Federal privacy laws or legislation;
Banks, insurance companies and other financial organisations are not
currently bound by privacy laws which restrict the way they can use their
customers' personal details; and
Charities, private schools, private hospitals and other non-government
organisations are free to sell or transfer customer lists containing personal
details to other organisations.

All of these statements are false. However it is apparent there is still a great deal
of misunderstanding with around half of respondents either incorrectly claiming
the statements to be true, or unable to say whether they are true or false.
Figure 11: Respondents’ Level of Knowledge
Would you say this statement was true or false?
100

Proportion of All Res pondent s (%)

80

60

40

56

53

47
20
26

32

29
21

21
14

0
Govt. Depts not Bound by Laws

Financial Institiutions not bound by laws

True

False

Charities and NGP's Free to Sell Customer
Lists

Can't Say

Base – 2004 All Respondents n=1,507
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Twenty three percent of respondents correctly identified all three of these
statements as false, 6% responded ‘true’ to all three. Those with higher levels of
education were more likely to indicate all three statements were false.
For the statement “The way government departments or government agencies
collect, protect and use people's personal information is up to the individual
departments as they are not bound by any Federal privacy laws or legislation”,
males were more likely to answer this correctly (58%) than females (49%), as
were respondents with higher levels of education (70% of respondents with a
degree c.f. 34% of respondents with primary school or less than 3 years secondary
school education).
For the statement “Banks, insurance companies and other financial organisations
are not currently bound by privacy laws which restrict the way they can use their
customers' personal details” respondents with higher levels of education were
more likely to answer accurately (66% of respondents with a degree c.f. 46% of
respondents with primary school or less than 3 years secondary school education).
For the statement “Charities, private schools, private hospitals and other nongovernment organisations are free to sell or transfer customer lists containing
personal details to other organisations”, once again respondents with higher levels
of education were more likely to answer accurately (54% of respondents with a
degree cf. 42% of respondents with primary school or less than 3 years secondary
school education).
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TRUST IN ORGANISATIONS

Respondents were asked to rate how much they trusted the following types of
organisations:
• financial organisations;
• real estate agents;
• mail order companies;
• charities;
• government organisations;
• health service providers;
• market research organisations;
• retailers; and
• companies selling over the internet.
Although the question was worded slightly differently in 1994 than in 2001 and
2004, it appears that levels of trust have increased for:
• health service providers (89% agree in 2004 cf. 84% 2001 and 70% in
1994);
• financial organisations (66% 2004 cf. 59% 2001 and 42% in 1994);
• market research companies (35% in 2004 cf. 32% in 2001 and 29% in
1994);
• government organisations (64% in 2004 cf. 58% 2001);
• retailers (39% in 2004 cf. 35% in 2001); and
• Real estate agents (26%2004 cf. 20% 2001).
Levels of trust have not changed since 2001 for charities (54%) and internet
retailers (9%).
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Figure 12: Respondents’ Trust in Organisations
Would you say these types of organisations are trustworthy or untrustworthy when it comes to the
protection or use of your personal information?
100%
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A mean trustworthiness score was created, as shown in the table below.
Table 13: Mean Trustworthiness Score
Response
Highly Trustworthy
Somewhat Trustworthy
Neither Trustworthy nor Untrustworthy
Somewhat Untrustworthy
Highly Untrustworthy
Can’t Say

Score
5
4
3
2
1
Not Included

A mean trustworthiness score captures both the proportion of respondents who
find an institution trustworthy and the extent to which they find it trustworthy.
For example, although the proportion of respondents who trust internet sales
companies has remained unchanged at 9% since 2001, the mean trustworthiness
rating for these companies has dropped from 1.98 to 1.72, due to a larger
proportion of the population rating them as highly untrustworthy.
In general, since the 2001 study, there has been little change in mean
trustworthiness scores across most of these types of organisations.
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Figure 14: Respondents’ Mean Trust in Organisations
Would you say these types of organisations are trustworthy or untrustworthy when it comes to the
protection or use of your personal information?
5

Mean Trustworthiness Rating
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A number of hypothetical situations were tested in terms of whether they are
considered to be an invasion of privacy.
The scenarios tested are:
• a business that you don't know gets hold of your personal information;
• a business monitors your activities on the internet, recording information
on the sites you visit without your knowledge;
• you supply your information to a business for a specific purpose and the
business uses it for another purpose;
• a business asks you for personal information that doesn't seem relevant to
the purpose of the transaction; and
• being asked to show identification such as a driver’s license or passport to
establish your identity*.

*

This scenario was measured in a slightly different manner to the other scenarios. This scenario
was not measured in 2001.
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The vast majority of respondents regarded each of the first four scenarios to be an
invasion of privacy, however being asked to show identification as evidence of
identity is not considered an invasion of privacy.
Figure 15: Respondents’ Perceptions of Invasion of Privacy
Would you say this was an invasion of the privacy of your personal information*?

Proportion of Respondents Consider Scenario Invasion of Privac y

100

80

60

94

95

93

90

93

90

94

93

40

20

16
N/A
0
Business Gets Hold Of
Personal Info

Business Monitors Internet
Activity Without Permission

Business Uses Personal Info Business Asks For Irrelevant
For Alternate Purpose
Personal Info

2004

Showing ID To Establish
Identity

2001

Base – 2001 All Respondents n=1,524, 2004 All Respondents n=1,507

There was little variation by age, sex, level of knowledge or education to any of
these scenarios.
Respondents were asked if the incidence of being asked to show identification to
establish identity is more, less or about the same as two years ago, with thirty
eight percent reporting an increase. The majority (56%) claimed it was about the
same, 4% claimed a decrease and 2% couldn’t say.
Younger respondents (18-24 years old) were more likely than other age groups to
report an increase in incidence in requests for identification over the past two
years. Keep in mind that two years ago, this age group was 16-22 years of age.
*

Being asked to show identification was measured through the two questions “Over the last two
years, would you say the number of times you have been asked to show identification such as a
drivers license or passport to establish your identity has increased, decreased or stayed about the
same?” and “Do you consider such demands to be an invasion of privacy?”. This was not
measured in 2001.
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As young people become independent and assume more responsibility, they may
have to interact with a greater number and variety of organisations (such as
telephone and electricity companies, superannuation funds managers, the Roads
and Traffic Authority etc.). This increase in the number of interactions may
account for the increase in requests for identification this age group has reported
over the last two years.

6.2

Reluctance to provide personal information

As was the case in 2001, there is a degree of reluctance by most of the community
to provide some types of personal information. Only 11% stated they were not
concerned about supplying any type of information. The types of personal
information respondents identified they were reluctant to provide did not differ
substantially between the two studies. Finance and income continue to be the
details respondents are reluctant to divulge, however home contact details remain
relatively high.
Table 16: Types of Information Reluctant to Provide
When providing your personal information to any organisation, IN GENERAL, what types of
information do you feel RELUCTANT to provide? For example, your name, address, phone number,
financial details, income, marital status, date of birth, email address, medical information, genetic
information, or something else?

Type of Information
Financial details, such as bank accounts
Details about your income
Home phone number
Medical history / health information
Home address
Email address
Genetic information
Marital status
Date of birth
Name
Religion
How many people or males in household / Family
member details
None

2001 (%)
59
42
17
25
14
11
13
9
7
6
2
1

2004 (%)
58
34
22
21
20
19
11
9
8
7
3
2

16

11

Base – 2001 All Respondents n=1,524, 2004 All Respondents n=1,507
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Respondents were asked which type of information they would be most reluctant
to provide. Financial and income details remain as being those respondents are
most reluctant to divulge.
Table 17: Types of Information Most Reluctant to Provide
And of [those mentioned] which ONE of these do you feel MOST RELUCTANT to provide?

Type of Information
Financial details, such as bank accounts
Details about your income
Home phone number
Medical history / Health information
Home address
Genetic information

2001 (%)
40
11
3
7
4
3

2004 (%)
41
10
5
5
7
2

Base – 2001 n=1,306, 2004 n=1,294

The information types can be grouped into Finance and Income (financial details
and details about your income) and Contact Details (home phone number, home
address, name and email address). We can compare the reasons why respondents
felt reluctant to provide information across these subgroups.
Reasons for being reluctant to provide personal information varied. However for
the majority the main reason given was a general comment about invasion of
privacy rather than fears about a specific type of misuse or personal threat.
However, since the 2001 study, there has been an increase in concern about
protection from crime, and being sent unsolicited advertising material.
Respondents most concerned about divulging financial and income details thought
it was an invasion of privacy generally, or they had concerns it may be used to
commit a crime against them. Those concerned about handing over contact
details were primarily concerned with the risk of receiving unsolicited mail,
thought it was irrelevant to the organisation or generally were not happy with
people knowing where they lived.
Respondents 18-24 years of age were less concerned about providing financial
details (30%) than respondents 35-49 (42%) or 50+ (45%), however the 18-24
year old age group were more concerned about providing contact details such as a
home address (18%) or email address (7%) than respondent 35-49 (6% and 5%
respectively) or 50+ (4% and 3% respectively).
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Table 18: Reason Reluctant to Provide Information
And what is your MAIN reason for not wanting to provide this type of information?

Reason Reluctant to Provide Personal
Information

2001
(%)

2004
(%)

Contact
Details
(%)

44

Finance
and
Income
(%)
54

It's None of Their Business / Invasion
of Privacy
The Information May Be Misused
May Lead to Financial Loss / People
Might Access Bank Account
For Safety / Security / Protection
(From Crime)
Unnecessary / Irrelevant to Their
Business or Cause
I Don't Want to Be Bothered/ Hassled
/ Hounded (by Phone / Door to Door)
Don't Want Junk Mail / Unsolicited
Mail / Spam
I Do Not Want People Knowing
Where I Live/ How to Contact Me
Information Might Be Passed on
Without my Knowledge
Discrimination

51
12
7

8
8

8
13

7
0

2

6

8

5

2

5

1

19

1

5

5

2

1

5

1

20

6

5

1

18

5

3

3

5

4

3

2

1

I Do Not Want to Be Identified

3

1

0

2

Other

3

3

3

3

Can't Say

4

2

1

1

16

Base – 2001 n=1,306, 2004 n=1,294, Finance and Income n=756, Contact Details n=278
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Protection and Use of Personal Information

People appear to be engaging in more behaviours to protect their privacy since the
2001 study. Leaving personal information off forms as a means of protecting their
personal information was reported by more respondents in 2004 than in 2001.
Figure 19: Frequency Leave Information Off Forms
When completing forms or applications that ask for personal details, such as your name, contact
details, income, marital status etc, how often, if ever, would you say YOU LEAVE SOME
QUESTIONS BLANK as a means of protecting your personal information?

7
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9

2004

25

15

15

0%

23

32

20%

Always

40%

Often

Sometimes

29

25

18

60%

Rarely

80%

Never

1

1

100%

Can't Say

Base – 2001 All Respondents n=1,524, 2004 All Respondents n=1,507
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A score can be assigned to each response to calculate a mean score. Analysis of
this mean score shows that female respondents, respondents aged 25-49, and
respondents with a household income over $100,000 are more likely to leave
information off forms than the rest of the adult population.
Figure 20: Mean Score Calculation
Response
Always
Often
Sometimes
Rarely
Never
Can’t Say

Score
5
4
3
2
1
Not Included

Figure 21: Mean Frequency Leave Information Off Forms
When completing forms or applications that ask for personal details, such as your name, contact
details, income, marital status etc, how often, if ever, would you say YOU LEAVE SOME
QUESTIONS BLANK as a means of protecting your personal information?
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All respondents were asked if they have ever decided not to deal with a private
company or charity, or a government organisation or agency because of concerns
over the protection or use of their personal information. Fewer respondents
reported deciding not to deal with a private company or charity in 2004 than in
2001.
Figure 22: Decided Not to Deal with an Organisation to Protect Personal
Information
Firstly, have you ever decided NOT TO DEAL with a .... because of concerns over the protection or
use of your personal information?
•

PRIVATE COMPANY or CHARITY

•

GOVERNMENT ORGANISATION or AGENCY

100

Proportion of Respondents Made Decision

80

60

40

20

42
33

14

16

0
Decided Not To Deal with a private Company or Charity

Decided Not To Deal with a Government Department or Agency

2001

2004

Base – 2001 All Respondents n=1,524, 2004 All Respondents n=1,507
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This showed some variation with age, with 25-49 year old respondents being
more likely to have decided not to deal with an organisation.
Respondents with a degree were more likely to have decided not to deal with a
private company or charity (40%) than respondents who left school after year ten
or the equivalent (32%). This was not the case for deciding not to deal with
government department or agency, where those with a degree were marginally
less likely (15%) to have made this decision than respondents with who left
school after year ten (18%).
Respondents from Western Australia (41%) and New South Wales (35%) were
the most likely to have decided not to deal with a private company or charity,
whereas respondents from Queensland (28%) and South Australia (28%) were the
least likely. Western Australian (18%) and Victorian (18%) respondents were the
most likely to have decided not to deal with a government department, with
respondents from Queensland (13%) and Tasmania (14%) being the least likely.
Figure 23: Decided Not to Deal With an Organisation by Age
Firstly, have you ever decided NOT TO DEAL with a .... because of concerns over the protection or
use of your personal information?
•

PRIVATE COMPANY or CHARITY

•

GOVERNMENT ORGANISATION or AGENCY

100

Proportion of Respondents Made Decision
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37

37
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0
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Attitudes Towards Marketing Material

Some organisations use personal information to send highly targeted, personalised
marketing material. Respondents’ reactions to such marketing material were
examined.
Although concerns about unsolicited marketing material have dropped slightly
since the 2001 study, 6 in 10 respondents (61%) felt either angry and annoyed, or
concerned when they receive such information*.
Figure 24: Reactions to Unsolicited Marketing Material
Which of the following statements BEST DESCRIBE how you GENERALLY feel when organisations
that you have NEVER DEALT WITH BEFORE send you unsolicited marketing information?
80

Proportion of Population (%)

60

40

55
48
20
25

21

20

23
17

15
9

7

0
I Feel Concerned About
Where They Obtained My
Personal Information

I Feel Angry And Annoyed

It's A Bit Annoying But It's
Harmless

2001

It Doesn't Bother Me Either
Way, I Don't Care

I Enjoy Reading The Material
And Don't Mind Getting It At
All

2004

Base – 2001 All Respondents n=1,524, 2004 All Respondents n=1,507

*

Respondents were permitted to give multiple answers to this question, 8% felt both angry and
annoyed and concerned about where their personal information was obtained.
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Respondents were asked the extent to which they agreed or disagreed that
businesses should be able to access the electoral roll and the White Pages for the
purposes of marketing.
The question regarding the White Pages was one of the three questions verified on
the verification survey, shown in Appendix Two. While the majority of
respondents were against using the electoral roll for marketing, they were divided
as to whether or not marketing should be allowed using data from the White
Pages. However, the proportion against using the White Pages for marketing was
slightly higher in the verification study, please refer to Appendix Two for more
details.
Figure 25: Reactions to Businesses Using the Electoral Roll or White Pages
for Marketing
Do you agree or disagree that businesses should be able to use the ... for marketing purposes?
•

electoral roll

•

White Pages

Electoral Roll 2001

6

22

Electoral Roll 2004

19

White Pages 2001

70

77

2

44
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20%

Total Agree

2
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42

White Pages 2004
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40%

Neither Agree Nor Disagree

1

60%

2

80%

Total Disagree

100%

Can't Say

Base – 2001 All Respondents n=1,524, 2004 All Respondents n=1,507
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There were some differences amongst sub-groups examined:
• 18-24 year old respondents were more likely to agree that businesses
should be able to use the electoral roll (22%) than 35-49 year old
respondents (17%) or respondents over 50 (19%).
• males were more likely to agree (47%) to businesses using the White
Pages for marketing than females (40%)
• those with a degree were more likely to agree (49%) to businesses using
the White Pages for marketing than those who left school after year 10
(41%)
• respondents in paid employment were more likely to agree (47%) to
businesses using the White Pages for marketing than those not working
(36%).
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Trade off Between Customer Service and Privacy

Often, organisations access the personal information of their customers in order to
improve the customer service they can provide. For example, an individual who
travels frequently may prefer to use a certain brand of hotel. If they arrive in a
city they have never visited before, and stay in a hotel owned by this chain, there
are several elements of customer service that would impress many patrons, such
as:
• the ability to charge the bill to a centralised account;
• the patron’s preferred newspaper being delivered in the morning;
• knowing what kind of car they have and the registration number for valet
purposes; and
• that the patron prefers a non-smoking room.
However, in order to provide this personalised level of service, the hotel would
need to keep a customer database containing all this information, which is
accessible worldwide. This section of the report examines the importance of
various aspects of customer service to individuals, and their likelihood of trading
elements of their right to privacy in order to receive such services.

Importance of Aspects of Customer Service and Privacy
Respondents were asked to rate the following five service aspects according to
importance:
• respect for, and protection of, personal information;
• quality of product or service;
• efficiency of service;
• price; and
• convenience.
While the quality of product or service was rated as most important to
respondents, respect for and protection of personal information was rated almost
as highly by respondents. However, this statistic may be inflated by the context in
which it was measured. Respondents were aware that the research was being
carried out on behalf of the Office, and had been asked several questions relating
to personal information before this question was asked.
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Table 26: Importance of Aspects of Customer Service
When dealing with businesses that require your personal information, which of the following aspects
of customer service are most important to you? Please rank them starting with the MOST important
and finishing with the LEAST important

Customer Service Element

Rated 1st
2001 (%)

Rated 1st
2004 (%)

34
36
8
11
6
5

Quality of Product or Service
Respect for and Protection of
Personal Information
Price
Efficiency of Service
Convenience
Can't Say

35
32

Rated 1st
or 2nd
2004 (%)
64
47

Rated 1st,
2nd or 3rd
2004 (%)
80
61

13
12
5
3

33
32
13
3

57
54
28
3

Base – 2001 All Respondents n=1,524, 2004 All Respondents n=1,507

Respect for, and protection of personal information was more likely to be rated
most important by women (37%) than men (27%), and by those with lower
household incomes (<$50,000 33%, $50,000-99,999 28%, $100,000+ 26%).
Figure 27: Importance of Respect and Protection of Personal Information
When dealing with businesses that require your personal information, which of the following aspects of
customer service are most important to you? Proportion rated importance of respect and protection of
personal information as most important.
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Likelihood of Giving Personal Information in Exchange for Discount
The relatively low importance of price in comparison to the importance of having
their personal information adequately protected (as shown in the previous
question) is further reinforced with only one quarter of respondents (28%) saying
they would be likely to provide personal information in return for discounted
goods or services. Over half (55%) were unwilling to trade personal information
for discounts, 5% were neither likely nor unlikely and 11% said it depended on
the organisation involved.
Younger people were far more likely than those from older age groups to provide
their personal information in return for discounts; however no distinct pattern
emerged across different household income ranges.
Figure 28: Provide Personal Information for Discount
GENERALLY, how likely or unlikely would you be to provide your personal information to an
organisation if it meant you would receive discounted purchases? Proportion likely to provide
personal information for discount.
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Likelihood of Giving Personal Information in Exchange for Personalised
Service
While only 27% were willing to provide personal information in return for
discounts, 44% were willing to provide personal details in return for more
efficient and personalised service. Nearly the same proportion (41%) stated they
were not willing to trade personal information in exchange for personalised
service, 4% were neither likely nor unlikely and 9% said it depended on the
organisation.
This varied by age, with younger respondents being far more likely to exchange
personal information for improved service than older respondents.
Figure 29: Provide Personal Information for Service
GENERALLY, how likely or unlikely would you be to provide your personal information to an
organisation if it meant you would receive more efficient and personalised service? Proportion likely
to provide personal information for more efficient and personalised service.
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There has been some variation in these metrics between the 2001 and the 2004
studies. In 2004, although respondents appear less willing to trade their privacy
for discounts (55% unlikely in 2004 cf. 48% unlikely in 2001), there is no change
in the proportion likely or unlikely to provide more personal information for better
levels of service.
Figure 30: Provide Personal Information for Discount or Service
GENERALLY, how likely or unlikely would you be to provide your personal information to an
organisation if it meant you would receive...
•

discounted purchases?

•

more efficient and personalised service?

Give Personal Info For
Service 2001

9

Give Personal Info For
Service 2004

11

Give Personal Info For
Discount 2001

6

Give Personal Info For
Discount 2004

7

0%

Very Likely
Quite Unlikely
Depends On Organisation

10

33

33

4

26

21

11

5

20%

Quite Likely
Very Unlikely

26

22

40%

60%

8

1

19

2

28

9

2

19

29

27

2 6

14

11

80%

100%

Neither Likely Nor Unlikely
Can't Say
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Attitudes Towards Privacy Policies

Research suggests that people are not necessarily reading privacy notices due to
their length and complexity of information2. One option for encouraging people to
read privacy notices is to make them shorter.
Respondents were asked what aspects of a privacy policy are most important to be
included in a summary. The response most nominated was “how the information
will be used”.
Table 31: Most Important Elements of a Privacy Policy
Many organisations have a publicly available privacy policy. If there was a requirement that all
privacy policies have a one page summary, in terms of the personal information the company has,
which ONE of the following do you think is MOST IMPORTANT to be in this summary?
And which would be SECOND most important?
And which would be THIRD most important?

Privacy Policy Element

How the information will be used
If and when the organisation will pass on
my information
What information will be kept
How to prevent being contacted for
marketing purposes
How to access or change my information
Can't say

Most
Important
(%)

Two Most
Important
(%)

47
15

71
37

Three
Most
Important
(%)
84
60

15
12

37
24

57
42

6
4

20
4

38
4

Base – 2001 All Respondents n=1,524, 2004 All Respondents n=1,507

2

Mary J Culnan and George R Milne, The Culnan Milne Survey on Consumers & Online Privacy
Notices: Summary of responses December 2001, University of Massachusetts; See also
http://www.cdt.org/privacy/ccp/notice1.shtml; Joseph Turow, Americans & Online Privacy: The
System is Broken: A Report from the Annenberg Public Policy Center for the University of
Pennsylvania June 2003. More information is available at
http://www.privacyconference2003.org/resolution.asp
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GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND PRIVACY

The technology exists for government departments to share information about
their customers. This could allow departments to function more efficiently, as
basic details like address and telephone numbers could automatically be updated
across all departments once one department is informed of a change. This could
also allow government departments to provide more personalised service.
This may involve the use of a unique identifier each time a customer accesses a
government department. Community attitudes towards such an identifier are
examined in this section.
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Respondents were asked whether they were in favour or against being issued with
a unique number to be used for identification purposes and also to access
government services on the internet.
While just over half (53%) of respondents were in favour of this concept, (41%)
were against the concept. Males were more likely to agree (56%) than females
(50%), and respondents on higher household incomes were more likely to agree
than those on lower incomes. This question was verified by the CATIBUS, and
the results were very similar, as can be seen in Appendix Two.
Table 32: Attitudes Towards a Unique Identifier for All Australian
Government Departments
It has been suggested that each Australian should be given a unique number, like a tax file number, to
be used for identification in ALL Commonwealth Government Departments, and to access
government services on the Internet. In principle, are you in favour or against each Australian being
given such a number?
100

Proportion of Respondents (%)

80

60

40
61
56

53
20

41

40

61

53

50
42

43
35

33

0
Total n=1507
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Respondents were then asked under what circumstances government departments
should be allowed to cross reference or share information. The majority of
respondents agreed government departments should be able to do this, but only in
some circumstances. One in ten respondents (9%) thought this should happen for
any purpose, whereas nearly one in four respondents (24%) thought this should
not happen under any circumstance.
Males were more likely than females to believe this should happen under any
circumstance (11% cf. 8%), and respondents with household incomes below
$50,000 were more likely to say information should not be cross referenced at all
(27%) than those with household incomes of $50,000-$99,999 (18%) or over
$100,000 (17%). Respondents over 50 years (13%) were more likely to believe
this should happen under any circumstance than respondents aged 18-24 (4%).
Conversely, respondents over 50 were less likely to believe this should happen
under some circumstances (56%) than respondents aged 18-24 (65%).
Table 33:Circumstances Under Which Government Departments Should be
Able to Share Information
Do you believe government departments should be able to cross-reference or share information in
their databases for any purpose, some purposes, or not at all?
100

Proportion of Respondents (%)

80

60

40

62
20

24
9

5

0
Any Purpose

Some Purposes

Not At All

Can't Say

Base – 2004 All Respondents n=1,507
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Those respondents who answered “some purposes” were given three hypothetical
situations (respondents who answered “any purpose” were assumed to agree to all
three hypothetical situations).
“To prevent or reduce crime” was the scenario under which more respondents felt
it was acceptable to cross reference information. Respondents on higher
household incomes were more likely to agree to information being cross
referenced for all three purposes.
Table 34: Purposes for Which Government Departments Should be Able to
Share Information
For which of the following purposes do you believe governments should be allowed to cross reference
information? For updating basic information like address details? To solve or prevent fraud or other
crime? To reduce costs, or improve efficiency?
Proportion of Respondents Agree With Purpose For Sharing Information (%)

100

80

60

40

77

76
68

67

58
51

56

69

66
57

57

52

20

0
Total n=1507

Hhold Income Less Than $50,000
n=334

Updating Basic Info

Hhold Income $50,000 - $99,999
n=341

Prevent Crime

Hhold Income $100,000+ n=199

Improve Efficiency

Base – 2004 All Respondents n=1,507
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HEALTH SERVICES AND PRIVACY

This section examines community views of health professionals discussing patient
details without consent, as well as the concept and usage of a unique identifier
within the health system, a national health database and the use of de-identified
health information by organisations.
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8.1
Health Professionals Discussing Patient Information Amongst
Themselves Without Patient Permission
Since the 2001 study, respondents appear to have become slightly more
comfortable with the idea of a doctor discussing their personal medical details
with other health professionals, in a way which identified them, if the doctor
thought it would lead to a better health outcome for the patient.
Table 35: Attitudes Towards Doctors Discussing Patient Details With Other
Health Professionals
Do you agree or disagree with the following statements? Your doctor should be able to discuss your
personal medical details with other health professionals - in a way that identified you - WITHOUT
YOUR CONSENT if they thought this would assist your treatment?

60

2004

1

53

2001

0%

20%

Agree

4

40%

Neither Agree Nor Disagree

38

41

60%

Disagree

80%

1

2

100%

Can't Say

Base – 2001 All Respondents n=1,524, 2004 All Respondents n=1,507
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Males were more likely to agree to this statement than females, older respondents
were more likely to agree than younger respondents, and those with lower levels
of education were more likely to agree than those with higher levels of education.
Table 36: Attitudes Towards Doctors Discussing Patient Details With Other
Health Professionals
Do you agree or disagree with the following statements? Your doctor should be able to discuss your
personal medical details with other health professionals - in a way that identified you - WITHOUT
YOUR CONSENT if they thought this would assist your treatment?

100

Proportion of Respondents Agree (%)

80

60

40
65
60

65
57

56

Female n=774

18-24 n=184

60

65

57

52

20

0
Total n=1507

Male n=733

Roy Morgan Research

25-34 n=289

35-49 n=445

50+ n=589

Some
Secondary
School n=111

Degree From
University Or
C.A.E n=407
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Attitudes to a Health Number

In a similar manner to the last section (Section 7), respondents’ views about being
allocated a number which they must use to access all health services were
examined. In order to minimise any contextual bias, this section was asked in the
survey prior to the section about an identifier to access all Australian Government
departments.
In order to enable the government to better track the use of health care services,
the majority of respondents (57%) agreed (including 28% who strongly agreed)
that individuals should have a number allocated to them for use when accessing
any type of health service. Thirty six percent disagreed with this concept and 4%
were undecided. This is slightly higher than the proportion of respondents who
agreed that all Australians should be given a unique number to use when
accessing all Australian Government services (53%).
Males were more likely to agree to this statement than females, and respondents
18-24 years of age, or over 50 were more likely to agree than the rest of the
sample.
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Table 37: Attitudes Towards A Health Number
Do you agree or disagree with the following statements? To enable the government to better track the
use of HEALTH SERVICES, all individuals should be allocated a NUMBER and that number should
be used when accessing ANY health service or facility.

100

Proportion of Respondents Agree (%)

80

60

40

61

57

62

61
55

55
50

20

0
Total n=1507

Male n=733

Roy Morgan Research

Female n=774

18-24 n=184

25-34 n=289

35-49 n=445

50+ n=589
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Inclusion in a National Health Database

One possible use for such an identifier would be to create a national health
database. This database could be accessed by a treating doctor anywhere in
Australia, increasing the health outcomes for each patient involved. Additionally,
such a network could be used for the creation of national health statistics,
allowing governing bodies the ability to better plan and use national health
resources.
If such a database existed, 64% felt inclusion should be voluntary (cf. 66% in
2001), and 32% believed all medical records should be entered as a matter of
course (cf. 28% in 2001).
Some differences amongst sub-groups were evident:
• Males were more likely to feel all records should be entered as a matter of
course (35%) than females (28%); and
• Respondents over 50 were more likely to feel all records should be entered
as a matter of course (37%) than 18-24 year old respondents (25%).

The results to this question were also validated in the CATIBUS. Results across
both surveys were very similar, as is shown in Appendix Two.
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8.4
Permission Sought for Use of De-identified Health Information for
Research Purposes
De-identified health information can be very valuable to private companies, such
as pharmaceutical companies, as well as to government bodies. Respondents were
asked whether they felt that an individual’s permission should be sought before
such de-identified information derived from personal information about them is
used for research purposes.
Almost two thirds of respondents (64%) felt permission should be sought, with
one third reporting that permission was not necessary (33%).
Females were more likely to answer that permission should be sought (68%) than
males (59%). 18–24 year old respondents were the most likely age group to
believe permission should be sought (71%), and respondents with lower levels of
education were more likely to respond that permission should be sought (73%
passed year 10 cf. 56% who have a degree).
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PRIVACY IN THE WORKPLACE

The increased availability of technology has enabled employers to gain greater
access into the activities of employees. This section examines respondents’ views
about a variety of workplace privacy issues.
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Employers Reading Work Emails

Respondent views were polarised on this issue, with roughly one quarter (23%)
responding that employers should be able to read emails sent to their employees’
work accounts whenever they choose, and one third (34%) feeling that employers
should not have this right.
The belief that employers should be able to read employees’ email whenever they
choose was more likely to be held by:
• males (26%) than females (19%);
• respondents in paid employment (24%) than those not in paid employment
(20%); and
• respondents over 35 years (25%) compared to 18-34 year old respondents
(16%).
•
Table 38: Attitudes Towards Employers Reading Emails Sent To Employees’
Work Email Accounts
For each of the following, could you tell me if you think it's appropriate behaviour for an employer to
do whenever they choose, only if they suspect wrong-doing or not at all. Read e-mails sent to a work
email account.
100%

6

80%

34

3

10

33

Proportion of Respondents (%)

34
60%

40%

38

39
35

20%

23

24

Total n=1507

Total Employed n=1007

20

0%

Whenever They Choose

Roy Morgan Research

Only If They Suspect Wrong-Doing

Total Not Employed n=499

Not At All

Can't Say
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Use of Surveillance Equipment

The views respondents held towards the use of surveillance equipment were very
similar to those expressed regarding work emails. Respondents 18 – 24 years old
were more likely to believe this was appropriate for an employer to do whenever
they choose (35% whenever they choose, 35% only if they suspect wrong-doing,
30% not at all) than any other age group.
Respondents who held a degree were far less sympathetic to employers using
surveillance equipment, with only 13% expressing that this was an appropriate
action whenever an employer chose (39% only if they suspect wrongdoing, 43%
not at all).
Table 39: Attitudes Towards Employers Using Surveillance Equipment to
Monitor the Workplace
For each of the following, could you tell me if you think it's appropriate behaviour for an employer to
do whenever they choose, only if they suspect wrong-doing or not at all. Use surveillance equipment
such as video and audio cameras to monitor the workplace.
100%

Proportion of Respondents (%)

80%

4

3

6

35

37

32

40

40

40

21

20

22

Total n=1507

Total Employed n=1007

Total Not Employed n=499

60%

40%

20%

0%

Whenever They Choose

Roy Morgan Research

Only If They Suspect Wrong-Doing

Not At All

Can't Say
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9.3 Monitoring What is Typed Into an Employee’s Computer
Respondents did not feel any more strongly about employers monitoring what is
typed into a work computer than reading emails or using surveillance equipment.
Males were more likely to find this behaviour appropriate whenever an employer
chooses (24% whenever they choose, 39% when suspect wrong doing, 33% not at
all) than females (17% whenever they choose, 47% when suspect wrong doing,
30% not at all). Respondents aged 18-24 were the least likely sub-group to find
this type of behaviour appropriate (14% whenever they choose, 45% when suspect
wrong doing, 40% not at all).
Table 40: Attitudes Towards Employers Monitoring What Is Typed Into An
Employee’s Computer
For each of the following, could you tell me if you think it's appropriate behaviour for an employer to
do whenever they choose, only if they suspect wrong-doing or not at all. Monitor everything an
employee types into their computer, including what web sites they visit and what they type into emails
100%

5

3

7

32

33

29

43

42

44

21

21

20

Total n=1507

Total Employed n=1007

Total Not Employed n=499

Proportion of Respondents (%)

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%

Whenever They Choose

Roy Morgan Research

Only If They Suspect Wrong-Doing

Not At All

Can't Say
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Monitoring Employees’ Telephone Conversations
Respondents are more concerned about employers monitoring phone
conversations than the other kinds of employer behaviour measured. Monitoring
phone conversations had the lowest proportion of respondents (5%) accepting this
as appropriate employer behaviour for an employer whenever they chose.
Respondents were given the additional option of stating whether this was
appropriate for training and quality control purposes. This option was seen as
acceptable by one third (33%) of respondents, a further 25% felt this was
acceptable if the employer suspected wrongdoing, and 35% felt it was not
acceptable at all.

Table 41: Attitudes Towards Employers Monitoring Employees’ Telephone
Conversations
Listen to telephone conversations...Do you feel this is appropriate behaviour for an employer to do
whenever they choose, FOR TRAINING AND QUALITY CONTROL, only if they suspect wrong-doing

Proportion of Respondents (%)

or not at all?
100%

2

1

2

80%

35

35

35

33

34

30

25

24

60%

40%

20%

0%

26

5

5

7

Total n=1507

Total Employed n=1007

Total Not Employed n=499

Whenever They Choose
For Training And Quality Control
Can't Say

Roy Morgan Research

Only If They Suspect Wrong-Doing
Not At All
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There was little variation amongst most of the subgroups examined, however
respondents with a degree were more likely to feel this was appropriate for
training and quality control (39% for training and quality control, 19% only if
they suspect wrong-doing), than respondents who had completed year 10, who
were more likely to feel it was appropriate if an employer suspected wrong-doing
(24% for training and quality control, 30% only if they suspect wrong-doing).
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Random Drug Testing

The majority of respondents (59%) saw this as appropriate only when necessary to
ensure safety. This was more likely to be seen as appropriate behaviour for an
employer to do whenever they choose by males (26%) than females (20%).
Respondents with year ten as their highest level of education were the most likely
subgroup to see this behaviour as appropriate whenever an employer chooses
(31% cf. those who have a degree 16%).
Table 42: Attitudes Towards Random Drug Testing of Employees
Randomly drug test employees...Do you feel this is appropriate behaviour for an employer to do
whenever they choose, ONLY IF NECESSARY TO ENSURE SAFETY, or not at all
2

2

3

16

16

17

59

61

54

23

22

26

Total n=1507

Total Employed n=1007

100%

Proportion of Respondents (%)

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%

Whenever They Choose

Roy Morgan Research

Only If Necessary To Ensure Safety

Total Not Employed n=499

Not At All

Can't Say
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9.6 Employees Access to Their Personal Employer Files
All respondents were asked whether they thought it was appropriate for
employees to have access to their personal files. The majority (85%) thought this
was the case. Male respondents were more likely to hold this view (87%) than
female respondents (83%). And almost nine in ten 18-24 year old respondents
(89%) felt this was appropriate compared to eight in ten (81%) of respondents
over 50.
Eighty seven per cent of those employed thought it was appropriate to be granted
this access, with 79% of non-workers holding the same view.
Table 43: Attitudes Towards Employees Having Access to Their Personal
Employer Files
Do you think that employees should have access to the information their employer holds about them?

100%

2

3

5

12

11

85

87

Total n=1507

Total Employed n=1007

16

Proportion of Respondents (%)

80%

60%

40%

79

20%

0%

Yes

Roy Morgan Research

No

Total Not Employed n=499
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Importance of Employers Providing a Privacy Policy

All respondents were asked how important it was that employers have a privacy
policy which states how they manage employee privacy. The majority (83%)
found this important. Over half of respondents (51%) found this very important,
with a further third (32%) stating that it was quite important (9% not very
important, 4% not at all important).
Respondents with a degree were more likely to find this important, as were
respondents currently employed.
Table 44: Total Proportion of Respondents Find Employer Privacy Policy
Important
How important is it to you that an employer has a privacy policy that covers when they will read
employee emails, randomly drug test employees, use surveillance equipment to monitor employees
and listen to telephone conversations?

Proportion of Respondents Find Privacy Policy Important (% )

100

80

60

91
83

40

86
77

76

20

10.
0
Total n=1507

Roy Morgan Research

Passed 4th Form/ Year 10
n=225

Degree From University Or
C.A.E n=407

Total Employed n=1007

Total Not Employed n=499
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PRIVACY ON THE INTERNET
The growth in internet usage, both in the workplace and for personal use has seen
a rise in the risks to privacy online. Cookies, viruses and software which tracks
and monitors internet activity are now commonplace hazards when using the
internet. This section examines respondents’ feelings of security when using the
internet, and provides an indication of the measures respondents are taking to
protect their privacy online.

10.1

Usage

Sixty five percent of respondents reported using the internet once a week or more
often. This is up from 51% in 2001. The internet is more likely to be used by
males (69% cf. 61% females) younger respondents (82% of 18-24 year old
respondents cf. 48% of respondents aged over 50), those with higher levels of
education (84% of respondents with a degree cf. 42% who left school after year
10), and amongst respondents who work (78% cf. 40% of non workers).
Two thirds of respondents reported having internet access at home.
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Attitudes Towards Privacy on the Internet

Six in ten respondents (62%) have more concerns about the security of their
personal details than usual when using the internet. This level of concern has
risen since the 2001 study.
The level of concern was similar across all subgroups.
Table 45: Concerns Over the Security of Personal Details Online
GENERALLY, when dealing over the internet, would you say you have MORE CONCERNS about the
security of your personal details than usual, FEWER concerns or about the same?
100

Proportion of Respondents (%)

80

60

40

62

57
20

31
8

30
4

0

2001
More Concerns

5

3

2004
Fewer Concerns

About The Same

Can't Say

Consistent with these changes in concern over time, two in three (67%)
respondents reported having more concerns now than two years ago (7% less
concerned, 23% about the same).
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Privacy Policies Online

Two thirds (67%) of respondents reported that they at some point had read the
privacy policy attached to an internet site. This is an increase from 55% in 2001.
Respondents who claimed to have a lot or an adequate amount of knowledge
about how to protect their privacy were more likely to have read a privacy policy
online (74%). Interestingly, respondents who claim to have more concerns about
the security of their personal information online were no more likely (68%) to
have read a privacy policy than those with fewer concerns, or about the same level
of concern (66% and 67% respectively).
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Those who have read a privacy policy were asked what impact this had on their
attitude towards the website. Although it remains the most commonly reported
impact, feeling more confident and secure about using the site was only reported
by 14% of respondents (cf. 18% in 2001).
Table 46: Impact of Reading a Privacy Policy on Perception of an Internet
Site
What impact, if any, did seeing or reading these privacy policies have upon your attitude towards the
site?

Impact

Feel more confident/ Comfortable/ Secure
about using the site
Made me more cautious/ Aware when using
the internet generally
Still apprehensive about sites that have them/
don't trust them/ Not convinced
Helps me decide whether to use the site or
not
It's a good idea/ I approve of the privacy
policy/ They are doing the right thing/ Prefer
to see it on sites
Too long/ Too complicated to read
Appear
more
honest/
Trustworthy/
Responsible/ Legitimate
Other
Can't say
None/ No impact

Roy Morgan Research

2001
n=780
(%)

2004
n=983
(%)

18

14

4

6

2

5

1

4

6

4

2

4

3

3

10
5
54

2
3
26
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General Online Behaviours to Protect Privacy

There are several things consumers can do to protect their privacy online. This
section examines the behaviour of respondents online to protect their privacy.
Setting Web Browser to Reject Cookies
Rejecting cookies was measured in two ways in the 2004 study, those who have
ever rejected cookies, and those who currently have their web browser set to reject
cookies. Forty eight percent of respondents claim that they have ever rejected
cookies. This is higher than the 41% of respondents who currently have their web
browser set to reject cookies (29% not set, 31% unsure or don’t know what
cookies are). This is a large increase from the 2001 study, where 27% had their
browser set to reject cookies (38% not set, 34% unsure or don’t know what
cookies are).
Males were more likely to have their browser set to reject cookies (43%) than
females (38%), and respondents with more concerns about the security of their
personal information online were marginally more likely to reject cookies (43%)
than average (41%).

Providing False Information When Filling Out Online Forms
Three in ten respondents admitted to having providing false information when
filling out a form online. Younger respondents were far more likely to have
behaved in this manner, with 53% of 18-24 year old respondents saying they did
this (cf. 40% of 25-34 year olds, 25% of 35-49 year olds and 14% of respondents
over 50).
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Home PC Security

There are a number of measures that a PC owner can take to protect their privacy
online. While more than 80% regularly update antivirus software, less than half
of respondents took any other measures to protect their privacy on their home PC.
Table 47: Measures Taken to Protect Home PC
Which of the following do you currently have on your home computer?
100

Proportion of Respondents (%)

80

60

40

80

49

48

47

20

38
28

0
Regularly Update
Antivirus Software

Use a Firewall

Ever Reject Cookies

Use a Spam Filter

Use Temporary Email
Accounts

Use Software to Protect
Anonymity

Base –2004 Total have home computer n=1,001

The following trends were evident in the data:
Using a Firewall
• Those with a degree were more likely (55%) to use a firewall than those
who finished high school after year 10; and
• Those in paid employment were more likely (51%) than those not working
(44%).
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Rejecting Cookies
• Males were more likely to reject cookies (55%) than females (40%);
• Those with a degree were more likely to reject cookies (53%) than those
who finished high school after year 10 (30%); and
• Those with a household income of over $100,000 were more likely to
reject cookies (55%) than those with a household income under $100,000
(45%).
Using a Spam Filter
• 18 to 34 year old respondents were more likely to use a spam filter (51%)
than respondents over 35 (44%);
• Those with a degree were more likely (56%) than those who finished high
school after year 10 (25%);
• Those with a household income of over $50,000 were more likely (50%)
than those with a household income under $50,000 (43%); and
• Those in paid employment were more likely (49%) than those not working
(42%).
Using Temporary Email Accounts
• Those with a household income under $50,000 were more likely (46%) to
use temporary email accounts than those with a household income over
$50,000 (37%);
• Respondents from Tasmania (51%) and Western Australia (50%) were
more likely to use temporary email accounts than respondents from South
Australia including Northern Territory (33%), Queensland (36%), New
South Wales (37%) or Victoria (38%) ; and
• Younger respondents were more likely than older respondents (18-24
67%, 25-34 40%, 35-49 36% and 50+ 26%).
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APPENDIX ONE – THE QUESTIONNAIRE
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Good [Morning/ Afternoon/ Evening], my name is (SAY NAME) from Roy Morgan Research, the
people who conduct the Morgan Gallup poll. Today we are conducting an important survey on
behalf of a Federal government agency on the protection and use of people's personal information
by businesses and other organisations. All views are of interest to us and results may be used to
help better protect consumers' privacy in the future. Your answers will be strictly confidential and
used as statistics only.
To ensure we speak to a representative sample of the population, we would like to speak with the
youngest male in the household aged 18 years or over.
Answering our questions will only take about 15 minutes.
IF NOT A CONVENIENT TIME NOW MAKE APPOINTMENT
IF ASKS HOW DID YOU GET MY NUMBER, SAY: Your number was selected randomly from
the white pages phone book.
IF RESPONDENT WANTS FURTHER INFORMATION, SAY: If you'd like more information
about the survey or wish to check the validity of the research you may contact XXXX XXXX from
the Office of the Privacy Commissioner. His number is XX XXXX XXXX, during business hours.
QSEX. RECORD SEX OF RESPONDENT
1 MALE
2 FEMALE
QAGE. Before we begin, to ensure we are interviewing a true cross-section of people, would you
mind telling me which of the following age groups you belong to?
READ OUT
1 18-24
2 25-29
3 30-34
4 35-44
5 45-49
6 50-54
7 55-64
8 65+
9 (DON'T READ) REFUSED
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[Single]
Q2. Firstly, have you ever decided NOT TO DEAL with a PRIVATE COMPANY or CHARITY
because of concerns over the protection or use of your personal information?
1 YES
2 NO
3 CAN'T SAY
[Single]
Q2A. Have you ever decided NOT TO DEAL with a GOVERNMENT ORGANISATION or
AGENCY because of concerns over the protection or use of your personal information?
1 YES
2 NO
3 CAN'T SAY
[Single]
Q1. When completing forms or applications that ask for personal details, such as your name,
contact details, income, marital status etc, how often, if ever, would you say YOU LEAVE SOME
QUESTIONS BLANK as a means of protecting your personal information? Would that be
#/Always, Often, Sometimes, Rarely or Never/ Never, Rarely, Sometimes, Often or Always/?
1 ALWAYS
2 OFTEN
3 SOMETIMES
4 RARELY
5 NEVER
6 CAN'T SAY
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[Multiple]
Q3. When providing your personal information to any organisation, IN GENERAL, what types of
information do you feel RELUCTANT to provide? For example, your name, address, phone
number, financial details, income, marital status, date of birth, email address, medical information,
genetic information, or something else? What else?
HIGHLIGHT ALL MENTIONED.
1 NAME
2 HOME ADDRESS
3 HOME PHONE NUMBER
4 FINANCIAL DETAILS, SUCH AS BANK ACCOUNTS
5 DETAILS ABOUT YOUR INCOME
6 MARITAL STATUS
7 DATE OF BIRTH
8 EMAIL ADDRESS
9 MEDICAL HISTORY/ HEALTH INFORMATION
10 GENETIC INFORMATION
11 RELIGION
12 HOW MANY PEOPLE OR MALES IN HOUSEHOLD/ FAMILY MEMBER DETAILS
97 Openend OTHER (SPECIFY)
98 Single CAN'T SAY/ IT DEPENDS
99 Single NONE
IF MORE THAN ONE RESPONSE ON Q3, ASK:
ONLY ANSWERS GIVEN IN Q3 WILL BE INCLUDED IN Q4.
[Single]
Q4. And of [%DQ3] which ONE of these do you feel MOST RELUCTANT to provide?
INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF ONLY ONE TYPE OF INFORMATION IS DISPLAYED (IE FROM
CODE 97 ON Q3), OPEN "OTHER" AND TYPE IN SAME RESPONSE.
IF OTHER, HIGHLIGHT OTHER AND TYPE IN RESPONSE
1 NAME
2 HOME ADDRESS
3 HOME PHONE NUMBER
4 FINANCIAL DETAILS, SUCH AS BANK ACCOUNTS
5 DETAILS ABOUT YOUR INCOME
6 MARITAL STATUS
7 DATE OF BIRTH
8 EMAIL ADDRESS
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9 MEDICAL HISTORY/ HEALTH INFORMATION
10 GENETIC INFORMATION
11 RELIGION
12 HOW MANY PEOPLE OR MALES IN HOUSEHOLD/ FAMILY MEMBER DETAILS
97 Openend OTHER (SPECIFY)
98 Single IT DEPENDS
99 Single NONE
ENDIF
IF MENTIONED TYPE OF INFORMATION, OR DEPENDS ON TYPE OF INFORMATION
(CODES 1 TO 98 ON Q3), ASK:
[Single]
Q5. And what is your MAIN reason for not wanting to provide this type of information?
IF OTHER, HIGHLIGHT OTHER AND TYPE IN RESPONSE
1 MAY LEAD TO FINANCIAL LOSS/ PEOPLE MIGHT ACCESS BANK ACCOUNT
2 IT'S NONE OF THEIR BUSINESS/ INVASION OF PRIVACY
3 DISCRIMINATION
4 I DO NOT WHAT TO BE IDENTIFIED
5 I DO NOT WANT PEOPLE KNOWING WHERE I LIVE/ OR HOW TO CONTACT ME
6 THE INFORMATION MAY BE MISUSED
7 INFORMATION MIGHT BE PASSED ON WITHOUT MY KNOWLEDGE
8 DON'T WANT JUNK MAIL/ UNSOLICITED MAIL/ SPAM
9 I DON'T WANT TO BE BOTHERED/ HASSLED/ HOUNDED (BY PHONE/ DOOR TO
DOOR)
10 FOR SAFETY/ SECURITY/ PROTECTION (FROM CRIME)
11 UNNECESSARY/ IRRELEVANT TO THEIR BUSINESS OR CAUSE
97 Openend OTHER (SPECIFY)
98 Single CAN'T SAY
ASK EVERYONE
[Multiple]
Q6. Which of the following statements BEST DESCRIBE how you GENERALLY feel when
organisations that you have NEVER DEALT WITH BEFORE send you unsolicited marketing
information? Would you say...?
READ OUT.
IF OTHER, HIGHLIGHT OTHER AND TYPE IN RESPONSE
1 I Feel Angry And Annoyed
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2 I Feel Concerned About Where They Obtained My Personal Information
3 It Doesn't Bother Me Either Way, I Don't Care
4 It's A Bit Annoying But It's Harmless
5 I Enjoy Reading The Material And Don't Mind Getting It At All
97 Fixed Openend Or Something Else (SPECIFY)
98 Fixed Single (DON'T READ) CAN'T SAY
The next few questions concern the type of public information that should or should not be
available to businesses for marketing purposes.
[Single]
Q37. Do you agree or disagree that businesses should be able to use the electoral roll for marketing
purposes?
IF AGREE: Is that strongly agree or partly agree
IF DISAGREE: Is that strongly disagree or partly disagree
1 STRONGLY AGREE
2 PARTLY AGREE
3 NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE
4 PARTLY DISAGREE
5 STRONGLY DISAGREE
6 CAN'T SAY
[Single]
Q38. Do you agree or disagree that businesses should be able to collect your information from the
White Pages telephone directory without your knowledge for the purposes of marketing?
IF AGREE: Is that strongly agree or partly agree
IF DISAGREE: Is that strongly disagree or partly disagree
1 STRONGLY AGREE
2 PARTLY AGREE
3 NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE
4 PARTLY DISAGREE
5 STRONGLY DISAGREE
6 CAN'T SAY
[Single]
Q36D. Over the last two years, would you say the number of times you have been asked to show
identification such as a drivers license or passport to establish your identity has increased,
decreased or stayed about the same?
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1 INCREASE
2 DECREASE
3 ABOUT THE SAME
4 CAN'T SAY
[Single]
Q36E. Do you consider such demands for identification to be an invasion of privacy?
1 YES
2 NO
3 CAN'T SAY
The next questions are about how much you trust certain organisations with your personal
information. How trustworthy or untrustworthy would you say the following organisations are
with regards to how they protect or use your personal information?
Q9A - Q9J WILL BE ROTATED EXCLUDING Q9F.
[Single]
Q9A. FINANCIAL ORGANISATIONS SUCH AS BANKS, BUILDING SOCIETIES AND
CREDIT UNIONS? (Would you say these types of organisations are trustworthy or untrustworthy
when it comes to the protection or use of your personal information?)
IF TRUSTWORTHY: Is that highly trustworthy or somewhat trustworthy?
IF UNTRUSTWORTHY: Is that highly untrustworthy or somewhat untrustworthy?
1 HIGHLY TRUSTWORTHY
2 SOMEWHAT TRUSTWORTHY
3 NEITHER TRUSTWORTHY NOR UNTRUSTWORTHY
4 SOMEWHAT UNTRUSTWORTHY
5 HIGHLY UNTRUSTWORTHY
6 CAN'T SAY
[Single]
Q9B. REAL ESTATE AGENTS? (Would you say these types of organisations are trustworthy or
untrustworthy when it comes to the protection or use of your personal information?)
IF TRUSTWORTHY: Is that highly trustworthy or somewhat trustworthy?
IF UNTRUSTWORTHY: Is that highly untrustworthy or somewhat untrustworthy?
1 HIGHLY TRUSTWORTHY
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2 SOMEWHAT TRUSTWORTHY
3 NEITHER TRUSTWORTHY NOR UNTRUSTWORTHY
4 SOMEWHAT UNTRUSTWORTHY
5 HIGHLY UNTRUSTWORTHY
6 CAN'T SAY
[Single]
Q9C. MAIL ORDER COMPANIES? (Would you say these types of organisations are trustworthy
or untrustworthy when it comes to the protection or use of your personal information?)
IF TRUSTWORTHY: Is that highly trustworthy or somewhat trustworthy?
IF UNTRUSTWORTHY: Is that highly untrustworthy or somewhat untrustworthy?
1 HIGHLY TRUSTWORTHY
2 SOMEWHAT TRUSTWORTHY
3 NEITHER TRUSTWORTHY NOR UNTRUSTWORTHY
4 SOMEWHAT UNTRUSTWORTHY
5 HIGHLY UNTRUSTWORTHY
6 CAN'T SAY
[Single]
Q9D. CHARITIES? (Would you say these types of organisations are trustworthy or untrustworthy
when it comes to the protection or use of your personal information?)
IF TRUSTWORTHY: Is that highly trustworthy or somewhat trustworthy?
IF UNTRUSTWORTHY: Is that highly untrustworthy or somewhat untrustworthy?
1 HIGHLY TRUSTWORTHY
2 SOMEWHAT TRUSTWORTHY
3 NEITHER TRUSTWORTHY NOR UNTRUSTWORTHY
4 SOMEWHAT UNTRUSTWORTHY
5 HIGHLY UNTRUSTWORTHY
6 CAN'T SAY
[Single]
Q9E. GOVERNMENT ORGANISATIONS? (Would you say these types of organisations are
trustworthy or untrustworthy when it comes to the protection or use of your personal information?)
IF TRUSTWORTHY: Is that highly trustworthy or somewhat trustworthy?
IF UNTRUSTWORTHY: Is that highly untrustworthy or somewhat untrustworthy?
1 HIGHLY TRUSTWORTHY
2 SOMEWHAT TRUSTWORTHY
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3 NEITHER TRUSTWORTHY NOR UNTRUSTWORTHY
4 SOMEWHAT UNTRUSTWORTHY
5 HIGHLY UNTRUSTWORTHY
6 CAN'T SAY
[Single]
Q9G. HEALTH SERVICE PROVIDERS, INCLUDING DOCTORS AND HOSPITALS? (Would
you say these types of organisations are trustworthy or untrustworthy when it comes to the
protection or use of your personal information?)
IF TRUSTWORTHY: Is that highly trustworthy or somewhat trustworthy?
IF UNTRUSTWORTHY: Is that highly untrustworthy or somewhat untrustworthy?
1 HIGHLY TRUSTWORTHY
2 SOMEWHAT TRUSTWORTHY
3 NEITHER TRUSTWORTHY NOR UNTRUSTWORTHY
4 SOMEWHAT UNTRUSTWORTHY
5 HIGHLY UNTRUSTWORTHY
6 CAN'T SAY
[Single]
Q9H. MARKET RESEARCH ORGANISATIONS? (Would you say these types of organisations
are trustworthy or untrustworthy when it comes to the protection or use of your personal
information?)
IF TRUSTWORTHY: Is that highly trustworthy or somewhat trustworthy?
IF UNTRUSTWORTHY: Is that highly untrustworthy or somewhat untrustworthy?
1 HIGHLY TRUSTWORTHY
2 SOMEWHAT TRUSTWORTHY
3 NEITHER TRUSTWORTHY NOR UNTRUSTWORTHY
4 SOMEWHAT UNTRUSTWORTHY
5 HIGHLY UNTRUSTWORTHY
6 CAN'T SAY
[Single]
Q9I. RETAILERS? (Would you say these types of organisations are trustworthy or untrustworthy
when it comes to the protection or use of your personal information?)
IF TRUSTWORTHY: Is that highly trustworthy or somewhat trustworthy?
IF UNTRUSTWORTHY: Is that highly untrustworthy or somewhat untrustworthy?
1 HIGHLY TRUSTWORTHY
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2 SOMEWHAT TRUSTWORTHY
3 NEITHER TRUSTWORTHY NOR UNTRUSTWORTHY
4 SOMEWHAT UNTRUSTWORTHY
5 HIGHLY UNTRUSTWORTHY
6 CAN'T SAY
[Single]
Q9J. COMPANIES SELLING OVER THE INTERNET? (Would you say these types of
organisations are trustworthy or untrustworthy when it comes to the protection or use of your
personal information?)
IF TRUSTWORTHY: Is that highly trustworthy or somewhat trustworthy?
IF UNTRUSTWORTHY: Is that highly untrustworthy or somewhat untrustworthy?
1 HIGHLY TRUSTWORTHY
2 SOMEWHAT TRUSTWORTHY
3 NEITHER TRUSTWORTHY NOR UNTRUSTWORTHY
4 SOMEWHAT UNTRUSTWORTHY
5 HIGHLY UNTRUSTWORTHY
6 CAN'T SAY
CODES 1-5 FOR Q11 WILL BE ROTATED.
[Multiple]
Q11. When dealing with businesses that require your personal information, which of the following
aspects of customer service are most important to you? Please rank them starting with the MOST
important and finishing with the LEAST important.
INTERVIEWER NOTE: READ OUT LIST SLOWLY AND REPEAT AS OFTEN AS
NECESSARY.
RESPONSES MUST BE HIGHLIGHTED IN ORDER, FROM MOST IMPORTANT TO
LEAST.
1 Convenience
2 Efficiency Of Service
3 Quality Of Product Or Service
4 Price
5 Respect For, And Protection Of, My Personal Information
98 Fixed Single (DON'T READ) CAN'T SAY
[Single]
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Q12. GENERALLY, how likely or unlikely would you be to provide your personal information to
an organisation if it meant you would receive discounted purchases?
IF LIKELY - Is that very likely or quite likely?
IF UNLIKELY - Is that very unlikely or quite unlikely?
1 VERY LIKELY
2 QUITE LIKELY
3 NEITHER LIKELY NOR UNLIKELY
4 QUITE UNLIKELY
5 VERY UNLIKELY
6 CAN'T SAY
7 DEPENDS ON ORGANISATION
[Single]
Q13. GENERALLY, how likely or unlikely would you be to provide your personal information to
an organisation if it meant you would receive more efficient and personalised service?
IF LIKELY - Is that very likely or quite likely?
IF UNLIKELY - Is that very unlikely or quite unlikely?
1 VERY LIKELY
2 QUITE LIKELY
3 NEITHER LIKELY NOR UNLIKELY
4 QUITE UNLIKELY
5 VERY UNLIKELY
6 CAN'T SAY
7 DEPENDS ON ORGANISATION
LEVEL OF KNOWLEDGE
The next few questions are about possible current practices regarding the use and security of
personal information such as your name, age, address, & interests. Please state whether you think
the following statements are true or false. If you don't know, or haven't really thought about it, just
say "Can't Say."
Q17 - Q20 WILL BE ROTATED.
[Single]
Q17. "Customer details held by commercial organisations are often transferred or sold in mailing
lists to other businesses."
Would you say this statement was true or false?
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1 TRUE
2 FALSE
3 CAN'T SAY
[Single]
Q18. "Charities, private schools, private hospitals and other non-government organisations are free
to sell or transfer customer lists containing personal details to other organisations."
Would you say this statement was true or false?
1 TRUE
2 FALSE
3 CAN'T SAY
[Single]
Q19. "The way government departments or government agencies collect, protect and use people's
personal information is up to the individual departments as they are not bound by any Federal
privacy laws or legislation."
Would you say this statement was true or false?
1 TRUE
2 FALSE
3 CAN'T SAY
[Single]
Q20. "Banks, insurance companies and other financial organisations are NOT currently bound by
privacy laws which restrict the way they can use their customers' personal details."
Would you say this statement was true or false?
1 TRUE
2 FALSE
3 CAN'T SAY
That was the last true or false statement. Please be aware that all the above scenarios were FALSE.
Currently privacy laws do exist. The laws outline procedures for the collection, use and storage of
people's personal information and apply to Federal government departments and agencies, as well
as to health services and many businesses.
[Single]
Q21. Were you aware of the PRIVACY LAWS before this interview?
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1 YES
2 NO
3 CAN'T SAY
CODES 1-5 FOR Q22 WILL BE ROTATED.
[Single]
Q22. How much would you say you know about your rights when it comes to protecting your
personal information? Would you say you know #/a lot, an adequate amount, some, very little or
nothing/ nothing, very little, some, an adequate amount or a lot/?
1 A LOT
2 AN ADEQUATE AMOUNT
3 SOME
4 VERY LITTLE
5 NOTHING
6 Fixed Single CAN'T SAY
[Multiple]
Q23. If you wanted to report the mis-use of your personal information, who would you be most
likely to contact? DO NOT READ OUT Anyone else?
IF OTHER, HIGHLIGHT OTHER AND TYPE IN RESPONSE
1 POLICE
2 OMBUDSMAN
3 THE ORGANISATION WHO WAS INVOLVED
4 THE PRIVACY COMMISSIONER (FEDERAL OR STATE)
5 CONSUMER AFFAIRS (IN YOUR STATE)
6 LOCAL STATE MP
7 STATE GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENT
8 LOCAL COUNCIL
9 LAWYERS/ SOLICITORS
10 DEPARTMENT OF FAIR TRADING
11 SEEK ADVICE FROM A FRIEND OR RELATIVE
12 THE MEDIA EG TV/ RADIO/ NEWSPAPERS
97 Openend OTHER (SPECIFY)
98 Single CAN'T SAY
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[Single]
Q24. Are you aware that a Federal Privacy Commissioner exists to uphold privacy laws and to
investigate complaints people may have concerning the misuse of their personal information?
1 YES
2 NO
3 CAN'T SAY
CODES 1-5 ON Q10A WILL BE ROTATED.
[Single] {Rotate}
Q10A. Many organisations have a publicly available privacy policy. If there was a requirement
that all privacy policies have a one page summary,in terms of the personal information the
company has, which ONE of the following do you think is MOST IMPORTANT to be in this
summary?
READ OUT
NOTE: (PERSONAL) WILL ONLY BE READ OUT FOR THE FIRST CODE IN WHICH IT
APPEARS
1 What (personal) Information Will Be Kept
2 How The (personal) Information Will Be Used
3 If And When The Organisation Will Pass On My (personal) Information
4 How To Prevent Being Contacted For Marketing Purposes
5 How To Access Or Change My (personal) Information
6 Fixed Single (DON'T READ) CAN'T SAY
7 Fixed Single (DON'T READ) DON'T KNOW WHAT A PRIVACY POLICY IS
IF ANY CODES 1-5 MENTIONED IN Q10A, ASK
[Single]
Q10B. And which would be SECOND most important?
IF NECESSARY READ OUT CODES NOT MENTIONED IN Q10A
NOTE: (PERSONAL) WILL ONLY BE READ OUT FOR THE FIRST CODE IN WHICH IT
APPEARS
1 What (personal) Information Will Be Kept
2 How The (personal) Information Will Be Used
3 If And When The Organisation Will Pass On My (personal) Information
4 How To Prevent Being Contacted For Marketing Purposes
5 How To Access Or Change My (personal) Information
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6 Fixed Single (DON'T READ) CAN'T SAY
7 Fixed Single (DON'T READ) DON'T KNOW WHAT A PRIVACY POLICY IS
ENDIF
IF ANY CODES 1-5 MENTIONED IN Q10B, ASK
[Single]
Q10C. And which is the THIRD most important?
IF NECESSARY READ OUT CODES NOT MENTIONED IN Q10A OR Q10B
NOTE: (PERSONAL) WILL ONLY BE READ OUT FOR THE FIRST CODE IN WHICH IT
APPEARS
1 What (personal) Information Will Be Kept
2 How The (personal) Information Will Be Used
3 If And When The Organisation Will Pass On My (personal) Information
4 How To Prevent Being Contacted For Marketing Purposes
5 How To Access Or Change My (personal) Information
6 Fixed Single (DON'T READ) CAN'T SAY
7 Fixed Single (DON'T READ) DON'T KNOW WHAT A PRIVACY POLICY IS
ASK EVERYONE
HEALTH INFORMATION NETWORK
The next few questions concern medical or health information and privacy.
[Single]
Q32. (Do you agree or disagree with the following statements?)
Your doctor should be able to discuss your personal medical details with other health professionals
- in a way that identified you - WITHOUT YOUR CONSENT if they thought this would assist
your treatment?
IF AGREE: Is that strongly agree or partly agree
IF DISAGREE: Is that strongly disagree or partly disagree
1 STRONGLY AGREE
2 PARTLY AGREE
3 NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE
4 PARTLY DISAGREE
5 STRONGLY DISAGREE
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6 Fixed Single CAN'T SAY
[Single]
Q27. (Do you agree or disagree with this suggestion?)
To enable the government to better track the use of HEALTH SERVICES, all individuals should
be allocated a NUMBER and that number should be used when accessing ANY health service or
facility.
IF AGREE: Is that strongly agree or partly agree
IF DISAGREE: Is that strongly disagree or partly disagree
1 STRONGLY AGREE
2 PARTLY AGREE
3 NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE
4 PARTLY DISAGREE
5 STRONGLY DISAGREE
6 Fixed Single CAN'T SAY

If a National health information network existed it would involve entering all medical records onto
an Australia wide database. This would allow a patient's medical information to be easily and
quickly transferred to a treating doctor anywhere in Australia. Such a network could also be used
to gather information on National health statistics.
[Single]
Q30. If such a database existed, do you think inclusion of your medical information should be
VOLUNTARY, or should ALL MEDICAL RECORDS be entered as a matter of course?
IF OTHER, HIGHLIGHT OTHER AND TYPE IN RESPONSE
1 INCLUSION SHOULD BE VOLUNTARY
2 ALL MEDICAL RECORDS SHOULD BE ENTERED
97 Openend OTHER (SPECIFY)
98 Single CAN'T SAY
[Single]
Q31. Health information is often sought for research purposes and is generally de-identified - that
is, NOT linked with information that identifies an individual. Do you believe that an individual's
permission should be sought before their de-identified health information is released for research
purposes, or not?
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1 YES
2 NO
3 MAYBE
4 CAN'T SAY
GOVERNMENT QUESTIONS
The next questions cover Government Departments and privacy
[Single]
36A. It has been suggested that each Australian should be given a unique number, like a tax file
number, to be used for identification in ALL Commonwealth Government Departments, and to
access government services on the Internet. In principle, are you in favour or against each
Australian being given such a number?
IF IN FAVOUR: Is that strongly in favour, or partly in favour?
IF AGAINST: Is that strongly against, or partly against?
1 STRONGLY IN FAVOUR
2 PARTLY IN FAVOUR
3 PARTLY AGAINST
4 STRONGLY AGAINST
5 (DO NOT READ OUT) NEITHER IN FAVOUR NOR AGAINST
6 (DO NOT READ OUT) CAN'T SAY
[Single]
36B. Do you believe government departments should be able to cross-reference or share
information in their databases for:
1 Any Purpose
2 Some Purposes
3 Not At All
4 Can't Say
IF SOME PURPOSES (CODE 2 IN Q36B), ASK, OTHERWISE GO TO Q33:
Q36C1 - Q36C3 WILL BE ROTATED.
For which of the following purposes do you believe governments should be allowed to cross
reference information?
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[Single]
Q36C1. For updating basic information like address details
(For which of the following purposes do you believe governments should be allowed to cross
reference information?)
1 Yes
2 No
3 Can't Say
[Single]
Q36C2. To solve or prevent fraud or other crime
(For which of the following purposes do you believe governments should be allowed to cross
reference information?)
1 Yes
2 No
3 Can't Say
[Single]
Q36C3. To reduce costs, or improve efficiency
(For which of the following purposes do you believe governments should be allowed to cross
reference information?)
1 Yes
2 No
3 Can't Say
ASK EVERYONE
I would like you now to think about your privacy and businesses.
Which of the following instances would you regard to be an invasion of the privacy of your
personal information?
Q33 - Q36 WILL BE ROTATED.
[Single]
Q33. A business that you don't know gets hold of your personal information.
(Would you say this was an invasion of the privacy of your personal information?)
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1 YES/ INVASION OF PRIVACY
2 NO
3 CAN'T SAY
[Single]
Q34. A business monitors your activities on the internet, recording information on the sites you
visit without your knowledge.
(Would you say this was an invasion of the privacy of your personal information?)
1 YES/ INVASION OF PRIVACY
2 NO
3 CAN'T SAY
[Single]
Q35. You supply your information to a business for a specific purpose and the business uses it for
another purpose.
(Would you say this was an invasion of the privacy of your personal information?)
1 YES/ INVASION OF PRIVACY
2 NO
3 CAN'T SAY
[Single]
Q36. A business asks you for personal information that doesn't seem relevant to the purpose of the
transaction.
(Would you say this was an invasion of the privacy of your personal information?)
1 YES/ INVASION OF PRIVACY
2 NO
3 CAN'T SAY
INTERNET
[Single]
Q39. The next few questions concern the internet. Do you use the internet at home or work AT
LEAST ONCE A WEEK?
1 YES
2 NO
4 CAN'T SAY
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IF USE THE INTERNET (CODE 1 ON Q39), ASK Q40 - Q44, OTHERWISE GO TO Q45:
[Single]
Q40. GENERALLY, when dealing over the internet, would you say you have #/MORE
CONCERNS about the security of your personal details than usual, FEWER concerns or about the
same/FEWER CONCERNS about the security of your personal details than usual, MORE
concerns or about the same/?
1 MORE CONCERNS
2 FEWER CONCERNS
3 Fixed Single ABOUT THE SAME
4 Fixed Single CAN'T SAY
[Single]
Q41. Do you have your web browser set to reject cookies? If you don't know what this means, just
say so as this is of interest as well.
1 YES
2 NO
3 CAN'T SAY
4 DON'T KNOW WHAT YOU ARE TALKING ABOUT
[Single]
Q42. When completing online forms or applications that ask for personal details, have you ever
PROVIDED FALSE INFORMATION as a means of protecting your privacy?
1 YES
2 NO
3 CAN'T SAY
[Single]
42B. Are you MORE OR LESS concerned about your privacy while using the internet than you
were two years ago?
1 MORE CONCERNED
2 LESS CONCERNED
3 ABOUT THE SAME
4 CAN'T SAY
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[Single]
Q43. Have you ever seen or read the privacy policy attached to any internet site?
1 YES
2 NO
3 CAN'T SAY
IF SEEN OR READ PRIVACY POLICY (CODE 1 ON Q43), ASK, OTHERWISE GO TO Q45:
[Multiple]
Q44. What impact, if any, did seeing or reading these privacy policies have upon your attitude
towards the site?
DO NOT READ OUT
IF OTHER, HIGHLIGHT OTHER AND TYPE IN RESPONSE
1 IT'S A GOOD IDEA/ I APPROVE OF THE PRIVACY POLICY/ THEY ARE DOING THE
RIGHT THING/ PREFER TO SEE IT ON SITES/ RESPECT SITES FOR HAVING IT
2 FEEL MORE CONFIDENT/ COMFORTABLE/ SECURE ABOUT USING THE SITE
3 APPEAR MORE HONEST/ TRUSTWORTHY/ RESPONSIBLE/ LEGITIMATE
4 HELPS ME DECIDE WHETHER TO USE THE SITE OR NOT
5 STILL APPREHENSIVE ABOUT SITES THAT HAVE THEM/ DON'T TRUST THEM/
NOT CONVINCED
6 MADE ME MORE CAUTIOUS/ AWARE WHEN USING THE INTERNET GENERALLY
7 TOO LONG/ TO COMPLICATED TO READ
97 Openend OTHER (SPECIFY)
98 Single CAN'T SAY
99 Single NONE/ NO IMPACT
ASK EVERYONE
[Single]
Q45. Do you have Internet access on a HOME computer?
1 YES
2 NO
3 CAN'T SAY
IF HAVE INTERNET ACCESS AT HOME (CODE 1 ON Q45) ASK, OTHERWISE GO TO
Q46B:
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Q45A1 - Q45A6 WILL BE ROTATED
Which of the following do you currently have on your home computer? If you are not sure about
any of these, please let me know. Do you
[Single]
Q45A1. Use a firewall
(Which of the following do you currently do on you home computer? If you are not sure about any
of these, please let me know)
1 YES/ SOMETIMES
2 NO
3 DON'T KNOW WHAT IT IS / CAN'T SAY
[Single]
Q45A2. Regularly update antivirus software
(Which of the following do you currently do on you home computer? If you are not sure about any
of these, please let me know)
1 YES/ SOMETIMES
2 NO
3 DON'T KNOW WHAT IT IS / CAN'T SAY
[Single]
Q45A3. Use free email accounts temporarily
(Which of the following do you currently do on you home computer? If you are not sure about any
of these, please let me know)
1 YES/ SOMETIMES
2 NO
3 DON'T KNOW WHAT IT IS / CAN'T SAY
[Single]
Q45A4. Ever reject cookies
(Which of the following do you currently do on you home computer? If you are not sure about any
of these, please let me know)
1 YES/ SOMETIMES
2 NO
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3 DON'T KNOW WHAT IT IS / CAN'T SAY
[Single]
Q45A5. Use a spam filter
(Which of the following do you currently do on you home computer? If you are not sure about any
of these, please let me know)
1 YES/ SOMETIMES
2 NO
3 DON'T KNOW WHAT IT IS / CAN'T SAY
[Single]
Q45A6. Use software to protect your anonymity online
(Which of the following do you currently do on you home computer? If you are not sure about any
of these, please let me know)
1 YES/ SOMETIMES
2 NO
3 DON'T KNOW WHAT IT IS / CAN'T SAY
ASK EVERYONE
EMPLOYEE PRIVACY
Now for a few questions about employees privacy in the workplace
[Single]
Q46B. Do you think that employees should have access to the information their employer holds
about them?
1 YES
2 NO
3 CAN'T SAY
Q47,Q48 & Q52 WILL BE ROTATED
For each of the following, could you tell me if you think it's appropriate behaviour for an employer
to do whenever they choose, only if they suspect wrong-doing or not at all.
[Single]
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Q47. Read e-mails sent to a work email account
(Do you feel this is appropriate behaviour for an employer to do whenever they choose, only if
they suspect wrong-doing or not at all)
1 WHENEVER THEY CHOOSE
2 ONLY IF THEY SUSPECT WRONG-DOING
3 NOT AT ALL
4 CAN'T SAY
[Single]
Q48. Use surveillance equipment such as video and audio cameras to monitor the workplace
(Do you feel this is appropriate behaviour for an employer to do whenever they choose, only if
they suspect wrong-doing or not at all)
1 WHENEVER THEY CHOOSE
2 ONLY IF THEY SUSPECT WRONG-DOING
3 NOT AT ALL
4 CAN'T SAY
[Single]
Q52. Monitor everything an employee types into their computer, including what web sites they
visit and what they type into emails
(Do you feel this is appropriate behaviour for an employer to do whenever they choose, only if
they suspect wrong-doing or not at all)
1 WHENEVER THEY CHOOSE
2 ONLY IF THEY SUSPECT WRONG-DOING
3 NOT AT ALL
4 CAN'T SAY
[Single]
Q49. Listen to telephone conversations...Do you feel this is appropriate behaviour for an employer
to do whenever they choose, FOR TRAINING AND QUALITY CONTROL, only if they suspect
wrong-doing or not at all?
SINGLE RESPONSE: INTERVIEWER NOTE, IF 2+ MENTIONED, ASK WHICH ONE BEST
DESCRIBES THEIR VIEW
1 WHENEVER THEY CHOOSE
2 ONLY IF THEY SUSPECT WRONG-DOING
3 FOR TRAINING AND QUALITY CONTROL
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4 NOT AT ALL
5 CAN'T SAY
[Single]
Q50. Randomly drug test employees...Do you feel this is appropriate behaviour for an employer to
do whenever they choose, ONLY IF NECESSARY TO ENSURE SAFETY, or not at all
1 WHENEVER THEY CHOOSE
2 ONLY IF NECESSARY TO ENSURE SAFETY
3 NOT AT ALL
4 CAN'T SAY
CODES 1-4 FOR Q53 WILL BE ROTATED
[Single]
Q53. How important is it to you that an employer has a privacy policy that covers when they will
read employee emails, randomly drug test employees, use surveillance equipment to monitor
employees and listen to telephone conversations. Is it #/not at all important, not very important,
quite important or very important/very important, quite important, not very important or not at all
important/?
1 NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT
2 NOT VERY IMPORTANT
3 QUITE IMPORTANT
4 VERY IMPORTANT
5 Fixed CAN'T SAY
DEMOGRAPHICS
Finally, a few questions about yourself, just to ensure we have spoken to a representative cross
section of people.
[Single]
Q55. What is the highest level of education you have reached?
IF OTHER, HIGHLIGHT OTHER AND TYPE IN RESPONSE.
1 PRIMARY SCHOOL
2 SOME SECONDARY SCHOOL
3 SOME TECHNICAL OR COMMERCIAL
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4 PASSED 4TH FORM/ YEAR 10
5 PASSED 5TH FORM/ YEAR 11/ LEAVING
6 FINISHED TECHNICAL SCHOOL, COMMERCIAL COLLEGE OR TAFE
7 FINISHED/ NOW STUDYING H.S.C./ V.C.E./ YEAR 12
8 DIPLOMA FROM C.A.E.
9 SOME UNIVERSITY/ C.A.E.
10 DEGREE FROM UNIVERSITY OR CAE
11 Openend OTHER (SPECIFY)
12 CAN'T SAY
[Single]
Q56A. Are you now in paid employment?
IF YES, ASK: Is that FULL-time for 35 hours or more a week, or part-time?
IF NO, ASK: Are you retired or a student?
1 YES, FULL-TIME
2 YES, PART-TIME
3 NO, RETIRED
4 NO, STUDENT
5 OTHER NONWORKER
6 REFUSED
[Quantity] {Min: 1, Max: 14}
Q56B. What is your (last) occupation - the position and industry?
1: Professional
2: Owner or Executive
3: Owner of Small Businesses
4: Other White Collar
5: Skilled
6: Semi-Skilled
7: Unskilled
8: Farm Owner
9: Farm Worker
10: No Occupation
11: Sales
12: Semi-Professional
13: No occupation
14: REFUSED
[Single]
Roy Morgan Research
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Q54. Would you mind telling me your household's TOTAL approximate annual income from all
sources, before tax? DO NOT READ OUT!
IF CAN'T SAY, ASK: Well, your best guess?
1 LESS THAN $10,000
2 $10,000 - $14,999
3 $15,000 - $19,999
4 $20,000 - $24,999
5 $25,000 - $29,999
6 $30,000 - $34,999
7 $35,000 - $39,999
8 $40,000 - $44,999
9 $45,000 - $49,999
10 $50,000 - $59,999
11 $60,000 - $79,999
12 $80,000 - $99,999
13 $100,000 - $109,999
14 $110,000 - $119,999
15 $120,000 - $129,999
16 $130,000 - $139,999
17 $140,000 - $149,999
18 $150,000 OR MORE
19 CAN'T SAY
20 REFUSED
That brings us to the end of the survey. Thankyou for your time and help. Just to remind you, my
name is (SAY NAME) and I am calling from Roy Morgan Research. This survey was conducted
on behalf of the Office of the Federal Privacy Commissioner.
This survey was conducted in compliance with the Privacy Principles, and I would like to assure
you that the information you have provided will not be linked to any of your personal information.
If you would like any further information about this survey, I can give you a contact number,
would you like this number? IF NO - THANK AND CLOSE IF YES - please contact XXXX
XXXX from Roy Morgan Research, the Project Manager for this research on XX XXXX XXXX,
or XXXX XXXX from the Office of the Privacy Commissioner. His number is XX XXXX
XXXX, during business hours.
Thank you for your time and assistance.

Roy Morgan Research

June, 2004
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APPENDIX TWO – VERIFICATION STUDY

There were some concerns that some of the questions in the 2004 Privacy Study
may be influenced by the context created by the preceding questions. Three
questions likely to face such a bias were re-asked in the Verification Study, using
CATIBUS. The CATIBUS is a multi-client telephone Omnibus conducted by
Roy Morgan Research amongst 600 Australians aged 14+ weekly. The Questions
were run over two weeks, amongst respondents aged 18 years or older. The
placement of these questions on the CATIBUS ensured:
• The three privacy questions were separated from each other by other
sections;
• The privacy questions were asked after sections which would not create
any undue contextual bias; and
• The order of the privacy questions were rotated across each week of the
CATIBUS.
The questions on the CATIBUS were unchanged from the stand alone study,
however if necessary an introductory sentence was included in some instances.
Sample design and weighting were performed in a manner consistent with the
stand alone study. Auditing and response rates were all conducted in-line with
Roy Morgan Research quality control procedures and deemed satisfactory.
For the CATIBUS, the sampling variation for the sample at the national level is
1.3% to 2.9%.

Roy Morgan Research

June, 2004
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Responses for two questions verified showed an extremely high degree of
similarity between the Privacy Survey 2004 and the Verification Survey.
Table 48: Attitudes Towards Inclusion of Medical Records in National
Health Database
If such a database existed, do you think inclusion of your medical information should be
VOLUNTARY, or should ALL MEDICAL RECORDS be entered as a matter of course?

Response
Inclusion Should Be Voluntary
All Medical Records Should be Entered as a
Matter of Course
Other
Can’t Say

Privacy Survey
2004
64%
32%

Verification
Study
(CATIBUS)
64%
32%

2%
2%

2%
2%

Table 49: Attitudes Towards a Unique Identifier for All Australian
Government Departments
It has been suggested that each Australian should be given a unique number, like a tax file number, to
be used for identification in ALL Commonwealth Government Departments, and to access
government services on the Internet. In principle, are you in favour or against each Australian being
given such a number?

Response
Strongly in Favour
Partly in Favour
Neither in Favour nor against
Partly Against
Strongly Against
Can’t Say

Roy Morgan Research

Privacy Survey
2004
25%
28%
4%
13%
28%
2%

Verification
Study
(CATIBUS)
26%
27%
4%
14%
27%
2%

June, 2004
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However, the third question did show some differences.
Table 50: Reactions to Businesses Using the White Pages for Marketing
Do you agree or disagree that businesses should be able to collect your information from the White
Pages telephone directory without your knowledge for the purposes of marketing?

Response
Strongly Agree
Partly Agree
Neither Agree nor Disagree
Partly Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Can’t Say

Privacy Survey
2004
12%
32%
8%
14%
32%
2%

Verification
Study
(CATIBUS)
6%
23%
4%
18%
47%
1%

In the Verification Study, the question was asked in isolation to other questions
about privacy, following completely unrelated questions commissioned by
another client of Roy Morgan Research. In the Privacy 2004 Study, there were a
number of related questions asked immediately prior to the question on the White
Pages. These were questions on:
•
•
•
•
•

What type of personal information do you feel most reluctant to provide?
Why?
How do you feel when you receive marketing material?
Should businesses be able to access the electoral roll for marketing?
Should businesses be able to use the White Pages for Marketing?

In this instance, it is possible that contextual bias in the Privacy 2004 study may
be the reason for this difference. Contextual bias occurs when the results to one
question are influenced by the context in which the question was asked.
Respondents to the Privacy 2004 study may have considered using the White
Pages for marketing as a ‘lesser evil’ than using the electoral roll, which may
account for the more positive response to the use of White pages information for
marketing than in the CATIBUS surveys.

Roy Morgan Research

June, 2004
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THE AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT
OFFICE OF AUSTRALIAN INFORMATION COMMISSIONER

AUSTRALIAN COMMUNITY ATTITUDES TO PRIVACY QUESTIONNAIRE
FEBRUARY 2017

INTRODUCTION – ALL STREAMS
ONLINE (CAWI)
Thank you for your interest in this survey. It is being conducted by Wallis Market and Social
research on behalf of The Office of Australian Information Commissioner. This survey covers the
protection and use of people’s personal information by government and businesses. It takes
about 18 minutes to complete.
INTRODUCTION (CATI MOBILE SAMPLE)
MOBILE CHECK
IF CALLING A MOBILE NUMBER CONTINUE ELSE GO TO INTRO
SAFE1: Good morning/afternoon/evening. I’m (name) from Wallis Market and Social
Research a wholly owned and operated Australian company based in Melbourne.
I realise I am calling you on your mobile. Is it safe for you to speak now? Can I confirm you
are not driving?
(IF DRIVING OR NOT SAFE: I am happy to call you back when it is more convenient for
you).
DO NOT READ OUT
01
02

Safe to take call
Not safe to take call

IF SAFE1=2 (NOT SAFE TO TAKE CALL) CONTINUE ELSE GO TO INTRO
MOB_APPT: Do you want me to call you back on this number or would you prefer I call back
on another number?
DO NOT READ OUT
01
02
03

This number (ARRANGE CALL BACK)
Alternative number (RECORD ALTERNATE NUMBER AND ARRANGE CALL BACK)
Termination – continue to intro and code appropriately.

We’re doing a confidential study on privacy for the Office of the Australian Information
Commissioner (if necessary — the privacy regulator) about the protection and use of people’s
personal information by government and businesses.
It’ll take about 18 minutes. Is now
convenient?
TELEPHONE (CATI FIXED LINE)
Good morning/afternoon/evening. I’m (name) from Wallis Market and Social Research in
Melbourne. We’re doing a confidential study on privacy for the Office of the Australian Information
Commissioner (if necessary — the privacy regulator) about the protection and use of people’s
personal information by government and businesses.
It’ll take about 18 minutes. Is now
convenient?

WG4459
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Would you like to participate over the phone or would you like me to send you a link to
complete it online?

IF QUERIED ABOUT BONA FIDES OF RESEARCH: I can provide the names of people who will
verify the legitimate nature of this research project. The first is the Australian Market and Social
Research Society enquiry line on 1300 36 4830. The second is the Project Director at Wallis
Market and Social Research, Patrick Gates, on 03 8620 5611.

MONITORING
This call will be recorded and may be monitored for quality control purposes. Please
could you tell me if you do NOT want this to happen?
01
02

DO NOT MONITOR
OK to monitor

S1 To make sure that we speak with a wide range of people from the community can I ask
you which one of the following broad age groups you belong to?
CATI: READ OUT
CAWI: PLEASE SELECT ONE OPTION BELOW
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08

18 to 24
25 to 34
35 to 44
45 to 54
55 to 64
Over 65
Refused (DO NOT READ OUT) (TERMINATE)
Under 18 (DO NOT READ OUT) (TERMINATE)

S2

RECORD GENDER

S3

What is your postcode? (Check location quotas)
For mobile phones
There is a chance that this call will drop out. If that happens may I call you back please
and when would be the best time to do this?
RECORD DETAILS

WG4459
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GENERAL ATTITUDES TOWARDS COLLECTION AND USE OF PERSONAL INFORMATION
– ALL STREAMS
In Australia, privacy law relates to the protection of an individual’s ‘personal information’. This is
any information about you that identifies you or could reasonably be used to identify you. For
example, this includes things like:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

your name or address
financial details
photos
your opinions and beliefs
membership of groups and affiliations
racial or ethnic origin
health information (including genetic information)
sexual preferences
criminal record.

Note: A green OPC indicates that a question is longitudinal

Q1

CATI: I’d like to start by asking you what you think are the biggest privacy risks that face
people today in Australia?
CAWI: What do you think are the biggest privacy risks that face people today in
Australia?
CATI: DO NOT READ
CAWI: Please type your answer in the box below, providing as much detail as you can
MULTICODE
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
95
99

Online services/social media sites
Workplace privacy
ID scanning
ID theft/fraud
Data security/data breaches
Credit reporting
Smart phones/apps
Surveillance
Sending information overseas
Other (specify)
Don’t know

WG4459
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CATI: Now I’d like you to think about providing your personal information to any
business, organisation or government agency, IN GENERAL, what types of information
are you reluctant to provide?
CAWI: Thinking now about providing your personal information to any business,
organisation or government agency, IN GENERAL, what types of information are you
reluctant to provide?
CATI: DO NOT READ
CAWI: Please type your answer in the box below, providing as much detail as you can
MULTICODE
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
95
98
99

Name
Address
Email address
Phone number
Financial status
Marital status
Date of birth
Medical or health information
Religion
Sexual orientation
How many people/men/women in the household
Other (specify)
None
Don’t know

IF NONE/DK GO TO Q6, IF SINGLE RESPONSE GO TO Q4, IF MULTI RESPONSE
CONTINUE

OPCQ3

CATI: And which ONE of these [list answers given for Q2] do you feel MOST
RELUCTANT to provide?
CAWI: And which one of these types of information do you feel MOST RELUCTANT to
provide?
CAWI: Please type your answer in the box below, providing as much detail as you can
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
95
99

Name
Address
Email address
Phone number
Financial status
Marital status
Date of birth
Medical or health information
Religion
Sexual orientation
How many people/men/women in the household
Other (specify)
Don’t know

WG4459
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CATI: What is your MAIN reason for not wanting to provide [answer from Q3](DO NOT
READ)?
CAWI: What is your MAIN reason for not wanting to provide that type of information?
CAWI: Please type your answer in the box below, providing as much detail as you can
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
95
99

May lead to financial loss/people might access bank account
It’s none of their business/privacy
Discrimination
I do not want to be identified
I do not want people knowing where I live or how to contact me
The information may be misused/information might be passed on without my
knowledge
Don’t want junk mail/unsolicited mail/SPAM
I don’t want to be bothered/hassled/hounded by phone or door to door
For safety/security/ protection from crime
Unnecessary/irrelevant to their business or cause
Other (specify)
Don’t know

Now I’d like you to think about laws that relate to your privacy and personal information.
OPCQ6

Were you aware that an Australian Government Privacy Commissioner exists to uphold
privacy laws and to investigate complaints concerning the misuse of personal
information?
CAWI: PLEASE SELECT ONE OPTION BELOW
01
02
99

Yes
No
Don’t know

IF OPCQ6=01 CONTINUE ELSE GO TO OPCQ8

WG4459
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The actions of the Privacy Commissioner are determined by the Federal Privacy Act.
Which of the following do you think are under the jurisdiction of the Privacy Act?
CATI: READ OUT
CAWI: Please select one answer

ROTATE
Yes

No

Don’t
know

Small Australian businesses

1

2

99

Medium to large Australian businesses

1

2

99

Media organisations

1

2

99

Public schools and Universities

1

2

99

Political parties and political representatives

1

2

99

Multinational organisations operating in Australia

1

2

99

Businesses collecting work related information about employees

1

2

99

Federal government agencies

1

2

99

State government agencies

1

2

99

WG4459
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TRANSFER OF PERSONALISED INFORMATION (1) – STREAMS 1 and 2
Many organisations handle personal information.
OPCQ8

Thinking now about trustworthiness. How trustworthy or untrustworthy would you say
the following organisations are with regards to how they protect or use your personal
information?
CATI: (IF TRUSTWORTHY: Is that very trustworthy or somewhat trustworthy?
IF UNTRUSTWORTHY: Is that very untrustworthy or somewhat untrustworthy?)
CATI: READ OUT ORGANISATIONS
CAWI: Please select one answer

ROTATE
Very
Trust

S’what
Trust

Neither

S’what
UnT

Very
UnT

Don’t
know

Financial institutions

1

2

3

4

5

99

Real Estate Agents

1

2

3

4

5

99

Insurance Companies

1

2

3

4

5

99

Charities

1

2

3

4

5

99

State Government Departments

1

2

3

4

5

99

Federal Government Departments

1

2

3

4

5

99

Health service providers including
doctors, hospitals and pharmacists

1

2

3

4

5

99

Market and social research organisations

1

2

3

4

5

99

Retailers

1

2

3

4

5

99

eCommerce industry, (including
businesses selling over the internet)

1

2

3

4

5

99

Social media industry

1

2

3

4

5

99

Organisations that are provided with
personal information to collect debts

1

2

3

4

5

99

Organisations providing technology
products (such as phones and other
devices)

1

2

3

4

5

99

Companies in general

1

2

3

4

5

99

WG4459
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*[ROTATE Q9-11]

OPCQ9

GENERALLY, how likely or unlikely would you be to provide your personal information
to an organisation if it meant you would receive rewards and benefits?
CATI: PROBE FULLY, IS THAT VERY OR SOMEWHAT?
CAWI: Please select one option below
01
02
03
04
05
99

Very likely
Somewhat likely
Neither likely nor unlikely
Somewhat unlikely
Very unlikely
Don’t know

OPCQ10 How about if it meant you would have a chance to win a prize?
CATI: PROBE FULLY, IS THAT VERY OR SOMEWHAT?
CAWI: Please select one option below
01
02
03
04
05
99

Q11

Very likely
Somewhat likely
Neither likely nor unlikely
Somewhat unlikely
Very unlikely
Don’t know

And how likely or unlikely would you be to provide your personal information to an
organisation if it meant you would receive better customer service?
CATI: PROBE FULLY, IS THAT VERY OR SOMEWHAT?
CAWI: Please select one option below
01
02
03
04
05
99

Very likely
Somewhat likely
Neither likely nor unlikely
Somewhat unlikely
Very unlikely
Don’t know

WG4459
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How comfortable or uncomfortable would you be with the personal information that
you’ve provided to government agencies and departments being used for research,
service development or policy development purposes?
CATI: PROBE FULLY, IS THAT VERY OR SOMEWHAT?
CAWI: Please select one option below
01
02
03
04
05
99

Very comfortable
Somewhat comfortable
Neither comfortable nor uncomfortable
Somewhat uncomfortable
Very uncomfortable
Don’t know

OPCQ12 Thinking now about the way that your personal information is handled by private or
public sector organisations, which of the following instances would you regard to be a
misuse of your personal information?
CATI: READ OUT
CAWI: Please select one answer
ROTATE
Yes

No

Don’t
know

An organisation that you haven’t dealt with gets hold of your personal
information

1

2

99

An organisation monitors your activities on the Internet, recording
information on the sites you visit without your knowledge

1

2

99

You supply your information to an organisation for a specific purpose
and they use it for another purpose.

1

2

99

An organisation asks you for personal information that doesn't seem
relevant to the purpose of the transaction.

1

2

99

An organisation reveals a customer’s information to other customers

1

2

99

An organisation sends customer data to an overseas processing centre

1

2

99

OPCQ13 How concerned are you about organisations sending their customers’ personal
information from Australia to overseas?
CATI: PROBE FULLY, IS THAT VERY OR SOMEWHAT?
CAWI: Please select one option below
01
02
03
99

Very concerned
Somewhat concerned
Not concerned
Don’t know

WG4459
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TRANSFER OF PERSONALISED INFORMATION (2) – STREAMS 1 and 3
Q14

I’d like you to think about the way that your personal information is handled by private
sector organisations and government agencies. Please tell me if you agree or disagree
with the following statements.
CATI: PROBE FULLY, IS THAT STRONGLY OR SOMEWHAT?
CAWI: Please select one answer

ROTATE
Strongly
agree

Some
what
agree

Neither

Some
what
disagree

Strongly
disagree

Don’t
know

If a government agency loses
my personal information they
should tell me

1

2

2

2

5

99

If a business loses my personal
information they should tell me

1

2

3

4

5

99

Q14b.

How comfortable or uncomfortable are you about businesses sharing your personal
information with other organisations?
CATI: PROBE FULLY, IS THAT VERY OR SOMEWHAT?
CAWI: Please select one option below
01
02
03
04
05
99

Q14c.

Very comfortable
Somewhat comfortable
Neither comfortable nor uncomfortable
Somewhat uncomfortable
Very uncomfortable
Don’t know

And how comfortable or uncomfortable are you with government agencies sharing
information with other government agencies?
CATI: PROBE FULLY, IS THAT VERY OR SOMEWHAT?
CAWI: Please select one option below
01
02
03
04
05
99

Very comfortable
Somewhat comfortable
Neither comfortable nor uncomfortable
Somewhat uncomfortable
Very uncomfortable
Don’t know

WG4459
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OPCQ33 Thinking about direct marketing. Which of the following statements BEST DESCRIBES
how you GENERALLY feel when organisations that you have NEVER DEALT WITH
BEFORE send you unsolicited marketing information? Would you say you feel …
CATI: READ OUT
CAWI: Please select one option below
01
02
03
04
05
06
99

Annoyed
Concerned about where they obtained it
It doesn't bother you
It's a bit annoying but it's harmless
You don't mind getting it at all
Or something else (specify)
Don’t know (DO NOT READ)

I’d like you to think now of steps you’ve taken to protect your personal information.
Q21

CATI: I’m going to read you a list of things you might have done. In order to protect
your personal information how often, if ever, do you.. ?
CAWI: The following questions are about things you might have done. In order to
protect your personal information how often, if ever, do you.. ?
CATI: READ OUT- Would that be always, often, sometimes, rarely or never?
CAWI: Please select one answer

ROTATE
Always

Often

Some
times

Rarely

Never

Don’t
know

Shred documents

1

2

3

4

5

99

Check that a website is secure before
providing personal information (eg check
for the padlock symbol in the browser)

1

2

3

4

5

99

Ask public or private sector organisations
why they need your information

1

2

3

4

5

99

Read privacy policies and notifications
before providing personal information

1

2

3

4

5

99

Provide false personal details

1

2

3

4

5

99

Refuse to provide personal information

1

2

3

4

5

99

Adjust privacy settings on a social
networking website

1

2

3

4

5

99

Clear your browsing and search history

1

2

3

4

5

99

Choose not to use an app (application) on
a mobile device because of concerns over
handling your personal information

1

2

3

4

5

99

WG4459
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2

3

4

5

99

*[ROTATE Q18 and Q19]
OPCQ18 Have you ever decided NOT TO DEAL with a government agency because of concerns
over the protection or use of your personal information?
CAWI: Please select one option below
01
02
99

Yes
No
Don’t know

OPCQ19 And have you ever decided NOT TO DEAL with a private company because of
concerns over the protection or use of your personal information?
CAWI: Please select one option below
01
02
99

Yes
No
Don’t know
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DEALING WITH COMPLAINTS AND PROBLEMS – STREAMS 2 AND 3
Now I’d like you to think about your own experiences with personal information.
Q15

Have you experienced a problem with how your personal information was handled in
the past 12 months?
CAWI: Please select one option below
01
02
99

Q15a

Yes
No
Don’t know

Are you aware that you can request to access your personal information from
businesses and government agencies?
CAWI: Please select one option below
01
02
99

Yes
No
Don’t know

OPCQ17 If you wanted to report misuse of your personal information to someone, who would you
be MOST likely to contact?
CATI: DO NOT READ
CAWI: Please type your answer in the box below, providing as much detail as you can
MULTI
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
99

Police
Ombudsman
The organisation that was involved
The Privacy Commissioner (Federal or State)
Consumer Affairs (in your state)
Federal/Local/State MP
Other Government department
Local Council
Lawyers/solicitors
Department of Fair Trading
The media e.g. TV/ radio/ newspapers
Seek advice from a friend or relative
Other (specify)
Don’t know
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INTERNET AND SMARTPHONES – STREAMS 2 AND 3
Q24

Thinking now about using the internet. What proportion of websites do you think collect
information about the people who visit them? Would you say it is
CATI: READ OUT
CAWI: Please select one option below
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
99

Q24a

All
Most
Some
Few
None
Don’t use the internet and can’t estimate
Use the internet but have no idea
Refused

Now thinking about your Smartphone. What proportion of smart phone apps collect
information about the people who use them? Do you think it is…
CATI: READ OUT
CAWI: Please select one option below
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
99

All
Most
Some
Few
None
Don’t have a smartphone and can’t estimate
Have a smartphone but have no idea
Refused

WG4459
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As you may be aware, search engines and social networking sites track your internet
use in order to do things like target advertising at you. How comfortable are you with..
CATI: READ OUT
CAWI: Please select one answer
Is that comfortable or uncomfortable – very or somewhat?

ROTATE
Very
c

Somewhat c

Neither

Somewhat
uc

Very
uc

Don’t
know

Search engines and social
networking sites targeting advertising
at you based on what you have said
and done online

1

2

3

4

5

99

Search engines and social
networking sites keeping databases
of information on what you have said
and done online

1

2

3

4

5

99

Q26

Have you ever put any information on a social networking site that you've later
regretted sharing with others?
CAWI: Please select one option below
01
02
03
99

Q27

Yes
No
Have never posted information on a social networking site
Don’t know

Do you think that social networking is …
CATI: READ OUT
CAWI: Please select one option below

ROTATE 1 and 2
01
02
99

Mainly a private activity, where users share information with their friends OR
Mainly a public activity, where users publish information which can be seen by
many people
Don’t know (DO NOT READ)
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OPCQ29 Are you more or less concerned about the privacy of your personal information while
using the internet than you were five years ago?
CAWI: Please select one option below
01
02
03
99

Q29a

More
Less
Same
Don’t know

Generally speaking, do you believe there are greater privacy risks when dealing with an
organisation online compared to traditional settings like going into a branch or on
paper?
CAWI: Please select one option below
01
02
99

Yes, greater privacy risks online
No, there are not greater privacy risks online
Don’t know

OPCQ30 Do you normally read the privacy policy attached to any internet site?
CAWI: Please select one option below
01
02
99

Yes
No
Don’t know

IF QPCQ30=1, ASK OPCQ31. ELSE GO TO Q37

OPCQ31 What impact, if any, did seeing or reading these privacy policies have upon your
attitude towards the site?
CATI: DO NOT READ
CAWI: Please type your answer in the box below, providing as much detail as you can
MULTICODE
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
99

It’s a good idea/ I approve of the privacy policy they are doing the right thing/
prefer to see on sites/ respect sites for having it
Feel more confident/ comfortable/ secure/about using site
Appear more honest/ trustworthy/ responsible/legitimate
Helps me decide whether to use the site or not
Still apprehensive about sites that have them/ don’t trust them/ not convinced
Made me more cautious/ aware when using the internet generally
Too long/ complicated to read — it didn’t build my confidence in the site
Other (specify)
Don’t know

WG4459
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PERSONAL ID, THEFT AND FRAUD – STREAMS 1 AND 3
CATI: I’m going to ask you a series of questions now about how you feel about products or
activities that identify you personally, and the possibility of identify fraud and theft.
CAWI: Now there are a series of questions about how you feel about products or activities
that identify you personally, and the possibility of identify fraud and theft.
Q37

I’d like you to think about the collection and use of your biometric information, which
includes fingerprints, pictures of your face or scans of your eyes in a number of
different situations?
How concerned are you about using biometric information for you to…

CATI: PROBE FULLY, Is that very concerned, or somewhat concerned?
CAWI: Please select one answer
ROTATE
Very
concerned

Somewhat
concerned

Not
concerned

Don’t know
(DNR)

Get on a flight

1

2

3

4

Do your day to day banking

1

2

3

4

Go into a licensed pub, club, bar or hotel

1

2

3

4

Get into your place of work or study

1

2

3

4

Use tech devices (such as a Smartphone
or wearable device, such as a fitness
tracker)

1

2

3

4

PCQ38

Have you (or someone you personally know) ever been the victim of identity fraud or
theft?

MULTICODE
01
02
03
99

Yes – it happened to me
Yes it happened to someone I personally know
No
Don’t know

OPCQ39 How concerned are you that you may become a victim of identity fraud or theft in the
next 12 months?
CATI: PROBE FULLY, IS THAT VERY OR SOMEWHAT?
CAWI: Please select one ANSWER
01
02
03
99

Very concerned
Somewhat concerned
Not concerned
Don’t know

WG4459
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FINANCIAL CREDIT INFORMATION (CREDIT REPORTING) – STREAMS 2 AND 3
Q40.

I’d now like to ask you about credit ratings. Do you know what a credit rating is?
CAWI: Please select one answer
01
02
99

Yes
No
Don’t know

IF Q40=1, ASK Q41. ELSE GO TO D1
Q41

Have you ever tried to get information about your credit rating? This is called your credit
report.
CAWI: Please select one answer
01
02
99

Yes
No
Don’t know

IF Q41=2, ASK Q42. ELSE GO TO D1
Q42

And why haven’t you tried to access your credit report
CATI: READ OUT
CAWI: Please select one option below
01
02
03
04
05
99

There has been no need
Costs too much
Takes too long
I don’t know how
Other (specify)
Don’t know

WG4459
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DEMOGRAPHICS – ALL STREAMS
CATI: Thank you. Finally, I just have a few questions about you which we will use simply for the
purposes of analysis.
CAWI: Thank you. Finally, just have a few questions about you which we will use simply for the
purposes of analysis.
D1

What is the highest level of education you have reached?
CAWI: Please select one option below
01
02
03
04
05
06
98

D2

Primary school
Intermediate (year 10)
VCE/HSC (year 12)
Undergraduate diploma/TAFE/Trade certs
Bachelor’s Degree
Postgraduate qualification
Refused (do not read)

Are you now in paid employment?
IF YES, ASK: Is that FULL-time for 35 hours or more a week, or part-time?
IF NO, ASK: Are you retired or a student?
CAWI: Please select one option below
01
02
03
04
05
98

Yes, Full-time
Yes, part time
No, retired
No, student
Other non-worker
Refused (do not read)

ASK D3 IF 01,02 ELSE SKIP to D4
D3

Are you employed by someone else or are you an employer?
CAWI: PLEASE SELECT ONE OPTION BELOW
01
02
04
03
98

Employee
Employer
Self Employed
Both
Refused (do not read)

WG4459
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What is your (last) occupation?
CATI: PROBE FULLY
CAWI: Please type your answer in the box below, providing as much detail as you can
RECORD VERBATIM _________________

D5.

Which describes your household income before tax, best? (An estimate will do)
CATI: PROBE FULLY
CAWI: Please select one option below
01
02
03
04
98

D6.

Less than $25,000
$25 -75,000
$75 – 100,000
Over $100,000
Refused (do not read)

How often do you buy products online?
CATI: READ OUT
CAWI: Please select one option below
01
02
03
98
99

D7.

At least once a month
Less often than once a month
Never buy products online
Refused (do not read)
Don’t know

Do you use a smartphone?
CAWI: Please select one option below
01
02
03
99

Yes
No
Don’t have a mobile phone
Don’t know

Closing
CATI :CLOSE
Thank you very much for your time. Your views count and on behalf of the Office of the Australian
Information Commissioner and Wallis social and market research, I’m very glad you made them
known. In case you missed it, my name is …... from Wallis. The information you have provided
cannot be linked to you personally in any way. The results of this survey will be published later this
year. They will be published on the Office of the Australian Information Commissioner’s website at
www.oaic.gov.au
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If you have any queries about this study you can call the Australian Market and Social Research
Society’s free survey line on 1300 364 830.

CAWI CLOSE:
That was the last question. Your views are important and on behalf of the Office of the Australian
Information Commissioner and Wallis social and market research, thank you for participating. The
information you have provided cannot be linked to you personally in any way. The results of this
survey will be published later this year. They will be published on the Office of the Australian
Information Commissioner’s website at www.oaic.gov.au
If you have any queries about this study you can call the Australian Market and Social Research
Society’s free survey line on 1300 364 830.
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FOREWORD
Privacy is recognised in international law as a basic human right. Infringements of privacy fall
broadly into two areas: unwarranted intrusion into an individual's private life or activities; and
inappropriate practice in relation to the gathering, processing and dissemination of information
about the individual. The Privacy Act 1988, which I administer, deals with the latter.
The Act deals primarily with the information handling practices of Commonwealth government
agencies. Essentially it regulates the way in which these agencies collect, store, use and disclose
personal information. It gives an individual the right to find out what information is held about
them by Commonwealth agencies, and to have that information corrected, altered, or deleted so that
the record is accurate.
The Privacy Act also has limited private sector coverage in two areas: credit reporting and tax file
numbers. Please refer to Appendix 1 for a more detailed description of the Act.
As Privacy Commissioner, I am responsible for promoting the protection of individual privacy, and
responding to developments that may impact on personal privacy. This makes it important for me
to be aware of the community's level of knowledge of the Act and the degree of public concern
about privacy issues.
Since 1990, I have undertaken four surveys seeking to gauge the community's knowledge of privacy
protections and their opinion on a range of privacy issues. This information paper brings together
the findings of these surveys.
The surveys leave no doubt that privacy is seen as an important social issue by Australians. In the
most recent survey, almost three-quarters of respondents ranked confidentiality of personal
information as very important, second only to education in a list of social issues. Confidentiality
of personal information was ranked above, for example, the economy and the environment.
There are also strong messages for government and business. While accepting that there are
benefits to their personal information being collected, Australians do not feel that they have enough
control over the information handling process. Around ninety percent want to know when their
personal information is being collected, what use it will be put to, and whether it will be transferred
to anyone else. They also want the right to check and correct the information held about them.
Computer technology used by both government and business is seen as a major threat to privacy,
with only a small minority believing there are adequate safeguards for personal information kept on
computers.
In responding to these concerns it must be said that Australia does not have a comprehensive code
of privacy protection. The Privacy Act is limited in scope and does not cover the operations of State
Governments nor the private sector (with the exception of the credit reporting industry and tax file
number recipients). There is no corresponding privacy legislation in the States, and increasing
numbers of industry groups and businesses are trying to develop appropriate standards of their own.
The limited coverage of privacy laws in Australia may go some way to explaining the lack of
knowledge in the community about existing protections, and people's uncertainty about where to go
with a query or complaint. I am pleased to see, however, that among those who are aware of
privacy laws, awareness of the Privacy Act has doubled over the survey period.
The limited coverage of the Privacy Act and the implications this has for emerging privacy issues is
currently being debated. Recent official reports have suggested that the protections of the Privacy
Act should be extended to the private sector. Other participants in the debate argue that industry
developed and sponsored codes of conduct are the most effective method of introducing privacy
protections. There are also international developments that impact on the debate. International
standards are being developed that may mean Australia's ability to conduct business with other
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nations will be curtailed if we do not provide adequate standards of privacy protection for personal
information.
The surveys show that the vast majority of Australians believe that it is the responsibility of
governments to protect privacy, and they want privacy laws to apply to both government and
business. I also believe that greater privacy protection is needed in Australia and that it should
extend in some form to the private sector. My preferred option is for a consistent national
legislative framework setting out the fundamental principles for the responsible handling of
personal information. Where particular activities or industries warrant more specific provisions,
these could be delivered by way of codes or guidelines, consistent with the general privacy
principles. A national approach to privacy policy rather than industry by industry, or State by State,
would avoid patchy coverage and administrative complexity; and would mean that Australia is
better placed to meet international standards of privacy protection.
Although the surveys indicate that Australians are pessimistic about maintaining their privacy in the
computer age, this should not be misconstrued as an argument against the introduction of new
technology. The benefits offered to individuals, businesses and government by creating an
electronically networked society are numerous and worth pursuing. However, as the surveys also
consistently show, the community is very concerned about protecting personal privacy. They
suggest that as Australians we would be more likely to support organisations that adopt responsible
information privacy practices. I believe that the calls for governments and the business community
to introduce broader and more effective privacy protections will only grow stronger. I would like to
work together with all parties in responding to those calls.
The adoption of uniform national privacy legislation would help to address the concerns made so
plain in the surveys, and assure the community that all those who handle personal information are
obliged to do so in accordance with enforceable standards that address community concerns.

KEVIN O'CONNOR
Privacy Commissioner
August 1995
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1

AUSTRALIANS ARE CONCERNED ABOUT PRIVACY



The most recent public opinion polling shows Australians view the confidentiality of personal
information held by government and business organisations as a very important social issue.



When asked to rank a number of social issues, three quarters said confidentiality of personal
information was very important, second only to education.



However, among privacy issues, protecting the privacy of home and property is more
important than personal information. Eight out of ten people are very worried about
maintaining the privacy of their home or property.



Keeping personal information private ranked second in importance.



We are becoming increasingly anxious about others prying into our business. From 1990 to
1994 there was a significant increase in the number of people very concerned about this.



Half feel they have less personal privacy in their daily lives than they did ten years ago.

2

WHERE DO THE THREATS TO OUR PRIVACY COME FROM?



Computers are seen as a major threat to privacy. When asked about computers, more than 70
per cent feel that they are reducing the level of privacy in Australia.



Nearly 80 per cent think computers have made it easier for confidential personal details to fall
into the wrong hands.



Only a small minority believe there are adequate safeguards for personal information kept on
computer, and only one in five are confident they understand how new technologies could
affect their personal privacy.



Nearly seven in ten Australians agree with the proposition that they have no real privacy
because the government can learn anything it wants about them.



However, there is a reasonably high level of trust in a number of government agencies, and in
doctors and hospitals.



Less than one in ten say it is alright for the media to access or publish information such as
details from electoral rolls, court records or property deals.



More than half say its not acceptable for companies to obtain their names and addresses from
public records to send them mail outs about services and products.



Just over half think companies can find out any personal information about people that they
like.



Six in ten believe they have lost control over how personal information about them is used by
companies, and who it is passed on to.



Least trusted with our personal information are organisations trying to sell something, such as
mail order companies, retail stores, insurance companies and credit agencies.



In 1993 and 1994 more than six in ten people said they had received unrequested personally
addressed mail in the past month.
i
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About half of all Australians say they have received uninvited phone calls from salespeople in
the past month.



About one third were very concerned to stop unsolicited mail and telephone calls.

3

PEOPLE WANT CONTROL OVER THEIR INFORMATION, AND LEGISLATED
SAFEGUARDS



Overall the surveys show that were becoming a little less concerned about the amount of
information kept on us, but more concerned to control its use.



Nearly nine in ten people say they should have advance notice when personal information is
being collected.



More than nine in ten agree that when information has been collected they should be told
exactly what it will be used for.



Ninety per cent think they should be asked permission first before their personal data can be
passed from one organisation to another.



However, more than half dont mind companies using personal details as long as they know
about it, and can stop it.



We dont think we should be responsible for protecting our own personal privacy - the vast
majority surveyed see that as a role for government.



Nearly all Australians believe governments should pass legislation to protect privacy, and that
privacy laws should apply to both government and business.



Australians are not confident that business and industry will look after their personal
information responsibly if they are left to self-regulate themselves.

4

HOW PEOPLE TRY TO PROTECT THEIR PRIVACY



People are unsure where to go if their privacy is invaded. About one quarter said they didnt
know where to go for help.



In all four surveys, only two per cent of people mentioned the Privacy Commissioner as a
place to go to query or complain about information issues.



Most people suggested they would contact the police, the organisation that holds the
information, a solicitor or the ombudsman.



Sixty per cent of people are unaware of any privacy laws.



However, of those who do know of privacy laws, general awareness of the Privacy Act is
growing.



Overall, about one in seven people have heard about the Privacy Act.



There is limited knowledge, even among those who are aware of the existence of the Privacy
Act, about its scope. In the 1994 survey just over half knew the Privacy Act covered tax file
numbers.

ii
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INTRODUCTION
BACKGROUND
Between 1990 and 1994 the Privacy Commissioner commissioned a series of opinion polls to assess
public concern about privacy issues, and public awareness of the Privacy Act.
Four surveys have been conducted - in 1990, 1991, 1993 and 1994 - and the findings used to help
the Commissioner plan his program of activities.
In 1995 the Commissioner decided that the reports should be written up in a more readily available
form. This paper aims to outline trends in the data, and give the reader an overall picture of attitudes
to, and awareness of, privacy issues.
Some comparisons have also been made with recent opinion polling on privacy issues from the
United States and Canada.
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The polling has covered a number of areas including:


the perceived importance of personal information privacy relative to other social issues;



the availability of public record information;



the level of trust of various organisations to handle personal information responsibly;



attitudes towards general privacy issues, such as the impact of computer technology;



the importance of individual control over the use of information;



the role of government in protecting privacy;



the sensitivity of different types of information, for example financial details;



unaided and aided awareness of privacy protection laws; and



specific awareness and knowledge of the Privacy Act.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
In each of the surveys approximately 1000 people Australia-wide were interviewed face to face.
Interviews were with people aged 14 years and over, and the sample was split evenly 50:50 for
males and females. Details of the reports on which this paper is based are listed in the bibliography.
A benchmark study was conducted in 1990 with a follow-up survey in May 1991. The
questionnaire used in the 1993 study was based on that used previously, however, there were some
modifications. The questionnaire used in 1994 was the same as that in 1993 with the addition of
Roy Morgan Research Centre's Values Segments. This was included by the researchers as a way of
increasing the interpretative dimension of the survey findings beyond demographic and socioeconomic descriptions of groups within the population.
Quotes in this report are taken from the AGB:McNair Information Privacy Issues Group
Discussions, Key Findings Report (1990), which was conducted just before the first opinion poll.

1
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MAIN FINDINGS
1

AUSTRALIANS ARE CONCERNED ABOUT PRIVACY

Confidentiality of personal information is an important issue
Most Australians view the confidentiality of personal information held by government and business
organisations as one of the most important social issues of our day.
So highly do we value our privacy that in the most recent public opinion polling three quarters said
confidentiality of personal information was a very important social issue. Only three per cent said it
was not important.
Similarly, Americans and Canadians have also expressed widespread concern about threats to
personal privacy. In surveys taken in the US in 1990, 1991 and 1992 nearly 80 per cent expressed
concern about this issue. In Canada in 1992, 92 per cent of people expressed at least moderate levels
of concern about privacy, and just over half expressed extreme concern with personal privacy.
The privacy issue has grown in importance in Australia over the past few years. In 1990, 67 per
cent of people said it was a very important social issue. In 1991 and 1993, 70 per cent said it was.
The 1994 figure of 74 per cent was a further increase.
Concern over privacy is also reflected in the perception held by half of the respondents that they
have less personal privacy in their daily lives than they did ten years ago.
Not only are more people seeing privacy of personal data as a very important issue, but its
importance is growing relative to other social concerns. When asked to rank certain issues,
confidentiality of personal information is now the second most important social issue, after
education, and has become more important in those survey responses than the environment and the
economy.
In 1990 education, the economy and the environment all rated higher than privacy. In 1994
education was a very important social issue for eight in ten of those surveyed, confidentiality of
personal information for three quarters, followed by the environment 67 per cent, and the economy

slightly less. Chart 1 shows how people's responses have changed between 1990 and 1994.

2
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In Canada privacy was also a high priority relative to other issues. The level of extreme concern
was the same as concern over the environment, and only slightly less than unemployment.
Here, privacy of personal information is more important to women than men; to people aged 25 to
49 and to people with high incomes.
Other privacy issues are important too
Confidentiality of personal information is not the only privacy worry people have. Rating their
concern over other privacy issues, people feel other potential privacy invasions are even more of a
worry. Privacy today is not just about keeping confidential the plethora of personal data held by
organisations, but, most importantly, about stopping unwanted intrusions into our homes and our
affairs. Consistently in the surveys, eight out of ten people are very worried about maintaining the
privacy of their home or property.
Concern about keeping personal information private ranked second in importance behind the
protection of private property.
While there was a decrease (from 72 percent in 1993 to 68 percent in 1994) in the level of concern
about the privacy of personal information, we are becoming increasingly anxious about others
prying into our business. Over the four year period 1990-1994 there was a significant increase
(from 58 to 67 per cent) in the number of people very concerned about this.
And we are actually less concerned than we were about the amount of information organisations
keep on us. In 1994 a little less than half were very concerned about this, down from 55 per cent in
1991.

I think I feel relatively comfortable with most institutions because I've never had any
information used against me. So really I have to plead ignorant to how much institutions have
stored on me or how they could use it, manipulate it, provide it to other organisations. I really
don't know but as I've never had it used against me, I have no reason not to trust them.
2

WHERE DO THE THREATS TO OUR PRIVACY COME FROM?

Computers are seen as a major threat to privacy
We are pessimistic about maintaining our privacy in the computer age, and believe we will have less
control over personal information in the future. Chart 2 shows the responses to a number of
statements put to respondents about computer technology.

3
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When asked more than 70 per cent feel that computers are reducing the level of privacy in Australia,
and nearly 80 per cent think computers have made it easier for confidential personal details to fall
into the wrong hands.
Only a small minority believe there are adequate safeguards for personal information kept on
computer, and only one in five are confident they understand how new technologies could affect
their personal privacy.

All this seems to have been since computers came in, they have at the press of a button all
this information about you. If they had papers about you, you can bet they wouldn't know half
as much as they do with computers.

Well once upon a time it would never go outside those walls, but now with computers
anybody could just press a button and be into your information.
Australians are not alone in fearing a threat to their privacy from computers. A 1992 survey in the
United States found that almost seven out of ten Americans agreed that the present uses of
computers are an actual threat to personal privacy. The figure has increased dramatically in the
last 20 years - in 1978 only about one third of Americans felt their privacy was threatened by
computers.
As well, less than three in ten Americans agreed there were adequate safeguards for the privacy of
personal information in computers, and most believe computers have made it easier for someone to
improperly obtain confidential details.

4
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While Americans could see the positive side of computer use, such as more convenient access to
services and improved quality of life, two out of three agreed that if privacy was to be preserved,
the use of computers must be sharply restricted in the future. The report concluded that
Americans are seeking a balance between the positives provided by computer technology and the
negative impact on their privacy.
Canadians also feel their personal privacy is under siege. Six in ten believe they have less personal
privacy than a decade ago, and eight in ten think computers are reducing the level of privacy in
Canada. Interestingly, people who use computers are less likely to say that computers are
responsible for declining levels of privacy. Fifty four per cent of computer users strongly believe
that computers are reducing privacy, compared to 63 per cent of non-users. Fear and ignorance of
technology coalesce to produce anxiety about privacy threats, according to the Canadian report.
Governments can learn anything they want about us
As it becomes possible to collect, collate and store more and more information, nearly seven in ten
Australians agree with the proposition that they have no real privacy because the government can
learn anything it wants about them.

You're on every record and every computer, the Tax Department, the Attorney General, you
name it. Big Brother is there. They can push a button and they can take it. They've got it all.
There's no privacy.
Look, they've only got to cross computers and they can throw out a whole dossier on you. I
still think it should be protected and be lawfully wrong to produce it.
The Privacy Act does, in fact, place limitations on linking information held by different government
departments. Details may be found at Appendix 1.
While we say we have no real privacy because the government can find out anything about us, there
is a reasonably high level of trust of a number of government departments and bodies.
We are reasonably relaxed about giving personal details to government bodies such as the Tax
Office, the Department of Social Security and Medicare.

The Department of Social Security, if you go about it the right way, you can go up and you
can see the file they've got there about you and you can go into an interview room and discuss
it with one of their representatives. They'll be honest and tell you everything and they're
pretty good about it.
In the latest polling nearly six out of ten trusted the Department of Social Security, and a slightly
higher number trusted the Taxation Office and Medicare. Australia Post and the Bureau of
Statistics were trusted by one in two people.
Most people (62 per cent) are also fairly satisfied they can trust the police.
Only a small minority of respondents - ranging from 6 to 9 per cent - indicated that they were not
at all satisfied to trust these organisations.
There have been fluctuations in trust levels over the past few years, and some apparent
contradictions. While the level of trust in some public sector bodies, such as the police and the
Bureau of Statistics, decreased in 1994, people were generally less concerned about divulging
personal information to all organisations, including police, Medicare, schools and the Department of
Social Security.
We are suspicious of commercial organisations
5
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While Australians feel governments have a greater ability to find out their personal information than
business, just over half think companies can also find out any personal details they like.
Six in ten believe they have already lost control over how personal information about them is used
by companies, and who it is passed on to.
Again, there are similarities with public opinion in the United States and Canada. More than three
quarters of Americans felt they had lost all control over how personal information about them is
circulated and used by companies, and over 80 per cent of Canadians did.
When it comes to using our personal information responsibly, commercial organisations arouse our
suspicion more than government or professionals. Least trusted are organisations trying to sell
something, such as mail order companies, retail stores, insurance companies and credit agencies.
Chart 3 illustrates
the level of trust
respondents have
in various
organisations.

Australians seem to have a particular aversion to their personal privacy being invaded by companies
selling products. When they are asked who can and can't look at their personal information, they
consistently say mail order companies - that is companies that sell to people at home - should not
have access.
The feeling here seems to be that people are more likely to accept companies collecting and using
their personal information when they understand, agree and benefit from the process.
When asked how much they trusted particular organisations, in every survey mail order companies
have been least trusted. There is also a low level of trust of retail stores and credit agencies.
However, levels of concern about mail order companies and retail stores having access to their
information fell in the last survey. In line with that, there was a significant increase in the number
of people prepared to trust mail order companies, up from 7 per cent in 1993 to 16 per cent in 1994.
Still the level of trust of these organisations remains low, and we're worried about them knowing
our financial information. In every survey from 1990 to 1994 people expressed most concern about
giving details such as how much money they have, how much they earn and their tax file number to
these companies.

6
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In 1990 67 per cent of people said they did not want mail order companies to know how much
money they have. In 1991 the figure rose to 77 per cent. Neither did most want retail companies,
schools, employers, the police or credit reference associations to have access to that personal
information.
In 1991 40 per cent of people said no organisation at all should know how much money they have.
Over the four year period this has remained the information we are most anxious to keep private.

How much money you have saved is no concern of anyone's, that's very private.
There is some information - such as names, addresses and telephone numbers - that we feel less
concerned about giving to organisations. We are slightly more concerned to keep our job and health
history private, and we definitely dont like disclosing information about criminal convictions,
buying habits or credit ratings.
In Canada too, people were very concerned about divulging personal financial information - 45 per
cent expressed extreme concern about this.
We are wary about the use of public record information
While government departments and private companies are legally bound to keep certain personal
information private, a number of government records such as electoral rolls, court records and
information about property transactions are legally available to anyone who wants to examine them.
Australians have a mixed reaction to the public availability of such information. They accept there
are circumstances where access to personal information is necessary, and it causes little concern
especially when there is a potential benefit to them, for example if they are wanting credit, or a job.
On the whole they are not worried about organisations such as credit or insurance providers
checking records to see if applicants have been honest.

Take finance. You want to borrow money. Organisations have to be able to build up profiles
of you. They have to be able to know whether you can pay or not. If organisations aren't
allowed to go to that sort of detail you'll have trouble with bad debts and it's going to cost us
more to borrow whatever we want to borrow.
Most Australians believe it is generally alright for such businesses to check bankruptcy and debt
judgement records when they apply for credit.

Something like credit limit checking, it's just a fact of life I suppose. If you want to take out a
housing loan, nobody's going to just give you $200,000 without checking who you are. You've
just gotta put up with it. It doesn't bother me.
Nearly three quarters of people are not concerned about motor vehicle insurance companies
checking accident and driving records of people applying for cover.
There is more concern about employers checking to see if job applicants have criminal convictions,
but just over half see it as generally acceptable.
Americans are like Australians in this regard. More than three quarters of the American public says
it's acceptable for companies to check the public record information of people who are applying for
credit, car insurance or a job. The American Harris-Equifax survey found that the public draws a
line between the use of their public record information when they want goods or services, and its
use for other purposes.
Similarly, if Australians want something done for them, widespread access to public records meets
with their approval. However, there is a much more negative reaction if we feel the information is
7
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being accessed not for our sake, but for others use. Chart 4 illustrates how people feel about
individuals' consumer data from public records being made available to various organisations.

There is a high level of concern about the media publishing public information such as details from
electoral rolls, court records or property deals. Less than one in ten people say its alright for the
media to access or use public record information.
People also dont like the idea of private individuals obtaining this sort of information about other
people; and they are only slightly less concerned about private investigators.
Neither do Australians want private companies obtaining names and addresses to send them mail
outs about services and products. More than 50 per cent of people say its not acceptable for
companies to use public lists in this way.

I resent being on mailing lists. You go and buy something and the next thing you know
you're getting junk mail from whoever they sold the list to. It's unsolicited mail you don't
want. It's a nuisance and an invasion of privacy.
Americans are on the same track. Only 28 per cent say it's alright for the media to publish public
record information, and less than one third approve of companies obtaining details for mailing lists.
Unsolicited mail and telephone calls are frequent intrusions
The opinion polling did not ask people whether they considered their personal information had ever
been misused, but only sought to find out how many people received unsolicited mail or telephone
calls.
As we have seen, most Australians have an aversion to private companies using personal
information to try to sell them products.

They're making money out of your name and address. They know that you are an individual
who has bought a particular type of good whether you've paid cash or Bankcard or bought it
through a finance company and I don't think that's necessary for anybody else to know. It's a
small thing but it's important.
However, such intrusions are something Australians have to deal with reasonably often.
8
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Mostly these intrusions come in the form of personally addressed mail that hasn't been requested. In
1993 and 1994 just over 60 per cent of people said they had received such mail in the past month.
Phone calls from people selling products are also common. About half of all Australians say they
have received uninvited phone calls from salespeople in the past month.
Some people are more likely to receive unsolicited mail and telephone calls than others.
Companies appear to target people aged 35 and over. In 1994 seven in ten people aged between 35
and 55 had recently received unrequested mail and more than half had taken a phone call from
someone trying to sell them a product.
High income earners and people living in a conventional family situation were also more likely to
receive unsolicited mail and calls about products. Of those earning more than $40,000 a year, seven
in ten had recently received unrequested mail.
Calls from people seeking donations were not quite so frequent, but still quite common. In 1993 45
per cent had received such a call in the past month, but in 1994 only 40 per cent had. Again, people
aged 35 and up appeared to be the main targets of such calls.
One third say they are very concerned to stop unwanted mail and telephone calls, and a further third
that they are concerned to do so.
A significant proportion of people have resorted to having a silent telephone number at some time.
In 1993 19 per cent said theyd had an unlisted telephone number; this rose to 22 per cent a year
later.
Younger people, in particular those aged 20- 34, were more likely to have had a silent number. It
was uncommon among people aged 50 and over. Single people with children and people in a poor
economic position were almost twice as likely as the average to have had an unlisted number.
Canadian research has found that few people have not been affected by the growth of direct
marketing. Ninety five per cent reported receiving advertising mail in the past month, and nearly
three quarters had received uninvited telephone calls from someone trying to sell a product or solicit
a donation. About 22 per cent had an unlisted telephone at some time.
The Canadian and American research has been more explicit in finding out the nature and extent of
other privacy invasions.
When asked if they had personally ever been the victim of privacy invasion, 25 per cent of
Americans and 18 per cent of Canadians said they had. The most common source of privacy
invasion in the US was the police (19 per cent), followed by market research/polling companies (10
per cent), and then neighbours, and credit bureaus (nine per cent).
In Canada 16 per cent of people identified a robber or burglar as the source of their privacy
invasion, and eight per cent said the main cause was telephone calls from telemarketers and
pollsters.
The Canadian researchers noted that information abuse - for example the release of data without
permission or incorrect credit information - seemed to be only a rare problem. While misuse of
personal information was the main focus of privacy experts and regulators, it had been experienced
by only about three per cent of Canadians. It is important to recognise that there is a significant
gap between popular and expert understanding of what makes up a serious invasion of privacy.

9
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3

PEOPLE WANT CONTROL OVER THEIR INFORMATION, AND LEGISLATED
SAFEGUARDS

It's vital to have control over how our personal information is used
Australians have a strong desire to gain control over the way personal data is obtained and used.
They want to know when its being gathered, what use it will be put to, and they want to be
informed before its transferred to anyone else. They want the right to check and correct the
information held about them. Chart 5 lists a number of reactions to statements about the level of
control people want over their information.

Nearly nine in ten people say they should have advance notice when information is being collected.
More than nine in ten agree that when that information has been collected they should be told
10
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exactly what it will be used for. And before that organisation can pass their information on to
another organisation, 90 per cent think they should be asked permission first.
Australians are not paranoid - they accept that personal information will be collected and that it can
benefit them.

...the banks of course, and credit suppliers, they need to know how much money you have to
assess what sort of a customer you'd be
For government to run it needs information. I work for local government. For us to operate,
to know how many dog catchers we're going to need, obviously we need to know how many
dogs there are, so we have to keep information on who owns dogs. The council needs to
provide the facilities for what people need in the area and they need information to do it.
But control of the process is the key to feeling comfortable about it. Only one in five are happy
providing information about themselves to anyone who wants it, but more than half dont mind
companies using personal details, as long as they know about it, and can stop it.
Rather than the amount of information itself, people seem to be more worried about how that
information is used, whether there are adequate controls, and whether they have some rights.

The system's not the point, the point is we can have access to it and I think if you say no,
then you're closing the door and going back to medieval times. You've got to say yes, yes I
should have access given.

I think it's most important that you be able to see the information they have on you, whether
it's detrimental, whether it's true or not.
The surveys show that while we're becoming a little less concerned about the amount of information
kept on us, we definitely want to have some say over how it is used.

As long as you've got access to the information, as long as you've got the power to change it
if it's not correct, that's what's most important so you can see what's there and that you can
change it.

It's important that you can check on the information that's kept about you because they can
make mistakes.
There is a perception that the average Australian can, and does, suffer serious negative
consequences as a result of privacy invasion. Only 15 per cent felt Australians were not suffering
through privacy invasion.
Only a tiny minority felt their privacy rights were adequately protected by law and business
practices when it came to consumer credit reporting.
Overall people feel they don't have enough control over how personal information is being used,
and they think people are suffering from the improper use of information.

Whilst the Tax Office advocates that they won't breach confidentiality, you can't be assured
that your employees are going to rigidly stand behind that. It really depends on human
nature, you can't aspire to a perfect system.
Results from the Canadian research are very similar. More than eight in ten Canadians strongly felt
they should be notified in advance when information was being collected; that they should be told
what it will be used for, and that they should be asked permission before it can be passed on to
another organisation.
11
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About seventy per cent said being in control of who can get information about them is extremely
important. Only 15 per cent said they had no problem giving personal information to anyone who
wants it.
The Canadian researchers concluded that meeting the condition of informed consent renders
information provision far more acceptable.
We want governments to provide privacy safeguards
There is a feeling that control of information, particularly on computer, is beyond an individual's
power, and authorities should provide safeguards.
Many Australians, like Canadians, don't believe that privacy protection should be left to the
individual alone - the vast majority surveyed see a role for government, and nearly all Australians
believe governments should pass legislation to protect privacy.
They want privacy laws to apply to both government and business, but would like there to be some
cooperation between government and business to develop guidelines on privacy protection for the
private sector.
Australians are not confident that business and industry will do the right thing if they are left to their
own devices. They dont agree with self-regulation in regard to privacy - most people feel their
personal privacy could be threatened if the private sector made its own rules.
The surveys asked five questions on privacy regulation. Chart 6 sets out the responses in 1994 to
these.

4

HOW PEOPLE TRY TO PROTECT THEIR PRIVACY

People are unsure where to go if their privacy is invaded. People are unsure what to do if they are
worried their personal information has been misused. About one quarter said they didnt know
where to go.
When asked where they would go with a query or complaint, virtually no one spontaneously
mentions the Privacy Commissioner. Most people are unaware of the Commissioner's ability to
assess complaints and make binding orders, including orders for compensation.
12
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In all four surveys, only two per cent of people mentioned the Privacy Commissioner as a place to
go to query or complain about information issues.
Other people suggested they would contact the police, the organisation that holds the information, a
solicitor or the ombudsman.

If it (a problem) was with the government, well you'd go to them first. And if they wouldn't
deal with you, you'd go to your ombudsman.
There has been a fall in the number who say they would go direct to the organisation concerned. In
1991 24 per cent said they would do that; in 1994 it was 14 per cent.
Virtually the reverse is true for the police. Only 14 per cent suggested theyd go there in 1991; in
1993 this doubled to 28 per cent, though there was a fall in the latest survey. The rise in 1993
coincided with other figures showing substantially more people trusted the police to handle
information responsibly.
In 1994 one in ten would go to a solicitor or the ombudsman. A small number said they would go
to a member of parliament or a consumer affairs department.

I'd probably go to Consumer Affairs first and they'd probably direct me to whoever else.
Women had less idea than men about where to complain (one third said they didn't know what to
do) and people aged 20-34 were also more often at a loss.
There is a clear relationship between people's awareness of privacy laws, and the place they would
go with a query or complaint.
People who said they would go to the police knew the least about privacy legislation.
People who were aware of the Privacy Act were more likely to say they would head straight for the
organisation that held their information, and they were less likely to go to the police. They were
also more likely to suggest going to the Privacy Commissioner, the ombudsman or the Credit
Reference Association.
The 1993-94 Annual Report of the Privacy Commissioner records that 751 written enquiries or
complaints were received by the commissioner in that year. These were assessed, and 143 were
accepted as potentially involving an interference with privacy.
In many instances the Commissioner advised the person making the complaint first to take the
matter up with the organisation they held responsible.
Once more, Canadian results were in line with Australian polling. Canadians dont really know
how to deal with privacy problems either. Six in ten agree they wouldnt know who to turn to if
they wanted to complain about or query a privacy invasion.
Less than one in five knew of any legislation to help them deal with privacy issues. As in Australia
there is a low awareness of options to take in the event of privacy invasion, and a lack of knowledge
of agencies dealing with the issue.
There is a lack of knowledge about privacy laws
Australians see privacy as an important issue, and want governments to legislate to protect them.
But do they know about existing privacy laws? By and large the answer is no.

I'll be honest. I really do not know what legal rights we have to any files like at the bank or
anything like that.
13
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When asked if they know of any laws that govern the use of personal information, well over half say
they don't.
In 1994 60 per cent said they were unaware of any privacy laws. The figure barely changed over the
four surveys.

The Privacy Act? They tried to bring it in but I don't think they passed it.
It's the first I've heard of it.
It sounds useful but we don't know about it.
While most people don't know about the laws, there were some positive changes over the four year
period. The number of people who said they were definitely aware of laws governing privacy
increased from 13 per cent in 1990, to 17 per cent in 1993, and 20 per cent in 1994. Chart 7
illustrates these responses over the
survey period.

The more education you have, the more likely you are to know about the legislation. People who
have been educated to tertiary level are twice as likely to know about privacy laws than people
educated to secondary level.
There were also age differences. People aged 14-19 years were least aware of privacy laws - eight
out of ten said they didnt know of any such laws. In fact young people seem to be becoming less
informed about privacy laws. In 1991 16 per cent said they were definitely aware of privacy laws;
in 1993 and 1994 only 6 per cent were.
People between 35 and 54 years of age were most aware of privacy laws - about one quarter
definitely knew of laws protecting personal information.
Overall, about one third of people say unaided, that they definitely know, or think they know, about
privacy laws. But what laws are they? Overwhelmingly, people mentioned the Privacy Act and the
Freedom of Information Act. Forty three per cent of those aware of privacy laws said they knew of
the Privacy Act, and 40 per cent said the FOI Act.
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Since 1991, of those aware of privacy laws, unaided awareness of the Privacy Act has grown
significantly - in 1991 only 21 per cent mentioned it, then by 1993 that had doubled to 42 per cent.
It has become more widely mentioned than the Freedom of Information laws.

I remember now talk of the Privacy Act for tax related purposes, for your tax file number.
Overall, about one in seven people now know about the Privacy Act without being prompted.
When people who had not mentioned the Privacy Act were asked in 1994 if they had heard about it,
about half said they had. Four years earlier the figure was only 29 per cent.
So even though a significant number of people are still not aware of privacy laws or the Privacy Act
specifically, more than half have heard of it. Most heard about it through the media, and a small
percentage came into contact with privacy laws through work. Awareness is growing.
Australians are unclear what the Privacy Act does
More people know about the Privacy Act - but they don't know what it does.
There is limited knowledge, even among those who are aware of the existence of the Privacy Act,
about its scope.

I think there is (a Privacy Act) but just what it entails or how deep it goes I don't know. It's
hard to find out about it. They don't publicise such things.
Look, who's got time to sit down and think about what the Privacy Act is. Unless you're put
in a situation where something has happened and then you make it a priority to check how,
what, when, where and why, it's not something you'd check out for the fun of it.
The Privacy Act sets out strict privacy safeguards for the handling of information gathered and held
by Federal Government departments and agencies, and in particular aims to limit the collection and
use of Tax File Numbers.
It also regulates the content and circulation of consumer credit information held by credit reference
bodies.
Another act, the Crimes Act, applies privacy safeguards to the use and disclosure of minor criminal
convictions after ten years.
The safeguards in relation to Tax File Numbers and credit information apply in most situations,
regardless of whether the information is being used by Federal or State governments or private
business.
The Privacy Act does not cover household privacy such as door to door sales, health and medical
records held by doctors or hospitals, surveillance, or direct marketing operations such as mailing
lists or telephone sales.
In the 1994 survey, just over half of the people who had heard of the Privacy Act knew it covered
Tax File Numbers. Slightly less than half believed it covered information held by Commonwealth
government departments.
This represents a decline compared with a year earlier when 63 per cent said correctly the Act
covered tax file numbers, and 53 per cent thought it covered information held by the
Commonwealth Government.
More evidence of the confusion about the Act came with the result that most thought it covered
health and medical records held by doctors and hospitals.
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Most people know they have the right to see their personal files
The Act has two sides. It controls the use of certain information by certain organisations; and it also
gives individuals rights in regard to their personal information. For example, it gives you the right
to see information about you, and the right to correct it if necessary. It specifies the type of
information that can be kept about you, and provides for compensation if you suffer as a result of
the misuse of information.
When it comes to these rights, people have become more informed about what the Act allows. In
1994, 62 per cent of those who had heard about the Act knew it gave them the right to see
information kept about them; and 55 per cent knew they could correct their information.
These figures were higher than the previous years; however it has to be noted that awareness levels
fluctuated over the four year polling period.
For example, in 1990 42 per cent knew the Act gave them the right to correct wrong information; in
1991 the figure jumped to 53 per cent; in 1993 it fell to 46 per cent, and in 1994 rose again to 55 per
cent.
Less than half said the Act stopped organisations from passing their information on to others. And
in 1994 only one third said the Act provided compensation if people were harmed by misuse of their
information.
The most likely explanation is that awareness levels, while they are generally rising over the
long-term, fluctuate according to how often the privacy laws have been in the public arena - for
example if there has been a promotional campaign, or if privacy issues have made the news.

Consider withdrawing the Act. Then everyone will talk about it and then everyone will hear
about it.
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Appendix 1
ABOUT THE PRIVACY ACT
The Commonwealth Government introduced the Privacy Act in 1988. It lays down strict privacy
safeguards which Commonwealth Government departments and agencies must observe in
collecting, storing, using and disclosing personal information. These principles are based on
guidelines on the protection of privacy and transborder flows of personal information which
were developed by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) in
1980.
Recently the Act was extended to include ACT Government departments and agencies, and
private sector case managers contracted by the Employment Services Regulatory Authority.
The Act also contains privacy safeguards regarding tax file numbers and consumer credit report
information. Another Act, the Crimes Act, sets out safeguards relating to the use and disclosure
of old minor convictions and gives the Privacy Commissioner a role in administering the scheme
and investigating complaints.
THE PRIVACY ACT
In summary the Privacy Act:


safeguards personal information obtained and held by Commonwealth and ACT
Government departments or agencies and private sector case managers;



limits the collection, use and disclosure of Tax File Numbers (TFNs) to purposes related to
taxation and the payment of Commonwealth assistance;



controls the content and circulation of consumer credit files held by credit reporting
agencies and of consumer credit information passing between credit providers; and



allows individuals to complain to the Privacy Commissioner if they believe their right to
privacy as set out in the Act has been interfered with.

The Privacy Act does not cover intrusive practices such as video or optical surveillance,
household privacy (such as door to door sales), direct marketing operations, state or local
government activities, or the activities of private firms or individuals (except in the limited
instances listed above).
Handling information in Commonwealth and ACT government administrations
The Privacy Act requires Commonwealth and ACT government agencies and their private sector
case managers in relation to their contracted activities to comply with eleven Information Privacy
Principles. They govern:


methods used to collect personal information;



storage and security of personal information;



access by individuals to their personal records;



accuracy of records; and



use of personal information and its disclosure to third parties.

Tax File Numbers
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Tax File Numbers are unique numbers issued by the Australian Taxation Office to identify
individuals, companies and others who lodge income tax returns with the Office.
When the Tax File Number scheme was expanded in 1988, privacy safeguards were built in.
Two important principles set out in Tax File Number Guidelines are that individuals cannot be
required to quote their tax file number (the voluntary quotation principle), although the
consequences of not quoting can be severe; and that the tax file number is not to be used as a
national identification system by whatever means.
Individuals may only be asked for their tax file number in situations permitted by law. Examples
include: employment declarations; child support registration; higher education contributions
(deferred payment); and certain Commonwealth assistance applications (eg jobsearch allowance,
sickness benefits, service pensions).
As well, the Privacy Act and the Tax File Guidelines issued by the Privacy Commissioner under
the Act, require any person or organisation needing to record tax file numbers to:


use them only for tax related purposes or in connection with the payment of
Commonwealth assistance;



keep them secure;



restrict access to tax file numbers to authorised staff; and



disclose tax file numbers only in accordance with the tax laws or laws relating to the
payment of Commonwealth assistance. (It is a criminal offence under the tax laws to make
an unauthorised disclosure of tax file numbers.)

Consumer credit information
The Privacy Act provides safeguards for individuals in relation to consumer credit information,
regulating in particular how consumer credit reporting agencies and consumer credit providers
handle credit information about individuals. Limits are placed on the content, use and disclosure
of credit reports.
Individuals have several rights. These include:


the right of access to a credit report;



the right to seek amendments if there is a dispute over the contents of a credit report;



the right to be notified by a credit provider of their use and disclosure practices in handling
credit report information;



the right to be advised when credit is refused because of a credit report; and



the right to be protected from improper use or disclosure of credit report information.

Old criminal convictions
Another Federal law, the Crimes Act, Part VIIC, applies safeguards to the use and disclosure of
information about old minor criminal convictions. All parts of the community must observe
these standards as they affect Federal and Territory convictions, while Commonwealth
authorities must observe them in relation to all convictions whether Federal, State, Territory or
foreign.
State Governments have similar laws in relation to convictions under State laws.
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This law allows individuals who have been convicted of minor criminal offences to disregard
those convictions in most circumstances, after 10 years (or 5 years if a juvenile offender) if they
have not offended again.
Employers and other organisations (eg insurance companies) must not take into account these
convictions, or disclose them to anyone without the consent of the individual. However, there
are some exceptions (eg law enforcement agencies may take such information into account in
making decisions in relation to prosecutions, sentencing or assessing prospective employees; and
employers of people who care for minors can also find out whether the person has been
convicted of certain offences).
The right to complain about a breach of privacy
In the first instance, the best place to raise a complaint about a breach of privacy is usually the
organisation you think is responsible. If you cannot resolve the complaint there, the next step
depends on what sort of complaint it is and the type of organisation you are dealing with.
Individuals who believe that their privacy has been infringed because of a breach of the
Information Privacy Principles, the Tax File Number guidelines, or the laws on consumer credit
information and old criminal convictions, may complain to the Privacy Commissioner.
If the complaint cannot be resolved during the investigation phase, the Commissioner can make
binding orders, including orders for compensation.
The Privacy Commissioner can also inspect the records of agencies and other organisations and
direct them to change their information handling practices, to make sure they follow the rules.
If you wish to complain to the Privacy Commissioner or obtain information about your rights as
an individual or your responsibilities as a manager,
phone (free)

Privacy Hotline on
008 023 985

write to:

The Privacy Commissioner
GPO Box 5218, Sydney 2001

APPENDIX 2
ROY MORGAN STATISTICS
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Appendix 3

Available - June 1995
Reports and discussion papers
Report of an Investigation: Personal Information Microfiche Transfer Practices involving Several
Commonwealth Agencies, July 1990
Interim Report on operation of Data-matching Program under the Data-matching Program (Assistance and
Tax) Act 1990, September 1991
NHMRC Guidelines for the Protection of Privacy in the Conduct of Medical Research. Privacy
Commissioner's Reasons for Approval of the Guidelines, November 1991
Report of an Investigation: Mail-out Errors: Australian Taxation Office, April 1992
Report of an Investigation: Mail-out Errors: Department of Social Security, May 1992
Advice and Report to Ministers. Disclosure of Arrest Details of Aidex Demonstrators: Australian Federal
Police and Department of Social Security, June 1992
Data-matching in Commonwealth Administration. Report to the Attorney-General, June 1992
Report of an Investigation: Mail-out Errors: Department of Employment, Education and Training, November
1992
Private Lives? An Initial Investigation of Privacy and Disability Issues, Meg Montague (Discussion paper
issued jointly by the Privacy Commissioner and the Victorian Office of the Public Advocate), August 1993
Sixth Annual Report on the Operation of the Privacy Act - 1 July 1993 to 30 June 1994 (earlier annual reports
available also)
Data-matching Program (Assistance and Tax): Special Report, December 1993
Privacy Implications of New Communications Networks and Services, Information Paper No.1, August 1994
Profiling and Privacy, Information Paper No.2, April 1995
Regulation of Data Matching in Commonwealth Administration, Report to the Attorney General, September
1994
Privacy of Personal Information in the Public Sector, author Maeve McDonagh, Privacy Monograph Series
No. 1, April 1995
Government Working Party Reports
Report of the Commonwealth Government's Privacy and HIV/AIDS Working Party Chaired by the Privacy
Commissioner, September 1992
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Instruments Issued or Approved by the Privacy Commissioner
Guidelines for the Protection of Privacy in the Conduct of Medical Research, issued by the National
Health and Medical Research Council. Approved by the Privacy Commissioner under s.95 of the
Privacy Act, 1991.
Credit Reporting Code of Conduct 1991 made under Privacy Act 1988, s.18A. The publication
includes within it Explanatory Notes and Determinations Nos 1 and 2 of 1991, issued 11 September
1991, Gazette No S 252 13 September 1991
Data-matching Program (Assistance & Tax) Guidelines, September 1991
Data-matching Program (Assistance & Tax) Guidelines (Annotated Version), September 1991
Tax File Number Guidelines 1992, (Annotated Version), October 1992
Medicare and Pharmaceutical Benefits Programs Privacy Guidelines 1994 (Annotated Version)
Credit Reporting Determinations
CRD 1991 No 1 made under Privacy Act 1988, s.11B(1)(b)(v)(B), concerning classes of credit
providers issued 11 September 1991, Gazette No S 252 13 September 1991
CRD 1991 No 2 made under Privacy Act 1988, s.18E(3), concerning identifying particulars
permitted to be included in a credit information file, issued 11 September 1991, Gazette No S 252 13
September 1991
CRD 1992 No 1 made under Privacy Act 1988, s.18K(3)(b), concerning disclosures by the Credit
Reference Association of Australia of information included in a credit information file before 24
September 1991 and accompanying statements, issued 19 February 1992, Gazette No S 56 25
February, 1992
CRD 1992 No 2 made under Privacy Act 1988, s.18K(3)(b), concerning disclosures by the
Tasmanian Collection Service of information included in a credit information file before 24
September 1991 and accompanying statements (issued 19 February 1992, Gazette No S 56 25
February, 1992).
CRD 1993 No1 made under Privacy Act 1988, s.11B(1)(b)(v)(B), concerning classes of credit
providers issued 16 August 1993, Gazette No GN 33 25 August 1993
Public Interest Determinations
PID 1:

Disclosure by the Director of Public Prosecutions to the Victorian Mental Health Board, issued 14 August 1990,
Gazette 14 December 1991
PID 2:
Disclosure by the Department of Immigration, Local Government and Ethnic Affairs to the Office of the Awards
and National Symbols, issued 16 July 1990, Gazette 14 December 1991
PID 3A: Disclosure by the Director of Public Prosecutions to statutory disciplinary or regulatory bodies, issued 22 August
1991, Gazette 14 December 1991
PID 4:
Disclosure by the Australian Federal Police to an individual or organisation directly affected by an incident or
responsible for the management or resolution of insurance claims or civil litigation, issued 29 April 1991, Gazette
14 December 1991
PID 5:
Disclosure by the Australian Federal Police to the Australian Institute of Criminology, issued 29 April 1991,
Gazette 14 December 1991
PID Application No 6: Disclosure by the Australian Telecommunications Corporation to law enforcement agencies, (reasons
for dismissal of application for a PID), issued 22 August 1991

Advisory Guidelines Issued or Approved by the Privacy Commissioner
Public Interest Determination Procedure Guidelines, July 1990
Guidelines on the Provision of Personal Information to Members of Parliament, August 1990
Covert Optical Surveillance in Commonwealth Administration - Guidelines, February 1992
Data-matching Guidelines, July 1992 (contained in `Datamatching in Commonwealth Administration. Report to the
Attorney-General, June 1992')
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Outsourcing and Privacy. Advice for Commonwealth Agencies Considering Contracting Out
(Outsourcing) Information Technology and Other Functions. Privacy Guidelines and Advice Paper
No 1 August 1994.
Plain English Guidelines to Information Privacy Principles 1-3 - Advice to Agencies about
Collecting Personal Information October 1994
Compliance Notes
Compliance Note 1/89 Compliance Note 1/90 Compliance Note 2/90 -

Tax File Number Security
Collection of Tax File Numbers by Investment Bodies
New Investments: Further Advice on Collection of Tax File Numbers by
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Supplementary Note to - Compliance Notes 1/90 and 2/90
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Senate Standing Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs - Review of the Financial Transactions
Reports Act, Submission, April 1993
Austel Investigation into Wireless Personal Communication Services, Submission, April 1993
Administrative Review Council - Administrative Review of Government Business Enterprises,
Submission, June 1993
House of Representatives Standing Committee on Banking, Finance and Public Administration - "Matching
and Catching" - Report on the Law Enforcement Access Network, November 1992, Response to Committees
Recommendations, June 1993
Joint Select Committee on Certain Family Law Matters - Inquiry into Child Support Scheme, Submission,
August 1993
House of Representatives Standing Committee on Banking, Finance and Public Administration Inquiry into Fraud on the Commonwealth, Submission, August 1993
Senate Select Committee on Community Standards Relevant to the Supply of Services Utilising
Telecommunications Technologies - Inquiry into the 0055 Service Offered by Telecom called Reverse Phone
Directory, Submission, October 1993
Senate Select Committee on Public Interest Whistleblowing, Submission, December 1993
Broadband Services Expert Group - Inquiry into New Communication Services, Submission, April 1994
Freedom of Information Act 1982 - Joint Review by the Australian Law Reform Commission and the
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Program Protocol - Data-matching Program (Assistance & Tax). A Department of Social Security publication
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14th International Data Protection & Privacy Commissioners Conference, Sydney 1992 - Conference Papers
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